Title word cross-reference

1 [TWSM17]. 2 [AH11, BW09, BSW+12, BG89, BCK+12, BCF94, CLME09, Day90, DGF98, DHH02, DF90, EFGS96, FG88, GD96, GL94a, GL94b, GST14, GT16b, GLX+16, HLM97, HCGW14, HL15, HYL+15, IECC10, KKBJ16, LJB+12, MBES16, MM+08, MB08, NBHN17, OM13, OGHT10, PW12, PPBT12, PEPM12, SW10, Sch11, SK16a, SSS+12, STP17, The02a, TRS03a, TRS03b, TSH01, WGC93, WZL+12, WRS+13, WTHS06, WGS10, WO92, WOB10, YFW12, ZLK05, dGCSAD11, dGLB+14, van90]. 2 D [FW99]. 3 [Ais85, AS96b, AA09, AD01, ANF97a, ANF97b, ASH15, AMS08, Att15, ATF12, AH11, AMK16, ARG+16, BG95, BP98, BC+96, BB00a, Be87, BR02, BGK+96, BCBB16, BMG99, BTG95, BCK+12, BLS+17, BG08, BYB09, BH93, BBMT13, BdM14, BCD01, BCF94, BMWM01, BNRSV01, BB08, CS16, COO15, CCF08, CTS03a, CTS03b, CY+11, CNKI13, CLB+09, CMS09, CMS94, CD94, CYJ02, CKSW08, DDO+17, DS11a, DCP08, DGR+14, DER+10, DMS14, DH93a, EWH08, EFGS96, FFD03, FW17, GS14, GD96, GL94a, GL94b, GE98, GTS10, GRT14, GLX+16, GTB14, Hau97, HT11, HMTH13, HL14, HL15, HMW+15, HBO+10, HE94, HFL12, HKM15, HCS16, Hub93, IIS08, IP99, IK01a, Jac85, JB10, JBS08, JH15,
JLW10, Joo86, KKB16, KLTZ16, Kii82, Kil85, KK07, KGP+12, KQWM08, 
LSF+11, LT17, Lav11, LGMT00, LJN02]. 3
[LVT08, LDGN15, LGK16, LCM+09, LAFT12, LTX+14, LEM+17, LN17, 
LCW07, MHS+14, MFT02, MG10b, MbMYR15, MK99, MPWC13, 
MEKM17, MGF95, NWHWD16, NW17, NK99, NRM+12, NPR11, 
NREM14, NMT01, O10, OMT02, OPC96, PBMG15, PB11, PP89, 
PEP+11b, PGK10, POG13, PGG+09, PS10, PBC+16, RXX+17, RKS17, 
Ri17, Rob93, RCM+01, RWPL88, RAMG15, RL09, Ros97, RLYL14, Sab82, 
SY14a, SYM10, Sam93a, SW09, Sår07, SSB08, Sco02, STKD12, SXY+11, 
SLSK07, SN12, SK17, SW92b, SGS14, Sn95, STC+16, SB99b, SP03a, 
SFWS03a, SP03b, SFWS03b, SS95, SSB05, SOM04, SJW+11, SJWS13, SBL12, 
TDS+16, TWS+11, TL01, TFW90, TTB12, TTB12, TW97b, TVD09, 
TGS96, VPLL08, VCFD95, VGB+14b, Vel93, VV95, VB99, WG93, WL08, 
WL10, WCT+15, WZK16, WLL+17, WWG07, Wat96, WTHS04, WLSG03]. 3
[XXL14, XWS+15, XQI13, XSX+14, YLLL15, YD88, YHL+16, YL11, 
ZHC+00, ZPS03, ZZH15, ZW15, ZLKO5, ZKW01, ZWHK16, ZJC13, 
v909, vJUB5, vMRB17]. 4
[CVC14, CRC+15, KPG+16, KBvP+17, LWW+16a, MDC93, MKP+16, 
NCKG00, VG00, WH17a, WMWG09, ZF+17, dHvP14, vPJR84]. 7th 
[Kun04]. 9th [Kun04]. 1th [WGS10]. 2th [V14]. 1st [vdCvW16]. 1th 
[KFK94]. L0 [WZL+17]. D [Mil90]. E3 [Ska96]. I0 [BSH15]. 1th 
[Pic86b]. G [MGM17]. G1 [BV99]. G2 [KP11, LS08b]. k [FKSS13, MSAP15, VG00]. k 
[CIC13, HH11]. L [DKY98]. I0 [WTL15]. L1 [WZCF15]. 2th [SVG+08]. N 
[Dec05, DVPS14, NSY09, TP14a, IR10a, IR10b]. Q [Hal99]. k 
[AK+09]. G [Mil90]. G [LG00]. t [RBMS17]. 17 G [Duc14]. z [SDD+92].

-Base [SVG+08]. -Buffer [SDD+92]. -Buffers [Dec05, MGM17].
-Continuity [WGS10]. -D
[SY14a, BW09, Bel87, BG99, DF90, HLM97, MGF95, SW10, YD88, ZHC+00].
-Dimensional [BMG99, ILRS03a, ILRS03b]. -Distribution [RBMS17].
-PolyVector [DVPS14]. -rep [CBV+14]. -Sampled [AAK+09]. -shapes 
[CD10]. -Sided [NSY09, TP14a]. -Sparse [MSAP15]. -Subdivision 
[LG00]. -surface [THN93]. -Systems [DKY98]. -Tables [vdCvW16].

//www.eg.org/sbnm/ [Che06].

10th [Ano95a]. 11th [Ano96a, AYL+11]. 12th [HJL07]. 13th [Ano92]. 14th 
[Ano93, Ano95p, Ano96p, LMD04]. 15th [Ano96b, Ano94]. 16th 
[Ano97a, Ano97s, Kon06]. 17th [Ano96, Ano96s]. 18th [AR06]. 1979 
[Gob95, HP95, PB95, SvZ95, TT95b]. 1996 [Ano97-29, BH96, Gob96, PS96b].
1997 [Ano97w, Ano97s, Ano97z, Ano97-28, Ano97-32]. 1998
[Ano97t, Duc98, MJ98]. 1a [Dam91]. 1st [Ano95b, Arn84, Kon06].

2000 [CA05, DT04, FMK04, KSH04, Kun04, LMD04, SCA04]. 2004
[Ano04b, BPB+04, DL04, Kei04, LLR+04, Oli04, Raf05, SZAB04]. 2005
[Des06, Kon06, LLD05, NSGP06, Wil06a]. 2006
[Ano07j, BH06, Duc06b, LLRD07, San06, SP06]. 2007
[Bot07, Duc07, Kau07]. 2008 [Ano08e, MTPS08, Wei08]. 2009
[Ano08f, CSLG10, CDD09, DS09, SJ09b]. 2010 [Enc98, LF11, WBP11].
[Ano06b, Kil85]. 28th [Ano07g]. 29th [Kon06, Ano08d]. 2Brick [KLC+15].
2D [NSC14, HBW11, LH11, MHDG11], 2D-D [NSC14]. 2nd
[Kid84, Ano98b, Ano98c, Che06, CG07a].

3-D [WHL+04]. 3-Manifolds [MDP08]. 30th [LLRD07, Ano09c]. 31st
[LLD05, Ano10a]. 32nd [Ano11c]. 33rd [Ano12d]. 34th [Ano13f]. 3D
[BLVD11, DPT+08, Fre90, JTRS12, PNR89, TW97a]. 3D-audio [DPT+08].
3D-Mesh [BLVD11]. 3D-Model [JTRS12]. 3DOR’09 [PS10]. 3DOR’10

4DCT [AAS+16]. 4PCS [MAM14]. 4th [Ano97d, LLD05, Ano06g].

5th [Ano96c, Arn84, CG07a, Ano97c, Ano98d].

60km [HLH+16b]. 60sec [HLH+16b]. 6DOF [BH15, LAFT12]. 6th
[Ano95c, ZY04, thH83b, Ano88a, Ano98c].

7th [Ano95d, Gal84, Kil85, Ano89].

'81 [Enc81]. '82 [WG82, Wat82, Kid82, Kuh82]. '83
[HP84, SW83, tH83a, End83b, HEStH+83, Joo86, tH84]. '84
[Arn84, Hop84, TB84]. '85 [Van85, Gre85]. '86 [HD86, Req86, Rob87, Mor86].
'87 [How87]. '88 [DJ88, Wat88]. '89 [HHS89, Arn89, Jan89]. 8th
[Ano97f, Ano97-32, AJL+11, Ano98f, Ano98g, DS98, TvdP98].

'90 [Duc90b]. '91 [HFB91]. '92 [Arn91, Ano91c, Ano92]. '93 [Ano93]. '94
[Ano94]. '95 [Ano95j, Ano95k, Ano95o, Ano95z, Gob95, HP95, PB95, SvZ95, TT95b, Ano95i]. '96
[Ano95l, Ano95m, Ano96g, Ano96h, BH96, Gob96, PS96b, Ano96i]. '97
[Ano96j, Ano96k, Ano97v, Ano97w, Ano97o, Ano97r, Ano97-28, Ano97-32, Ano96i, Ano97u]. '98
[Ano95n, Ano98d, Ano97y, Ano97x, Ano98u, Ano98v, Ano98w]. 9th
[Aus91, Ano91a, Ano97g, Ano98h, Ano98i, Ano98j]. 9x [DDR93, ND94].

= [Che06].

A-buffer [LW92].  Æ-Trou (HDL11), Aachen [KSH04]. Abingdon [MJ98].
Ablation [RWS+10]. Absolute [KRM+15]. Abstract [BBP10, DHH05, Han05, HW10, MG87, FBK10, TC93]. Abstraction [BFG+17, CNK13, Gna82, IIS09, JC08, KL08, KKD09, KK11b, FJR+14, SAMS+17, STKD12, WT09, vdZLB11]. Abstractions [ARH12, BGB+08a].

Academic [bbp10, dh93b, han05, hw10, mge87, fbk10, tc93]. Abstract [bbp10, dh93b, han05, hw10, mg87, fbk10, tc93]. Abstraction [bfg+17, cnk13, gna82, iis09, jc08, kl08, kkd09, kk11b, fjr+14, sams+17, stkd12, wt09, vdzlb11]. Abstractions [arh12, bgb+08a].

A-buffer [LW92].  Æ-Trou (HDL11), Aachen [KSH04]. Abingdon [MJ98].
Ablation [RWS+10]. Absolute [KRM+15]. Abstract [BBP10, DHH05, Han05, HW10, MG87, FBK10, TC93]. Abstraction [BFG+17, CNK13, Gna82, IIS09, JC08, KL08, KKD09, KK11b, FJR+14, SAMS+17, STKD12, WT09, vdZLB11]. Abstractions [ARH12, BGB+08a].

Abstract [BBP10, dh93b, han05, hw10, mg87, fbk10, tc93]. Abstract [bbp10, dh93b, han05, hw10, mg87, fbk10, tc93]. Abstraction [bfg+17, cnk13, gna82, iis09, jc08, kl08, kkd09, kk11b, fjr+14, sams+17, stkd12, wt09, vdzlb11]. Abstractions [arh12, bgb+08a].

Abstract [bbp10, dh93b, han05, hw10, mg87, fbk10, tc93]. Abstract [bbp10, dh93b, han05, hw10, mg87, fbk10, tc93]. Abstraction [bfg+17, cnk13, gna82, iis09, jc08, kl08, kkd09, kk11b, fjr+14, sams+17, stkd12, wt09, vdzlb11]. Abstractions [arh12, bgb+08a].

Abstract [bbp10, dh93b, han05, hw10, mg87, fbk10, tc93]. Abstract [bbp10, dh93b, han05, hw10, mg87, fbk10, tc93]. Abstraction [bfg+17, cnk13, gna82, iis09, jc08, kl08, kkd09, kk11b, fjr+14, sams+17, stkd12, wt09, vdzlb11]. Abstractions [arh12, bgb+08a].

Abstract [bbp10, dh93b, han05, hw10, mg87, fbk10, tc93]. Abstract [bbp10, dh93b, han05, hw10, mg87, fbk10, tc93]. Abstraction [bfg+17, cnk13, gna82, iis09, jc08, kl08, kkd09, kk11b, fjr+14, sams+17, stkd12, wt09, vdzlb11]. Abstractions [arh12, bgb+08a].

Abstract [bbp10, dh93b, han05, hw10, mg87, fbk10, tc93]. Abstract [bbp10, dh93b, han05, hw10, mg87, fbk10, tc93]. Abstraction [bfg+17, cnk13, gna82, iis09, jc08, kl08, kkd09, kk11b, fjr+14, sams+17, stkd12, wt09, vdzlb11]. Abstractions [arh12, bgb+08a].
Additively [Man16].

Addressing [Ger92].

Adjacency [DRW15, MR17].

Adjust [HO17].

Adjacency [DRW15, MR17].

Adjoint [HO17].

Adjustment [AP10a, LM10, LCG10].

Adjustments [LAA08].

Advanced [BDS+03, DDPL00, HSS+05, HE01, HP02, Kii85, UBH14, XLTP03a, XLTP03b].

Advances [Ale02, BW01, Cas12, JH15, KRP+15, ZJL+15].

Advantage [KMJE12].

Adve [WHT12].

Advection-Based [AVBC16].

Advection-Diffusion [KSW+12].

Advection-Based [AVBC16].

Advection-Diffusion [KSW+12].

Advection-Based [AVBC16].

Advection-Diffusion [KSW+12].

African [GSHM10].

AFRIGRAPH [GS06, GSHM10].

After [MGN17, SHZD17].

Afterimages [RE12].

Again [GLG+16].

Against [HL02].

Age [Fra83].

Agenda [Arn08].

Agent [EBMT00, SGS05].

Agents [BBT99, LPSV14, NG03a, NG03b, RPA+15, Bad93].

Aggregate [BNH+16].

Aggregates [SM14a].

Aggregation [HBW11, LH11, MMV+13, MHDG11, ZAM+16].

Aging [BH15, LMLG15, LMPD15, MRT08].

Aggregate [BH15, LMLG15, LMPD15, MRT08].

Aging [BH15, LMLG15, LMPD15, MRT08].

Aim [DYKN96].

Air [BJA+15, EHH+13].

Airline [RPMO13].

Aiming [DKYN96].

Alain [Fiu01].

Albedo [GMD10, WL08].

Albero [DPD+17].

Album [ZH12].

Albuquerque [Osl82].

Algae [DTA94].

Algebra [SAD+16].

Algebraic [EBV01, Gna83, GGG08, RS08].

ALGOL [MA85].

Algorithm [And89, AS95, AHT04, BS98, CFFP84, CY89, COF95, Day90, DBCG99, EMP+12, FP04, FP94, FBW01, Fis98, FA87, Hew84a, HS98, HB94, HL02, KSKAC02, Kuz90, Kuz95, LL06, Lin85, Liu94, LZY04, LSZ08, LCDW16, LS15, Mil84, Moh87, MGAF95, NW01, O’HO2, OM13, PM16, P94, RHv95, RR94, SB13, SAAB11, Ska87, Sug94, SN84, TT95a, TTN+13, TBKP12, VW90, WC05, WZKP14, ZCO97, vKB94, AP92, BP93, BLS93, BBA08, Day92, FND92, JCT14, Kra92, LCLJ10, Rap92, Ska96, ZJC13].

Algorithmic [BR97, BPS3a].

Algorithms [AR94, BCS96, CDSS14, Day88, FMH16, HH11, HSS17, JEO00, JFS09, KS13a, LS89, Mil83, MBW+05, SSO+10, SM86, SL+17, SG96b, SN86, TIS+95, UWP06, Ve99, VCC98, WH17a, DMCN+17, EMU17, DFIM15, SDD+92, VW91].

Ali [SEA08].

Alias-free [SEA08].

Aliased [DS05a, Liu94, TNF89].

Aliasing [AGJ12, BK01, Chr86, DFY14, Pil85, GM06].

Aligned [CK14, PW812, WYKR17].

Alignment [AGP08, AKM16, CIE+16, CRC+15, COF95, ESKBC17, GVS+15, SBC14, SDK+15, NNR515].

All-Frequency [IFL13, MCI10b, OPP10, IFDN12].

All-Hex [GSZ11].

All-Integer [Liu94].
all-scale [LN17], Alleged [RPSF15], Alleviating [BMS+10], Allocator [VH15], Allometric [MKR11], Alone [WMTG05, ZHC+00], Along [BJG+15, LSZ+08], Alpha [GMW97, GO10, WS09a, WII06b], Alphabetical [LO95], Alternating [HCW17], Alternative [EWK+13, MVK09, Gui92]. Alvey [Cre88], Ambient [LK10, LWDB10, MSW10, MBDC15, PB07, RMSD+08, SGG15, Tim13, YWC+10]. Ambiguity [SJL+17], Ambiguous [AHM09, CD10], AnniVis [NLB+13], among [Man16], Analaglyph [LMSG16, SW11], Analogy [MHS+14], Analogy-driven [MHS+14]. Analyses [BMS+10], Analysis [ASB+17, AYLM13, AFK+14, AAS+16, ABG+12, Ano99m, ACC15, AGCO13, BAT11, BBT+06, BSK16, BPW14, BDF+14, BPF11, BWM+11, Ber09, BCG13, BSK+17, BPM12, BHMT13, BvLB11, BBT13, BHI10b, BCWR08, CT11, CBK+17, CKGC14, CCSC+09, CLCL11, CIZW12, CML+15, DW13, DP+15, DG97, EKM12, ERHH11, EHH+13, ESBK17, EBC17, FdABS99, FR11, FKR16, GGH+17, GML12, GBAT09, GD96, GL12, GL94b, GHGW14, HK12, HRD+15, HDD99, HCG14, HC17, HMP+12, HFL12, HWAG09, HKM15, HO17, JFCS17, JN+09, JE13, KCMD16, KMB15, KFH10, KHBM15, HKL09, KLCF10, KHK01, KCA+16, KASH13, KVD+10, KK1+13, KS1+13, KB+14, LCP+12, LSS+12, LZ+13, LFS+15, LZ07, LSC09, LWT+15, LA15, LJ17, MTR08, MK17, MPM+14, MGB+12, MC10a, MH15, MKO+08, Mun83, NGB+09, NHL16, NM01, OT12, OBCC13, OMPG13]. Analysis [PSPM12, PG+16, PPT+16, PPBT12, POS11b, PB90, RCM16, RK+12, Ric87a, RL14, RHM+12, SHSK16, SPB+17, SW04a, SvW13, SXY+11, SV10, SM12, SM17, SdL16, SGB13, SS15b, SM14, SOG09, SJW+11, SM+17, SKFC09, TFA+11, TWC+09, TPRH11, WMS+08, WXL+11, WMZ12, WCB15, WHP+11, WAF+11, XDC+13, XKHK17, YMS06, YNM+13, ZAM+16, ZSL+17, vLKS+11, BG93, DFIM15, GL94a, Kra92, MK08, NGM14, NNN11, SNJ+14]. Analysis-Oriented [MC10a]. Analytic [AGJ12, AWJ13, HC14, MS13, MRHM12, MMG10, NBMJ14, TT97, TB12]. Analytical [PP90a]. Analytics [ARO+17, BEF17, BLY+11, BJA+15, BCWR08, CBK+17, CLY17, DPP+17, DW+11, ERT+17, HKD+08, HSK+10, HJM+11, IF09, JZF+09, KJME12, KWS+15, LGH+17, LR+15, MK08, OR+14, RSM+16, RvdHD+15, RMM15, WMS+08, WDC+10, ZAM+16]. Analyzer [LAD02]. Analyzing [JL17, KMJE12, KZ+15, RX+17, SHS+17, WDM+12, WH17b]. Anatomical [CLME09, DMNV12, GRP10, JBB10, ZK15]. Anatomy [NJB+11, ZPS03]. Anatomy-Based [ZPS03]. Anatomy-Guided [NJB+11]. Anchor [AR95], anchored [SHS+17]. Andreas [ANO07b]. Android [LFC14]. Aneurysm [NGB+09, vPGL+14]. Aneurysms [MV+17, NJB+11, NLB+13]. Angeles [ANO97-32, LLR+04, LDD05, ANO95z]. Angiography [SSM12]. Angle [AVR10, Gam16, LAD02, VR12, SHD16]. Angle-Analyzer [LAD02].
Angles [SK16b]. Anglia [Ano97a, Ano97-28, AEL+82]. Angular [KB89]. ANIMA [MM93]. Animacy [RAP08]. Animal [DHS+13, GKPL11, GJL+09, KOB+08, SvL16, WPP13]. Animals [KBBJ16, Ter02, WF07]. Animatable [LGMT00]. Animated [BT95, BSAP11, GEY12, GFW+96, GRR+16, KSO10, KFA+10, KFA+14, LS10a, LGP14, LLD10, PCR89, SC16, SS96b, SO10, SWG08, TTB12, TGS96, WMG+09, WS02, XSQ13, Bad93, SSK93]. Animating [BCN03b, BCN03a, BY08, BSVS04, CCI+07, GRP10, HK03b, JL00, KRFC09, NJ04, OAIS09, PNVSI7, QNTN03b, SJ13a, SRH+09, SOH99, WF97, WHL+04, DTKT93]. Animation [ATBG08, Ano95-27, Ano98f, Ary86, AB97, AW13, ARG+16, AO13, BLY16, BCN03b, BSC16, BTST12, BM15, BCH+95, BBP+04, BBL12, CH12, CTL13, CKGC14, CKB04, CYI+12, CNKI13, CYS92, Col05, CMT02, DAP08, DTTTS08, DN08, DO00, DF90, DFW98, Dur01, ECN14, GLHB09, GP12, GGK06, GFW+06, GRR95, LS10a, LGP14, LLD10, PCR89, SC16, SS96b, SO10, SWG08, TTB12, TGS96, WMG+09, WS02, XSQ13, van89a, Bad93, SSK93]. Animations [AM00, BG95, BBT11, DDM03, DTTTS08, FLJ+14, HVAPB08, MP10, NC10, OZS08, PC94, VS09, VT94, GDAU14, VF14]. Anisotropic [AA06, BPY16, BMR+16, CG16a, CHK13, DGF98, FW14, HMO90, HP04, KMG96, KKD09, MYL12, RMHI12, SGW12, VF16, ZZCJ14, RGB+14]. Anisotropy [GCP+09, OBH+11, PWP08]. ANN [TSPP16]. Ano [Enc98]. Annotated [How89, KLTZ16, RAMG15, WTH+13]. Annotation [WCM15]. Announcements [Ano98a].
Antialiased [PWC+09].
Antialiasing [CW99, JESG12, LA06, Sch01, NG92].
AOI [BK13].
Aorta [MRL10, MFL13, Pas02, Kur15, ML91].
APEX [GS85].
Apertures [MPCG12, MRD12].
Apparent [SLTM08].
Appearance [ACG+17, BSH12, BW09, BBV+09, DDKL09, DHI+15, EKM01, GCP+09, HLR+11, JPR+15, LAS+11, LWB14, MWRH12, MSHD15, MES+11, NSR17, OVB+15, PCDS12, PW+09, PdMJ14, RK09a, SPN+16, SK11, SSC09, VAW+10, VF16, WRK+16, WW11, WDR11, WZ15, YMMS06, YIC+09, CVCH14, IMDN14, NNSR15, VSD09].
AppFusion [WZ15].
Application/graphics [HK92].
Applications [AKB+95, AAS+16, BR07, BAA+16, BMD+08, BPY16, BF84, BCBB16, BGB+08a, BBC+05, Bry96, CDS14, CG16b, DDM03, DLW08, DDV+02, Dia84, DPD+15, ED07b, EH+13, FPC+16, FM16, FR00, HBC+05, HMO+10, HGB+10, HTSEPK09, JXN+08, KOB+08, KCA+16, LD03, LCDW16, MHS+10, Mik82, MM02, NPW13, MKL+13, MHHLO8, NHWHD16, NG03a, NG03b, NM01, OK16, OLF+14, PP10, PW13, PT03, PP95, PDW+14, RPMO13, Sal06, SBD15a, SSB+14, SRH+09, SHP08, SG96b, T1L99, VG00, VCC98, VBB+06, VBBH13, WDC+10, WJB+13, WBCG09a, WBS+13, WD11, WVKR08, WW+09, WKM+09, XYL09, YNM+13, ZHC+00, ZWRH14, ZK08, vT84, vL90, Bar92, PHM+14, Sas92, SGM+93, TT94, Bar06, Kje92].
Applied [Des04, SKFNC97, WH17a, CRW83, KDCM14, YMM10].
Applying [Rok97, XADR13, YR97].
Appreciation [Fin01].
Approach [AE86, AHMAM15, AM95, Ary84, Ary86, ABCO+13, BSAP11, BW03a, BW03b, BB91, BPMG08, BW11, BBL+09, Buc98, CC14, CN05, Chr86, CMT05, CA00, DJ+06, DPD+17, Dvt90, DDTR94, ELM+12, Enc82, Fau96, FM04, GLH13, GD10, Gna83, GCL+06, HJM+11, HBB02, HJS+17, IK00, JB17, JC94, JW+13, KPRN11, KPSN10, KS10, KVL99, KB00, Lai13, LD04, LL00, LDdLRB16, LZQ13, LZ+08, ML03, Men95, M从小11, MKO+08, ND94, NBCW+11, NM01, OSM+14, OT02, PP07, PL94, PCL12, PIC86b, PB07, PVNS17, RPZ02, RCB+17a, Ros13, RGTC98, SW10, Sch00, SK11, SLCZ09, TMRL14, TWJ06, TC94, WWHB16, WIL+17, WW87a, We04, WE97, WT11, WC16, WCH+15, XYL09, YKM12, YD88, ZSP98, ZQK04, ZQ+S08, ZCHM09, ZCG98, dGCSAD11, vEvW13, BS02, BPZ06, EKZ08, ES92, GDMW09, HCL93, NN93, PC16].
approach [SW92a].
Approaches [KCA+16].
Approximate [AHT04, CW99, ENSD12, HLS12, KS12a, RLH+17b, SGS14, SKALP05, TPBC09, VG96].
Approximated [VC04].
Approximately [KLAB15].
Approximating [CG17, EDPB15, HMA15, KZ08, LSW09, NL13, dFSV03].
Approximation [AMSF08, BAGA04, Bou88, BTP13, BSH15, BB08, CDSS14, EBBV05, Kob05, KER+14, LK13, LSJK09, LPG13, Mal00, MS14].
Approximations [BF15, GKD07, WB02]. April
[Ano97s, BP82, Duc98, Gob96, LSF+11, Kje91a]. Arbitrary
[And89, AASB14, AO87, BV99, CYC15, DHI+15, FS91, GM06, GP09, GE04, HH10, HS08, KHK+09, Kob96, KFA+14, KL13, Lee99, MG10, MMP16, NN89, NS11, NKF09, PF04, RSS96, SMAB02, The02a, WWH+10, WD09, YF85, CVL16, FS08, MLP92, VF14]. Arc [BSK+13, GS85]. Archaeology [AJL+11]. Arches [PGGM09a]. Architectural [Ais85, BKD+17, CLDD09, DKYN96, Hua17, LFGG08, LCZ99, MHA17, SC08a, SMS+17]. Architecture [BAAM17, BP13, Joo86, KH96, PLT+97, VOS+10, WDM+12, DPW11, GGM12, Jac85, KP87, San92, SKK+14a]. Architectures [AO86, AO87, DKS01, FG88, HMK+95, LCDW16]. Archive [WH91]. Arcs [SK16b, SWG16, Liu93a]. Area [CVJ15, GL12, GUK+17, HR87, NM14, NPW10, SM86, Sun92, TT97, UFK13, Wil87a, YF85, ZBP99, ten82a, JZW14, KJ92, NN93]. Area-Preserving [GUK+17, UFK13]. Areal [BMS+10, RHM+12]. Areas [CG07b, SK16b]. ARGOSI [ADS90, SGM+93]. ARGOST [Ano91b]. Arithmetic [KHK+09, dFSV03, NG92, dS96]. Arm [NVH+13]. Arm-Muscle [NVH+13]. Arousal [KKL16a]. Arrangement [GS09, IMIM08]. Arrangements [CML+12, EDM+08, ELS08, IMIM08, MMP16, YM09, ZCOAM14]. Arranging [YH13]. Array [TP88]. Arrays [BTS+17b, FK13, PSHZ+15]. Art [AMA+16, Bar05, BBT11, BFR17, BHP15, BIWG08, BCD+12, BDG+04, BBC+05, CLLC15, COO08, Coo05, DDM03, EWH08, Eil99, ERT+17, DFM15, FW17, Fra83, GP12, GGG+16a, Hec01, xHMC09, Kau04, KRP+15, KKF+17, KGB+15, KKL+16b, KLC+15, KYC16, LHD+04, LCCC13, LHT17, LKG+16, LGH+17, LW99, MFP015, MF08, ME98, MMS+05, MKRE16, NS11, NMK+06, NK16, OLG+07, Pat16, PP10, PPF+11, RDGK12, RGG+14, RD05, SLE17, Sal96, SPN+16, Sni85, SLKL14, Sor06, SKU08, SKUP+09, Szy91b, TDS+16, THK+05, Tru84, TAE15, UWP06, VCD+16, VBB+06, WMG+09, WWS+15, YM09, YIC+12, ZIL+15, vLKS+11]. Art-photographic [SLKL14]. Arteries [DHS+13]. Artery [GOH+10, GHB+17, KPG+16]. Articles [KvLB14]. Articulated [CZ08, DGV08, GTO+07, GHK+10, JLNW10, LS90, LG13, MCH13, OM01, PG08, RTO8a, RF15, TST+15, WLZH17, YLD07, YLLX+16, BT92]. Articulated-ICP [TS+15]. Articulated-Motion-Aware [WZ17]. articulation [SK14]. Artifacts [GL10b, TMHD12, VCL+11]. Artificial [Ter02, TMT86, dSNV+17, DKW94a]. ArtiSketch [LG13]. Artist [MAA+09, RSC01]. Artist-directable [MAA+09]. Artist-Directed [RSC01]. Artistic [CJZ12, EWH08, KPD10, KSL+08, KS10, LLC13, OKP+08, SPN+16, SE02a, SE02b]. Artistically [CS16]. arts [CFM93]. As-Conformal-As-Possible [YM14]. As-Killing-As-Possible [SBCBG11b]. As-Rigid-As-Possible [WCX+13]. As-Similar-As-Possible [CG16b]. ASCII [MFP15]. Aspheric [JKL+16].
Assemblage [GDG12]. Assembly [Ano95r, Ano97-30, Ano04b, NJGW15, TWT+16, XXM+13, Ano05b, Ano06b, Ano07g, Ano08d, Ano09c, Ano10a, Ano11c, Ano12d, Ano13f]. Assess [SSM12]. Assessment [BCBB16, GMSK09, KPG+16, Lav11, LLX+11, MTTM12, RWS+10, RPSF15, vPGL+14, Claq92]. 

assets [LN17]. Assignment [KYKL14]. Assisted [BAAR14, BvLBS11, CSI09, KWC+12, LDGN15, MMF10, JHT14]. Association [Ano84a, Ano92, Ano93, Ano96l, Ano96s, Ano97o, Ano04g, Ano05e, Ano06e, Ano07l, Ano10c, Ano11e, Ano12f, Ano13i, GSHM10]. Associative [KRD+15]. Astrolabes [Zot08]. Astronomical [WLM13]. Asymmetric [SK16a]. Asynchronous [SKZF11]. Atlas [LBJ+16, GK03a, GK03b, NS11]. Atlases [HWA+10]. Atmosphere [JW97]. Atmospheric [BN08b, Wil87b]. Atomic [LBH12a]. Atomistic [FKE13]. Attention [HBO+10, KHW13, WWV17]. Attention-Guiding [KHW13]. Attenuators [BKB+12]. Attractors [YMM10]. Attribute [BHMT13, CDA+14, DKB+16, Gos89, MFL13, SJH08, SSGM17]. Attribute-Based [CDA+14]. Attribute-preserving [SSGM17]. Attribute-Specific [SJH08]. Audio [GVS+15, DPT+08]. Audition [NT95]. Auditor [Ano95e, Ano97h, Ano08a]. Auditors [Ano04g, Ano05e, Ano06e, Ano07l, Ano10c, Ano11e, Ano12f, Ano13i]. Auditory [HHD+12]. Augmentation [BBIG17]. Augmented [AKB+95, BAAR13, BBCW10, BES00, BWRT96, EWK+13, HVM+08, LE13, MS10b, MKJ11, OKG+10, PHE+11, RGSK10, SYC10, SG97, WCB+95, XZF+13, HM15, MG96, MC02]. Augmenting [KMN+08, NW13]. August [Ano97-29, Ano97-32, BH96, CSLG10, Che06, DL04, IC11, Kf85, LLR+04, LL05, LLRD07, Req86, th83a, Rob87]. August-2 [th83a]. Ausgraph [HD86]. AUSGRAPH’90 [Mae90]. Australian [Mae90]. Austria [CG07a, Des06, HK94, HB91, Pur07]. Authentication [XYL09]. Author [Ano98m, Ano04h, Ano05f, Ano06f]. Authoring [GPG+11, GPG+16, HDBP17, SH14a, WPH16]. Authorship [VRS+16]. Auto [GBAL09]. Autocorrelation [AKM16]. autoencoder [NW17]. Automated [LLN+14, MMNG17]. Automatic [AAB+96, AGM+06, AS00, ATCO+10, BAAR13, BMWW14, BTG95, BWRT96, Cz08, CTHAM10, DTTS08, DLBLW15, ELM+12, FCOL00, GSE+14a, GOH+10, GK03a, GK03b, JBTS08, KLW12, Koc93, KvLB14, KGRG17, LJN02, LL05, LCUR14, LTX+14, MK05, MB07, MZT09, ML03, MC83, MEKM17, MKO+00, MSF00, NS11, SM11, SML15, ST94, SL01, SHJ+16, SAA09, SMB+10, Váz07, WK12b, WXR+16, WBSH+13, WT09, W009b, XJJ+08, YLRC10, vMRBPM17, MKP+16, PFC+05, SKSK07]. Automatically [BTST12]. Automating [WZL+12]. Automultiscopic [RHS+12]. Autonomous [BBT99, PO02, RL84]. Autonomy [Col05]. Autostereoscopic [EBA+09, CHA+14]. AutoStyle [LCUR14]. Avatars [VSC01]. AVOCADO [SLSG16]. Avoidance [BP17, Neb00]. Award [Ano95s, Ano15a, Bot07, Bru11, Can11, Dre07, Duc06b, Duc07, Eis11, Kau07].
Awards [Ano05g, Ano97v]. Aware [BPFG11, BFR17, CSD11, CLLC15, CK13, CC00, CWM09, CBSS17, DSWH17, DGE909, GDML13, GRE11, GPR+15, HSmyCY13, HK09c, JWS12, JWL+13, KLIW12, KYC16, KWW+14, LBG16, LGH13, LAA08, LJZX15, LWS+16, LMHH14, LMLF15, MS12, MMP+13, MDWK08, NKB14, PTP+15, PTA+11, SLA15, SRVS10, TOZ+11, TWT+16, Tok15a, TMH11, WJDZ14, WTL15, WLZH17, WSLG07, YSL08, ZHM08, ZDJ16, CLE07, DCNP14, JKL16, KKTD17, KDCM14, LM10, LZSC09, LFA+15, PSP+14, SP13, YCLE09, YWM15, YCL+17]. Awareness [MbMYR15]. Axes [KOB08, RSSL17]. Axis [BTG95, HCGW14, LKF12, WYKR17]. Axis-Aligned [PWS12, WYKR17]. B [DF90, FS91, GM06, GBS99, HQH15, JLW10, KS92, ND06, PS95, PS96a, Vas97, VMG09, YP95]. B-Mesh [JLW10]. B-Spline [GBS99, HQH15, PS95, PS96a, Vas97, KS92, VMG09]. B2 [FKF94]. B2-splines [FKF94]. B2-splines/S-splines [FKF94]. Back [BES00, GLG+16]. Back-Projection [BES00]. Background [LL05]. Balanced [TySK00, dSNV+17, HNJ+14]. Balancing [MB99, WGS04]. Ballistic [RAP08]. Balloons [STBG12]. Balls [CD10, CDSS14, LAM09b, LK13]. Bamboo-Copters [NKSI16]. Band [DLW15, FAW+16]. Band-Limited [DLW15]. Bar [HSBW13, SHK15, WPHC16]. Barcelona [Gob95, Jan91]. Barnsley [Jon90]. Barycentric [CG16c, LS08a, RLF09, Rus10, WBC09a, WBC09]. Bas [JSLW14, ZZWC16]. Bas Relief [JSLW14, ZZWC16]. Base [DSC09b, JLW10]. Based [AMTMH12, AIAT12, ATO17, ABC+04, ABB+07, Ara94, AWCO10, AVBC16, BDA+17, BS10, BSJ08, BBO9, BEJM15, BKY+16, BB00a, BDF+14, BF15, BMO+14, BHP15, BÖK11, BHH13, BS10, BHO10, BMS+10, CG16a, CYC15, CS00, CC14, CDA+14, CSD11, CTS003a, CTSS03b, Che06, CCTL12, CDS16, CJ90, CPDS09, DGP17, DKL10, DS02a, Dav07, DMKP07, DLGY12, DO00, DG05, DJZ+09, DFY14, DKY98, EP09, EKMO1, ES03a, FCH+06, FWPS11, FP04, FL06, Fu06, VY14, FCO00, F17, FL06, FP15, FE17, FB11, GMY97, GHH01, GD10, GMM+12, Gol85, GTB+13, GPR+14, GCL+06, GBP05, HK09a, HENSYS16, HS04, HFM10, HMTH13, Hdl14, HHO2, HFE13, HE94, HMB08, HL03c, HLO2, HWW+17, HCG08, HM86, HHC+13, HJ99]. Based [IGAJG15, IP99, IEH+14, IMAW15, JL17, KMN+05, KZ08, KFG09, KF04, KTO11, KWS+15, KB04, KMT03a, KMT03b, LW94, LB06, LG96, LDW+10, LS10a, LB14, LHP+04, LAS+11, LSSL98, LJN02, LG008, LK17, LCP+12, LL06, LTKD15, LMPD15, LFS+15, LG95, LLB+10, LWV+15, LS15, MCH94, MWN+17, MPT98, MGG10b, ML03, MLP+10, DBS14, ME98,
Men95, MMO16, Mil88b, Mil88a, MRS12, MSK06, MESG11, MWW12, NNN11, NAB86, NMP98, NLED08, NKB14, NC16, OS08, OW91, ÖKB10, PA06, PeMJ14, PB11, PF04, PL94, PJ94, PW17, PP10, PPF+11, PNVS17, PTB+03a, PTB+03b, PBP96, RCB+17a, Rey86, RBMS17, RPLH11, RA94, RHL12, RGTC98, RÔM+15, RPPD17, RF15, RMS+08, SWPL08, SS002, SS008, Sch94b, SD10a, Sch94b, SLS04, SSCO09, SL08, SAG+13, SK17. Based [SEA08, SS96b, SLCZ09, SOG09, SMG10, SKCA01, TYK+09, TPSH14a, TSB08, UWP06, UGB+04, VPLL08, VSD09, VW08, VCL+11, VS10, WBP98, WM09, WL10, WZL+12, WHB+13, WMB15, WLL+17, WESW17, WWG07, We04, WLM13, Wr05, WT09, WDK+13, WTL13, WWD15, XWL+15, XMM+13, XZP+13, XTLP02, XGL+07, XYL09, XXY+15, XY+16, XY+16, YWC+08, YWC+08, YYY+16, YWB03, YWC+10, YZL17, YBK+12, YN00, YSY94, YWTY12, ŽC097, ZPS03, ZDM+14, ZCC14, ZZT15, ZDJ16, ZWV+13, ZLW15, ZV09, ZCG08, ZCBB12, dHvPJV14, vFG11, vTKP11, ARCO05, ARLC+13, AFHdL14, AH11, BJCO03a, BJCO03b, BLY+11, BWH+11, BHS+17, BWPP04, BS03a, BN08a, CLH+08, CTW92, CLHL08, CLT+08, CYJ02, CIPT14, DCOM00, DTT08, DWR10, Den03a, DSW09, DMS14, DBS+11, DHI+15, DMCN+17, Dut04, EBS09, EPAS11, FFD93, FLJ+14, FLW00, GA96, GHK+10].

Based [GJ02, GGM12, GKS00, Got03, GGK06, GBKG04, GBP04, GCY+14, GTB14, HWA+10, HNJ+14, HLH+16a, HKMS08, HKB02, HG+10, HHGJ15, IMIM08, IY+13, IK01b, IUDN10, JII85, JTRS12, JC10, JZF+09, KMTT92, KS08, KMS+13, KMAB15, KMG96, KJC+09, hKL00, KSI10, KYKL14, KSK97a, KSK97b, KTW+13, KB12, LL00, LNS05, LMM10, LLY09, LCC13, LMS04, LTH08, LP15, LEE17, Lie17, LLM+17, LYP+08, LG15, LFA+15, LWX+15, MG96, MW11, MFS08, MH13, MMS07, MRS08, Mum86, MKRE16, NGM14, NB15, OJS+11, OOI05, ÖGG09, PSPM12, PJJ+11, PEP+11a, PC12, RKR+16, RZLG08, RZS10, RLGH15, RCM+01, RSK10, RSK13, SSKB15, SCN+16, Sbe93, SVG+08, SS08, SS08, Sch11, SS09, SXY+11, SGG15, STP17, Szy11, TZF04, TO97, TTN+13, TWT+16, TWC+16, TPS09, TSK14, TWJ06, VVC+11, VB00, VMH+13, WZC+11, WFZ+15]. Based [WLS13, WGS10, WSE04, WHCO08, WS09a, WBCCG09b, WT11, WK04, XWG+13, XLL+10, YK92, YFGL09, YCL+17, YK06, YBS07, YW08, ZY02, ZQGS08, ZLKW13, hZCK98, vDHO16, CSL10, RGG+14, TDF+15].

Bases [FS08, HA17, HS08, MKB+08, KBB+13]. Basic [Ann08, S88, Bar92, KP11]. Basis [BK05b, DKN+95, IYS+13, JBL+06, LWP+04, MG11, MKB+08, RSC01, SMG10, VS09, WSC06, DRBR09]. Bat [SS95]. Batched [CGG+03b, GMC+06, CGG+03a]. Bayesian [BB17, BBL+09, DRA10, JWB+06, WYD+13]. BCC [VCRG14]. BDAM [CGG+03a, CGG+03b, GMC+06]. Be [GTK+12, Hec01, KP15, KSBC12]. Beacon [MG96]. Beam [DBK11, HJCI13, JZL08b, LWY+11, NNDJ12, SDS+16]. Beauty [Pic91a].

Before [SMJ17]. Behavior
[Pud94]. **BSDF** [PdMJ14]. **BSDFs** [Hd14b, RBMS17]. **BSP** [AMT02, CS92]. **Bspline** [KE97]. **BSSRDF** [MES+11]. **BTF** [GMSK09, MG09, RK09a, WDR11]. **BTF-CIELab** [GMSK09]. **BTFs** [GMSK09]. **Bubble** [Dur01, HGH+11, MMS09]. **BubbleNet** [MSFM16]. **Bubbles** [HK03a, HK03b]. **Bucket** [KK14]. **Budapest** [Ano97w]. **Buffer** [AMAM13, LW95, LJBA13, LW92, SDD+92, Sun92, TT94]. **Buffers** [Déc05, MIGMM17]. **Building** [BPMM06, Fuc97, KBW+12, KWS16, LJBA13, LW92, SDD+92, Sun92, TT94]. **Buildings** [CML+12, HMDO05, KMK12, LWB14, MGAF95, MWW12, VKW+12, Koc93]. **Built** [Kuz95]. **Built-in** [Kuz95]. **Bulge** [Blo97]. **Bulk** [ASB+17]. **Bulk-Heterojunction** [ASB+17]. **Bump** [TCRS00]. **bundle** [TSdSK13]. **Bundles** [HGRS+17, JGH11, MSSK08, OVV10, TE10, LBA10]. **Bundling** [HH09, HET12, LHT17, ZWHK16]. **Buoyancy** [WW16]. **Bus** [ZHC+00]. **BVH** [ÁSK14, GD16, GPP+10, HMB17, LGS+09]. **BVHs** [DKY16]. By-example [ZLL13]. **Bye** [VD90]. **Bye-laws** [VD90].

C [Bak91a, GMC+06, KDCM14, Ric87c, WGS10]. **C-BDAM** [GMC+06]. **C-LOD** [KDCM14]. **Cable** [SL07]. **Cache** [BRDC12, BGB08b, HMS09, SS96a, YM06]. **Cache-Efficient** [YM06]. **Caching** [BG02, CLF+03a, CLF+03b, DDB+09, GKB09, GKP+12, JR16, KVS+14, LLD10, PGSD13, RCB11, SNRS12, SIKDM05]. **CAD** [Ais85, Arb90, BKH+91, Enc82, Gal85, KH96, Kwi89, Mi90, NC99, OYS92, Ow86, Ow96, RGM85, RL84, Sei94, van89b]. **CAD-System** [Enc82]. **CAD/CAM** [KH96, RGM85]. **CAD/CIM** [Sei94]. **Cage** [TTB12]. **Cage-Based** [TTB12]. **Cagliari** [SP06]. **Calculation** [DKY96, FM15, PA06, Gui92, MMAG93]. **Calculations** [Pic86b]. **Calculus** [Des04, van87]. **Calendar** [Ano97l, Ano97m, Ano98q, Ano98r, Ano98s, Ano99e, Gre97, Gre98]. **Calender** [Ano97n]. **Calibrated** [CZGF05]. **Calibration** [BD04, RVBW04, WH04, WCB+95]. **California** [LLR+04, LLD05, SCA04]. **Call** [Ano95n, Ano95, Ano95m, Ano95k, Ano96g, Ano96h, Ano96v, Ano98, Ano98, Ano98, Ano98, Ano97i, Ano98f, Ano97y, Ano97e, Ano97g]. **Calligraphic** [XJJ+08]. **Calligraphy** [XWG+13]. **CAM** [KH96, RGM85]. **CAMA** [TWT+16]. **Cambial** [KSG+15]. **Cambridge** [Ann91, Cre88]. **Camera** [BCS96, BIWG08, BTS+17b, CN05, CON05, DJZ+09, ESKT15, FC0L00, GL10b, GCW15, HHS01, JL98, LK17, LLZ16, LB+10, MRS05, PSN+15, SM11, SDHL11, WH04, WYD+13, ZZ17, MG96]. **Cameraman** [JL98]. **Cameras** [KBKL10, LTX+14, MRT08, KBØ+14]. **Camouflage** [DJM12]. **CAMP** [Joo86]. **Can** [KP15, KSBC12, Ros97, Šároušek]. **Canada** [IC11]. **Canal** [KL03]. **Cancellation** [SCCN11]. **Cancer** [CWS+17, LSS+12, MK11]. **Candle** [BCRA12]. **Canonical** [EUGK08]. **Canvas** [ZLDM16]. **Capabilities** [Sco02, SD00]. **Capability** [Bel87, Ben94]. **Capstone** [Grö11]. **Capture** [AVR10, BK03a, CZY11, CKHL11, DKY16, ESKT15, FKR13, FHW+11,
FGT\textsuperscript{+16}, GBU00, GPD09, HBLB17, JL08, KMB\textsuperscript{+17}, KRP\textsuperscript{+15}, MMS07, NSR17, NVH\textsuperscript{+13}, PKG03a, PG08, PH03b, PH03a, RBB01, SKSK07, SSK\textsuperscript{+05}, VF16, WRK\textsuperscript{+16}, WLT\textsuperscript{+12}, WYY13, YLD07, PCF05, VB14a. Captured [AA09, CTL13, CZ09, PBZ\textsuperscript{+09}]. Capturing [CLHL08, DWL\textsuperscript{+09}, HS09, HFM16, LWS\textsuperscript{+13}, PSCN10, SGGM17, WJG\textsuperscript{+16}].

Car [GC09, MJK11, RMS\textsuperscript{+08}, OYSO92]. Carbon [RPK\textsuperscript{+12}]. Cardiac [KPG\textsuperscript{+16}, KBvP\textsuperscript{+17}]. Caricature [LCM\textsuperscript{+09}, WL10]. Carla [Duc00]. Carlo [Gob95, Gob96, BEEM15, BRM\textsuperscript{+16b}, BB17, BBL\textsuperscript{+09}, DWR10, GAM17, GKT16, HCJ13, HD14a, MIGMM17, MGN17, PWP08, Pie60b, Sbe97, SHZD17, SKFNC97, ZJL\textsuperscript{+15}]. Carmel [Arn84]. Carotid [DHS\textsuperscript{+13}]. Cars [CCC\textsuperscript{+14}]. Cartogram [AKV15]. Cartograms [CBC\textsuperscript{+15}, NK16]. Cartographic [CJ90, VW91]. Cartography [CG02]. Cartoon [JCJ09, SCD09, WBCG09a]. Cartoons [SDC09, SSJ\textsuperscript{+10}]. Carving [WPW\textsuperscript{+11}]. Cascaded [SPB\textsuperscript{+17}]. Case [ARLC\textsuperscript{+13}, DCPS08, GBG\textsuperscript{+14}, KASH13, KFA\textsuperscript{+10}, LP95]. Cases [RPSF15]. Cast [LK10]. Casted [CDG\textsuperscript{+07}, FKE13]. Casteljau [AP92]. Casting [FQK08, HSS\textsuperscript{+05}, KZ08, KSN08, KWN\textsuperscript{+14}, LA05, RS08, XYM13].

Categorical [BTB13]. Categorization [RTN03a, RTN03b]. Category [hKTL\textsuperscript{+17}]. Category-Specific [hKTL\textsuperscript{+17}]. Catmull [AV10b, Cas12, CLT\textsuperscript{+08}]. Causal [BHR17, BY08]. Caustic [BAJ08, WN09]. Caustics [FSES14, GRR\textsuperscript{+16}, IDN03a, IDN03b, Jen97, LMSG16, PJJ\textsuperscript{+11}, PP09a, SJ09a, WS03a, WS03b, WN09]. Cave [LW99, SBG17, LW99]. Cavities [BGB\textsuperscript{+08a}, KFR\textsuperscript{+11}, KKL\textsuperscript{+16b}, SLD\textsuperscript{+17}].

CC [VCRG14]. CCD [MG96]. CCD-camera [MG96]. ceiling [Lam09a]. Cell [ABW\textsuperscript{+15}, AASB14, BNRVS01, CKM\textsuperscript{+99}, FKE13, HPvU\textsuperscript{+16}, KER\textsuperscript{+14}, NRJS03a, NRJS03b, PKE15, PKE17, S88, WH17a, WZL\textsuperscript{+12}, WMRSF15, YBK\textsuperscript{+12}, FR92, HDS03b, HDS03a, LCLJ10, ZSW\textsuperscript{+10b}, LCD09a, MMFE08]. cell-and-portal [HDS03b, HDS03a]. Cell-Based [WZL\textsuperscript{+12}, YBK\textsuperscript{+12}].

Cell-decomposition [FR92]. Cell-to-Cell [NRJS03a, NRJS03b]. Cell-Visibility [BR07, BBC\textsuperscript{+05}, Bry96, Enc98, vLKS\textsuperscript{+11}]. Changing [AMS09]. Challenge [BR07, BBC\textsuperscript{+05}, Bry96, Enc98, vLKS\textsuperscript{+11}]. Chamber [SBG17].

chance [Bak90]. Change [BCWR08, JWL\textsuperscript{+13}, SWG16]. Changes [BBL12, GG15, JPK13, OVB\textsuperscript{+15}, PCBS16, WKM15, CS92]. Changing [AMS09]. Channel [BRB\textsuperscript{+13}, MZT09, FMH16]. Channelling [Kin95].
Channels [CAB+16].  Chaos [Jon90, PGR96, Pic87].  Chaotic [LRB+15].
Chapter [Ano95p, Ano97z, Dtc89, Pin85].  Character [ARG+16, CKGCI4, 
DAP08, DTTST08, ECN14, GP12, GCD+14, HK09b, HSK14, HLL16, ITYI09, 
ISY15, JL08, KL14, yKL08, LWX+15, MRR11, MGG10, MIA+09, OTH02, 
OZS08, PMG13, PG08, RAP08, RB03a, RB03b, RPPD17, SLHC12, SNI06, 
SBC+17, TAP+16, TGS96, ZCK17, CVCH14, CTL13, RTK+14].  Character-Object [ZCK17].  Characteristic [WHT12, WDR09].  Characteristics [CCH+14, MTK002].  Characterization [GL12, KK08, LSS+12, RvdHD+15].  Characters [AMYB17, ARG+16, 
BCB+15, BSAP11, BTST12, BCH+95, FvdP15, GCD+07, ISY15, KL14, 
KRCF09, LNS05, LWX+15, MH07, PP10, RHC08, RF15, TGB+98].  Charles [Ano06c].  Chart [CP10, PH17, WPHC16].  Charts [CAB+16, Coc83, 
PMM09a, VKE+12, WMWG09, SKK+14b, TD00].  City [CY14, KMK12, LSWW11, STKD12].  Civil [GSHN94].  Clark [BHU10b, Cas12, CLT+08].  Class [BB07, SGW12, WL+17, BMD+15, KP15, SNL09].  class-specific [BMM+15].  Classes [Zar06].  Classic [LVJ10].  Classification [ACC15, CLC11, DKC00, ES94, EPAS11, HW91, JL06, JNX+08, KWD14, 
HL02, Kuz95, Mat85, Nie95, NN94, TF89, Day92, Kra92, Ska96].  Cloning [TSS+11].  Closed [GAK10, ND06, PSP10, TSK14].  Closed-Form [PS10, GAK10].  Closely [EDP15].  Closest [AMT+12, AW13, BTP13, SBC16].  closing [MK08].  Cloth [BYL16, HENVIS16, HEW15, JCK+13, LeY0+10, LMMCO17, MYLZ16, 
MBCN09, MBT+12, PH03b, PH03a, TTN+13, TWT+16, VSC01, WLZ13, 
Clouds
[BTS+17a, BM12, BM16, CCLN10, DSY10, KJT14, LSW09, MEMO14, MAM14, MMG06, PCBS16, RL14, SYM10, SSG17, SSW14b, SWG08, TOZ+11, WXL+13, WWG07, WPW+11, BCF+05, SSK93]. 

Cloud-Map [ZDJ16]. 

Clouds [HDM98, LA11]. 

Clue [ZDJ16]. 

Clue-Map [ZDJ16]. 

Clues [HDM98, LA11]. 

Cluster [Dur01, FQK08, FK09, GSA03a, GSA03b, HV10, STMT12, TPRH11, WLN+17]. 

Clustered [CZCE08, SSS02]. 

Clustering [Ano99m, CDP95, DHS04, FKSS13, GMLMG12, HVAPB08, HDSD99, HFL12, JGH11, LJN02, LKC+12, LJBA13, MSF00, WZL+12, WS09b, XL10, YYL+16, ZLMM16, ZYQ+08, vPJtHRV12, GH96]. 

Clusterings [APP10, RL16]. 

Clusters [CDA+14, Gar09, LL09, MBES16, RL16, RL09, SSS97, ZLMM16]. 

Clustered [CKHL11, MPM+14]. 

CMYK [DDPL00, DDV+02]. 

Co [AKM16, BSG+95, CSLG10, HFL12, IF09, LT17, NNRS15, SCD+16, WFZ+15, YLX+16]. 

Co-Alignment [AKM16, NNRS15]. 

Co-estimation [WFZ+15]. 

Co-located [IF09]. 

Co-operative [BSG+95]. 

Co-Segmentation [HFL12, YLX+16]. 

Co-Sponsored [CSLG10]. 

Co-variations [LT17]. 

Coarse [BC01, CDSS14, CLS16, LD06, Lov06, SY11, SY13, SJ13a, SLS+06, ZWY+13]. 

Coarse-Graining [CDSS14]. 

Coarse-to-Fine [SY11, SY13, ZWY+13, BC01]. 

Collaboration [Coo05, IC11, ZHC+00, ID10]. 

Collaborative [AKB+95, BB17, BDG+04, CWKS00, IF09, JSH+13, LL00, cLCtLL98, PLT+97, RDK13, SNLW01, TSPP16, Wat96]. 

Collection [CDSS14, SBC14]. 

Collective [XWY+15]. 

College [Che06]. 

Collision [BT95, BGAM04, CJC+09, DO00, Dur01, FWPS11, GGK06, JFS006, KAAT03a, KAAT03b, KZ05, KHH+09, KZ04, LMM10, LPH+15, LLC+15, ZCOAM14, vdCvW17].
KKSS15, Kle06, KHM09, LD04, LDY10, McD10, MB99, MPBM+17, NSRS13, OPC96, ORDP96, PGGM09a, PMD12, Ric87a, Ric87b, Ros97, RKN10, Sad09, SSS02, SCCN11, Szy91a, Szy91c, TL01, WS02, WBCG09a, WBCGH11, AVF04, BSV92, DGR+14, GH96, LN17. Complexes
[AASB14, SN12, DFIM15, LCLJ10, WIFD13]. Complexity
[AM00, SBL12]. Composed [LC99]. Composing [PC92, SSB08]. Component-based
[LWL+16b]. Composite
[CKS+16, CG07b, GSDC17, PTO10, SHF13]. Compositional
[BCS96, DZC11, EKFM12, FW99, GWO+10, GTZM10, GVWD06, GCL+06, LW95, LCWCO10, RLH+17b, RWSG13, SS08, Wil06b]. Composition
[CN05, EKM01, GLGW12, LCWCO10, LMLF15, SML15, Sch00, WTLL13, dBD+92]. Composition-Aware
[LMLF15]. Compound
[BD08, GBD09, RMF12]. Compoundly
[CD10]. Comprehensible
[KGAC15]. Comprehensive
[FHW+11, PRS15, VB99, YZL17]. Compressed
[And10, Cot85, GMC+06, NVT+14, RGG+14, SBE16b, XSE14]. Compressing
[VMHB14]. Computation
[BPZ96, BS98, CLM09, Elb95, FQK08, Fan96, Hol15, KS11, KGMM97, LCWK07, MRR94, NHH97, OLG+07, Pat17, PK08, SKZ13, SLSK07, SN12, SOM04, SSSK04b, TW97b, TPBC09, Ure00, YLL+09, CD94, MVPG11, SBE93, TW97a]. Computations
[PM93]. Computed
[FBW01, FAVM09, LWDL11]. Computable
[AAD09, BSL12, Bur95, DRF12, DMHS08, EMP+12, EKW+13, FO12, FHL+08, GTM+12, HKW12, Jac17, Kol08, LAA08, LW12, MCM+12, MP12b, NSGP06, RE12, SLE17, SD09, SSCO09, She12, STBG12, Vel99, WW16, WILH11, de 97, GY93, Vel93, Ano86e, Ano08f, ID10, IC11, NSGP06]. Computational
[AAB09, BS12a, Bur95, DRF12, DMHS08, EMP+12, EKW+13, FO12, FHL+08, GTM+12, HKW12, Jac17, Kol08, LAA08, LW12, MCM+12, MP12b, NSGP06, RE12, SLE17, SD09, SSCO09, She12, STBG12, Vel99, WW16, WILH11, de 97, GY93, Vel93, Ano86e, Ano08f, ID10, IC11, NSGP06]. Computations
[PM93]. Computed
[FBW01, FAVM09, LWDL11]. Computer
[AHKS94, AR06, Ano82, Ano84a, Ano84b, Ano88b, Ano92, Ano93, Ano95a, Ano96l, Ano96s, Ano970, Ano98f, Ano03c, BDS84, Bar06, BET14, BMO+14, BCS06, BF84, BB88, Bou90, BPB+04, Bro90, CB09, CON08, Chr86, CTHAM10, DCGG11, Dav07, Den86, Dia84, DJ88, Du91, Duf88, Dun91, Dut04, Edm83, FS85, Fra83, FR00, GS06, GSHM10, Gal84, GC09, GMD10, GP16, Gos86, GSHN94, HHS01, Han05, HHS89, Her89, Hew84a, Hew90, KH95, Kel86, KWC+12, Kii85, KHIK01, Kje89, Kje90, Kje91b, Kje91c, Kje91d, KBKL10, Kol08, KW05, LF11, LL05, Lei94, LF10,
Mac94, MWN+17, MGJ06, Mar82, MB97, May99, May00, MB99, MSS+10, Mik82, NYTN87, NMK+06, NMNP98, OIST91, OP10, Owe86, Owe87, Owe88, Owe89b, Owe90b, Owe92a, Owe92b, Owe93, Owe94, Owe95, Pat95]. Computer [PTO10, Pic86a, PNR89, PCR11, PH96, PT88, RMA88, Req86, RP98, SCA04, Sal96, Šar07, SRH+11, Sch84, Sei94, Sni95, SB99b, Sta06, SHPS08, SM84, Suz89, Szy91b, TvdP98, Tru84, Tur84, VBB+06, Zar06, tH83b, tH90, vD98, van82, AS92, BJ94, CRW83, Jac85, KB92, LG92, MMAG93, Sch94a, TC93, Ano03b, Bon85, BH96, DP93, DS04b, TT95b].

Constant [CRGZ10, GUS12, Got94, Szy11, SBL12, WDZ17].
Constant-Time [Got94]. Constrainable [JCK+13]. Constrained
[AMR+17, ATK17, ATF12, BHMT13, BAU05, CCW12, CG12, DBD+13,
Dwy09, LD08c, LBH+01, MHA17, PBP96, RKSA17, SC10, YYPZ07,
ZFA+16, ZZX+17]. Constraint [EP09, HHS01, LM96b, LWP+04, MCH94,
VRBC17, FFD93, LM96a, Pin92, VR95]. Constraint-Based
[EP09, MCH94, FFD93]. Constraints
[ESG01, HK12, ILS98, JL98, LVT08, Mi190, RLGH15, SJ13b, Lam09a, TSK14].
Constructing [BW13, CFFP84, IEK+14, KK17, KLC+15, LM07, SDB99,
TIS+95, TLG99, Wal87, CTW92, PCBL16, Rap92]. Construction
[AYLM13, AW07, BLD14a, BV96, CDP95, Du88, FBL16, Gro16, HMB17,
HB94, HHH12, JKC94, KWS16, LA13, LGS+09, LCY+11, MN08, QY17,
SSK07, SG08, Str84, SJWS13, TGS96, TG98, VKJ+17, WTHS04, YHGT10,
ZCOM13, BM93, DGR+14, GD16, Vol93]. Constructive
[ARRO+17, CT00, HL03c, VPP+04]. Consumer [LK17]. Contact
[Fau96, GOT+07, HENISYS16, HS04, HEW15, KL14, KGL+98, OTSG09,
ST08, TW+16, ZLM+15, dSNV+17, TAAP+16]. Contact-Aware
[TWT+16]. contacts [TSK14]. containing [BP93]. Content
[ARM+15, BDA+09, CCP09, DER+10, FW17, KLW12, LMLG15, LSWW11,
PS+14, SGM17, WDK+13, ZHM08]. Content-Aware
[KLW12, ZHM08, PS+14]. Content-Based [WTK+13].
Content-Independent [LMLG15]. Context
[BJCO03a, BJCO03b, BPBD08, CLME09, DCOM00, DKW94b, FBT99,
GRE11, Her84, KDEM14, KGRG17, LCSCO10, MBMYR15, MDWK80,
MKO+08, OJS+11, SSA+08, SET10, WSLG07, VVGRK08, WKM+09,
XXM+13, YCLE09, ZLDM16, ZK08, vTKP11, BCN11b]. Context-Aware
[GRE11, WSLG07, KDCM14, YCLE09]. Context-Based
[XXM+13, vTKP11, BJCO03a, BJCO03b, DCOM00]. Context-Dependent
[LCSCO10]. Context-Frames [Her84]. Context-inferred [ZLDM16].
Context-Preserving [WKM+09, ZK08]. Contexts [RH+12]. Contextual
[KMB94, MGB14]. Contingent [SGEM16]. continuities [Vd92].
Continuity [GP16, SYT+13, WGS10, Bar92]. Continuous
[BW98, BPFG11, COC15, GAM17, GCL+06, HBW11, KO88, KHH+09,
LO95, LPD14, MFL13, PRR+14, RKC02, SFFP15, SG03, SKCA01,
WTMD15, WC14, vZLBI11, CH12, TWSM17]. Continuously
[CZGF05]. Continuum [HMT01, SWML10, TPS09]. Continuum-based
[TPS09]. Contour
[COC83, GP87, IY10, IYS+13, JC94, L07, NBH17, RWP88, TW96, DMP93].
Contour-based [IY10, IYS+13]. Contouring
[MSS11, McC83, Sab86, SW05, SSO+10]. Contours
[CMH+01, FKRW16, OPC96, SPOK95]. ConToVi [EAGA+16].
Contracting [LW17]. Contraction [GHB15]. Contrast
[DMAC03a, DMA03b, GVWD06, HW16, HDL11, KMS07, LM10, LM15,
MO10, MSK14, MK15, NWHHF16]. Contrast-aware [LM10].
Contrast-Enhanced [LM15]. Contribution [Can11]. Contributions [Ano98b, Ano98c, Dre07, Ano97y]. Control [ADJ+01, BDS84, BK03a, BK03b, CON08, CZGF05, DAP08, EP09, FCH+06, FLJ+14, FS91, GLCC17, HENSYS16, IP00, KPRN11, KPD10, LNS05, LK17, LTKD15, LYG15, LLC+15, MS96b, OKP+08, OM01, RCMM+16, RPPD17, ST94, SG03, SKCO1, TYK+09, VVE+10, VS16, WK12a, ZV09, dSNV+17, AFDL14, BT92, HNJ+14, HPT89, KS92, MS96a, RTK+14, STM93].


Conversation [EAGA+16, MH07]. Conversations [EASG+17, HC14]. Conversion [BCK+12, CW99, DTTS08, DKS01, LO95, MEKM17, Rok97, SLTM08, YR97, CHA+14, Che97, VG96]. Conversions [Cad08].

Converting [WW87b]. Convex [AGCO13, AMSF08, BG01, Dan96, Day88, Day90, EL01, GCW15, MA17, Sug94, SN86, WBG07, CD94, HMRS92, Rap92, ska96]. Conveying [ARM+15, BKG+15, RRS12]. Convolution [KLEP14, MS98, MESG11, SFFP15, TZ04]. Convolution-Based [MESG11].

Convolutional [Blo97, hKTL+17, NAM+17, SHG+16, SGMG17, BMM+15]. convolved [SNRS12]. Cooperation [LSF+11, PS10, DS11a, Des06]. Cooperative [DGC+98, GY93, PW93, San92, ST93]. Coordinate [KZZM12, MSK06, SW98]. Coordinated [BSK16, BRM+16a, HSH16, RSM+16, SS16]. Coordinates [DCK12, DVPSh14, FS08, GRPFI16, HBW11, HK09b, HS08, JC08, KARC15, LS08a, MS10a, MKB+08, MM08, MR12, NVT+14, Nic95, RLF09, Rus10, SHF13, SKPSH13, VB14b, WLN+17, WBCG09a, WPG12, ZYQ+08, ZCQ+09, dGBL+14, Y10]. Copenhagen [TB84]. COPERNICUS [ZK08].

copper [Lei94]. Copters [NKSI16]. Copula [ÖKB10]. Copula-Based [ÖKB10]. Core [BLD14a, Bik12, CY89, DC10, FCGW02, FK09, GG14, IABT11, KTO11, LCDW16, SVG+08, BBS+09, ILRS03a, ILRS03b]. CoreFlow [LKD+17]. Corner [BdM14, SNA17]. Corners [BW13].


Correlation [AWCO10, CAM08a, GHX+17, KWS+15, MZT09, NAS07, PPH12, PW12, RB10, SBLC17]. Correlation-Based [AWCO10, KWS+15]. Correlations [FKRW16, FSTR13, RÖG17]. Correspondence [ATCO+10, BS12b, COC15, GSG10, HMW+15, KBW+12, KKBL15, LSP08, LR+16, LKY+11, LKF12, RCB+17b, RMC17, SY11, SY13, SY14a, SY14b, SNB+12, YYL+16, ZSCO+08, vKTS+11, vKZHCO11].
Correspondences [DZD+16, GSTG16, GLHH13, KBW+12, KBB+13, KSKL13, LKF12, PBB+13, SCF10, TMRL14]. Corresponding [MH07].
Cost [ACKM16, ESKD14, FBW01, ML03, MS93, RCM+01, ZFE16]. Cost-model [ML03]. Countershading [KMS07, TMHD12]. Coupled [HSK14, KBB+13, dHvPJ14, AKZM14]. Coupling [SZMTW15, YLHQ12].
KSBC12, SYT+13, TAOZ12, VVP+16, WB01, ZWC+10].


D [DS11a, GL94a, GL94b, KPG+16, LSF+11, NSC14, PS10, SY14a, Ais85, AS96b, AA09, AD01, ANF97a, ANF97b, ASH15, AMSF08, Att15, ATF12, AH11, AKM16, ARG+16, BW09, BSW+12, BG95, BP98, BCG+96, BB00a, Bel87, BG89, BR02, BGK+96, BCBB16, BTG95, BCK+12, BLS+17, BG08, BYB09, BH93, BHM13, BD14, BCD01, BCF94, BMWM01, BNRSV01, BB08, CJKH17, CS16, COO15, CVCH14, CRC+15, CCFM08, CTSSO3a, CTSSO3b, CLME09, CY+11, CNKI13, CLB+09, CMPS93, CMS94, CD04, CY02, CKSW08, DD+17, Day90, DCPS08, DGR+14, DER+10, DG598, DMS14, DH09, DF90, EWH08, EFGS96, FFD93, FW17, FG88, GS14, GD96, GL94a, GL94b, GE98, GTS86, GST14, GRT14, GT16b, GLX+16, GTB14, Han97, HT11, HLM97, HCGW14, HMTH13, HL14, HL15, HMW+15, HBO+10, HE94, HY4+15]. D [HFL12, HKM15, HCS16, Hub93, IIS08, IP99, IEGC08, IK01a, Jac85, JBTS08, JH15, JLL10, Joo86, JS05, KKB16, KLTZ16, Kli82, Kli85, KK07, KG+12, KBV+17, KQWM08, LT17, LALV11, LGMT00, LNM02, LV08, LBJ+12, LGN15, LWL+16a, LGK16, LCM+09, LAFT12, LTX+14, LEM+17, LN17, LCKW07, MHS+14, MBES16, MFT02, MSM+08, MGG10b, MbMYR15, MK09, MDC93, MB08, MKP+16, MPWC13, MEKM17, MGAF95, NWHW16, NW17, NK99, NCKG00, NRM+12, NRP11, NRE14, NMOT1, NHN17, O+02, OMTO2, OM13, OPC96, OGH10, PBMG15, PB11, PW12, PPBT12, PP89, PEP+11b, PEP012, PKG10, POG13, PGG+09, PBC+16, PRL85, RXX+17, Rie87a, RI17, Rob93, RCM+01, RWP88, RAMG15, RL09, Ros97, RLYL14, Sab82, SW10, SY10, SAM93a, SW09, Sár07, SS08, Sch11, Sco02, SK16a, STKD12, SY+11, SLSK07, SN12, SK17].
D-Charts [JKS05]. D-clip [Hub93]. D-Reconstruction [BB00a].

Dallas [Rob87]. Dancing [SI06]. Dancing-to-Music [SNI06].

Darmstadt [Enc81, BP82, tHS90]. Dart [CJW99]. DaScript3D [Sam93a]. Dashboard [MSFM16]. Dashcam [CCC14].

Data [AKMM11, ARH12, AS96b, AFK14, AAS16, AGDJ08, AECOK16, BDA17, BMH12, BLY11, BSW14, BB91, Bik12, BTG95, BKR17, BBBL11, BBL12, BvLBS11, BTB13, BBS09, CCS95, CS99a, Cal96, CGT15, CKGC14, CC14, CLJ15, CJ15, CY12, CNKI13, CMS94, CDS16, CKE12, Col93, CMT05, CRS16, CR16b, CPK09, DAP08, DKG15, DTA04, DMC94, DH16, DP16, DMSL11, DK00, DB16, Dsc14, EAGA16, EG11, EJKM16, EHH13, EC14, FR11, FD14, FK90, FMH16, Frü94, FH09, GB00, GLHH13, GCLX17, GSGC08, GHG17, GCZ12, GKP11, GMGV09, GLW96, GBK04, GRPF16, GJL10, GPD09, GS12, HEN16, HDK10, HJM11, HV16, HWC05, HS13, HSH16, HP16, HV10, HPH10, HLJ13, HJS17, IP99, IS15, JBB10, JBL06, JNM09, JC08, JC94, JL08, KWD14, KZ08, KCJM16]. Data [KFH10, KKS12, KK07, KHH09, Kle06, KMJE12, KSS97, KPG16, KBvP17, KPI16, KFR11, KTW13, KZZ12, LPK09, LF97, LB11, LMS16, LKZ15, LT16, LSS12, LFK13, LFS15, LJH08, LWBP14, LWT15, LBJ16, LCDW16, LL09, MK11, MG87, Mar95, MC83, MRL17, MKP16, MKS12, MBT12, MKO08, MH00, MSK06, NNN11, NGB09, NB11, NCKG00, NS01, NKP93, POS11a, PSM12, PC94, PLL11, PEP11a, PHL16, PS95, PS96a, PSC10, PD04, PEP11b, PEP12, PDW14, PSK09, PSB11, PKRJ10, PBC16, RX17, RST08, RTK14, RL16, RRRP08, RLP11, RN07, RPM013, RSSL17, RSK12, RSS96, SS14, SSKB15, SB99a, SML15, SCD16, SHLS02, SBG17, SPB17, STM12, SA15, SY12b, SV10, SNLH09, SK16b, SlL16, SBS17, SWG16, SGG15, SGG16, SLSG16, SSS12, SW04b, SSSG16, TIS15, TFA11]. Data [TWC16, TLFC16, TCM10, TPC09, TPRH11, VHP08, VSP13, VB14a, VF14, VM12, WHC15, WDM12, WYJC13, WX16, WLL17, WLN17, WG11, WBS13, WHP11, WGO14, WCH15, XSE14, XKK17, YWS14, YNM13, YLRC10, ZF16, ZLG16, ZAM16, ZM16, ZZ17, vDHO16, vGP17, vEdW13, vdCvW16, vdZL11, CFE16, Cot85,
DKW94a, FT93, Jon96, JR08, MK08, MM93, NDD14, RK10.

**Data-Dependent** [SW04b]. **Data-Driven** [CKGC14, CC14, CMT05, ECN14, GLHH13, GCLX17, GCZ+12, HSmCY13, IS15, MBT+12, PZB+09, RXX+17, SML15, WLL+17, XKH17, ZLW+16, ZZ17, AECOK+16, EIKM16, HPH10, MSK06, RNV07, SA15].

**Data-Faithful** [KK07]. **Data-guided** [HENfSYS16].

**Data-Parallel** [MKSS12]. **Database** [LDGN15, OAO11, SK17]. **Database-Assisted** [LDGN15].

**Databases** [BB91, MHHH15, SDB99, FT93]. **Dataflow** [VOS+10]. **Dataset** [BGK+96]. **Datasets** [HPvU+16, LC99].

**David** [DCPS08]. **Daylight** [QNTN03a, QNTN03b, ZBP99].

**Dead** [COS95]. **Dead-Zones** [COS95].

**Deblurring** [AAB09, BCN11a, CCTL12, EBC17, MPCG12]. **Debugging** [HSH16].

**Decades** [MLP+10]. **Decals** [dGWB+14]. **Decay** [KRB11].

**December** [Duc86, tHS90]. **Decimation** [SLA15].

**Decomposing** [IRWM17, SN86]. **Decomposition** [AGCO13, BÖK11, BMB15b, DSH+17, DJM12, EL01, ERHH11, Got94, GFW+06, HWAG09, HYZ+14, JTRSI12, KE97, LJKL17, MP12a, NKL10, RK09a, SSW14a, STK02, SJF11, WLZH17, YL11, ZT10, ZRJ+15, FR92].

**Decompositions** [BKPB17, Szy11]. **Decompression** [CC06, GMC+06, JBG17, KCL06, MKSS12, OBGB11, IRLS03a, IRLS03b].

**Decorative** [STG16]. **Decoupled** [AW00, GTG17, WWT+16, ZM16].

**Dedicated** [FBT99, NYTN87, TD00]. **Deep** [APH+12, BM16, EIKM16, ESKBC17, HMP+12, hKTL+17, LGK16, NAM+17, YK08, HMK15, NW17].

**deep-learned** [HKM15]. **DeepGarment** [DÖ+17]. **DeepProp** [EIKM16].

**Defect** [CK11a]. **Defect-Tolerant** [CK11a]. **Defects** [AAS+16]. **Deferred** [AMT02, ENSB13, GBP04, SBF15, WN09]. **Define** [MG87]. **Defined** [PA06, RHv95, dD85, BR96]. **Defining** [BP82, RSS96]. **Define** [KASH13].

**Definition** [DDtR94, Ste85, WM85, WW87b]. **Deflection** [MG95]. **Defocus** [BD07, JKLI13, MPCG12, MTAM12, MVH+14, WWT+16].

**Deformable** [AW00, GTG17, WWT+16, ZM16].

**Deformations** [BiA06, BPWG07, EP90, FSTR13, FB11, HCW17, HAWG08,
KBS00, Lov06, Mai00, NVH+13, OHBK09, OTSG09, PBP96, SHF13, SKPSH13, TPS09, WSBZ08, WRS01, YK06, YBS07, KMTT92. **Deformed** [PTW13, SLHC12]. **Deforming** [AKP+05, ATBG08, AW13, CZ08, CCI+07, GB10, HAWG08, LLCG7, LSP08, SG08, SWG08, ZSCO+08, CH12]. **Degenerate** [CFS14]. **Deghosting** [TAEE15, TAEE16]. **Degradation** [DO00, HM15]. **Degree** [GM06, SS15a, QSW92, SHD16]. **Delaunay** [BYB09, CCW12, CMPS93, DLS10, DS11b, GKS00, NMOT01, SSE+14, ZSW+10b, dCTAD09]. **Delay** [WBFvL17]. **Delta** [DM92]. **Demand** [SG96a, GLX+16]. **Demand-Driven** [SG96a]. **Demographic** [vvT84]. **Demonstration** [Duc89]. **Dendritic** [JNX+08]. **Denmark** [TB84]. **Denoising** [BRM+16b, BB17, EBC17, HDL11, KS13a, MC17, MJL+13, MVH+14, RDK13, RMZ13, WZCF15, ZWY+13]. **Dense** [DCPS08, DRW15, LHD+04, MMG06, RR00, CSFP12, WHD17]. **DenseCut** [CPZ+15]. **Densely** [CPZ+15, COFHZ08]. **Density** [DWR10, ERA+16, EBV05, GUS12, HKD+08, HGNH17, HET12, LH11, ROG17, WZL+12, BLS93]. **Density-based** [DWR10]. **Dental** [SG08]. **Dependency** [DG12]. **Dependency-Free** [DG12]. **Dependent** [BPKB14, CKB04, DKW94b, ED07a, ESV99, ESC00, ESK03a, ESK03b, FM04, GPK+12, GLW96, GKKT13, HGRS+17, KBK13, LCSCO10, LRB+15, MTR08, NPDD11, RBG08, SW10, SW17, SBD15a, SW04b, TSH01, WTHS06, vDHO16]. **Depiction** [BCRA11, SKMS06]. **Deposition** [RMN05, RCM+14, RPP93]. **Depth** [AMTMH12, AMAM13, BEJM15, BG08, BTS+17b, CWW+11, CCC+14, FBP08, FO12, HM15, IEK+14, JSIW14, KTMN07, KRMS13, KS07, LKCO8, LK17, LSP08, LEE17, LFS+15, LCT10, LTX+14, MRD12, NSC14, NDD14, PHE+11, PG08, RWW16, RHL12, SGM+11, SSJ+10, TRSKK08, XXS+15, YYW10, ZCP07, Déco5, PHM+14]. **Depth-and-Normal** [JSLW14]. **Depth-augmented** [HM15]. **Depth-of-Field** [CWW+11, KS07, LKCO8]. **Dequantization** [hKAC07]. **Derivation** [FAT07]. **Derived** [SLSG16]. **Deriving** [Sch94a]. **Descattering** [FHL+08]. **Description** [BŠ90, DG97, GUS12, BSV92, Sam93a]. **Descriptions** [JS10, SKSS14]. **Descriptive** [BADA+17]. **Descriptor** [AKM16, BvLBS11, MGG10b, NO17, ZYF13]. **Descriptors** [BMM+15, BMR+16, COO15, HKM15, ROM+15, CCFM08, LBB14]. **Design** [AWO+10, AR94, AKB+95, Ane98d, ADN+17, BRM+16a, BFR17, BF84, BLS+17, BPF+03a, BPF+03b, CKE+12, Coh95, CCH+14, DJW+06, DKN+94, DKN+95, DKN+96, Fvdp15, FKR13, Gey12, Gre94, Gc96, GLX+16, Haw85, HRS+16, HSH16, Hua17, Iis09, IMAW15, Jac17, KGP+12, KKD09, LT17, LLS16, LZY+17, LLM+17, LHH+13, Mj98, MMP09, MKR11, MJK11, MK15, MEKM17, NSII16, NW17, ND94, NC99, OPP10, Oo05, Owe88, Owe89b, Owe94, PCS94, PL94, PP05, RSM+16, RLGH15, SS16, SLE17, SH14a, SH14b, SPB+17, STG16, SP13, SA15, SL01, SHK15, STBG12, SMS+17, VCD+16, WHC15, WH04, WZL+12, WKB12, WOBTO9, WT09, WTH+13, WBFvL17, XLTP03a, XLTP03b, YCXW17, ZLW+16, ZFE16, ZLDM16, DH93a, HHR93, KP11, KSH92, MVLS14, MS93, OYS092,
Owe90b, Owe92a, Owe93, Owe95, SBD$^+$15b, WBCG09b, dBv93, Ano98d].


designs [RLY14].

Desktop [JS95+13].

Designing [AA09, Ara94, DVPSH14, GDAU14, GCW15, MOT99, SS16, STG16, TLM16, The02a, ZSW10a, vJB85].

designs [RLYL14].

Desktop [JSH+13, SS95].

Destination [BBBL11, ZFA$^+$16].

Detail [ASVNB00, BHS$^+$17, BSB08, BCN11b, DGP17, GRE11, HREB11, IOI06, JKL13, KDCM14, KBK13, LPD14, MB97, OCV$^+$02, OJS$^+$11, PJJ$^+$14, SW08a, SBD15a, SRK13, SG03, WT11, WYY13, YSL08, ZCH$^+$17, ZBM$^+$17, BS02, SLK14].

Detail-In-Context [BPBD08].

Detail-Preserving [DGP17].

Detailed [DCPS08, NJGW15].

Details [CCS95, GD10, HK16, ZYF10, GGG$^+$16b].

Detangler [RMM15].

Detecting [WKM15, YM09].

Detection [ARRO$^+$17, ABW$^+$15, BMH$^+$12, BT95, BPW14, BB00b, BFG$^+$17, BBW$^+$09, BGAM04, BCWR08, CJC$^+$09, FWPS11, GL12, GGG06, HBK02, JL17, JBT08, JFS006, KZ05, KBWS13, KHH$^+$09, KZ04, KLAB15, LPH$^+$15, LLC$^+$15, OLA16, PKS10, PCBS16, PG95, RKC02, RBC14, SCN$^+$16,SVG$^+$08, SW07, SAD$^+$16, SLD$^+$17, SGS14, SBM$^+$14, SOM04, SJWS13, THK$^+$05, TPBC09, VC08, VBP$^+$09, VMTS10, VT94, WTM15, WB01, WDZ17, WML99, WC14, WP04, YMJ$^+$17, YM09, ZY02, ZDM$^+$14, ZVE$^+$14, MPM$^+$14].

Detector [CWL$^+$15].

Determination [JD98, KGL$^+$98, SZG93].

Determining [BBMR88, OM13, SN84].

Deterministic [SKS09, BPZ96].

Develop [SJL15].

Developable [BW07, JKS05, SVWG12, TPBC09].

Developing [BB07, KJC$^+$09, PCR89, WT93].

Development [KM83, NM91, OIST91, Sab82, VPLL08, BFTL82, CTW92, EFGS96].

Developments [Bou88, Bro90, LD03, de 97, CRW83].

Device [ADJ$^+$01, BP82, HR85, van90].

Devices [BCF94, Dv90, FR00, KKT17, LD03, RKR$^+$16, UMM$^+$10, vt87].

Dexterous [BYL16].

Diagnosis [ZVE$^+$14].

Diagnostics [PSK09].

Diagram [EDPB15, Man16, OPC96, QYZ7, YLL$^+$09, DZM08].

Diagrams [BPY16, DvKSW12, GEY12, HHA17, HET12, LBK14, NL13, NB12, RL09, VC04, WKM$^+$09, XLS$^+$14, SNA17, SBD$^+$15b].

Dialogue [Gre84, MSWK02, St88].

Diamond [WD09, WD11].

Dichromats [MO10].

Dick [Wil06a].

Diego [SCA04].

Dietrich [Ano07b].

Difference [BG09, GG15, GSM09, NMP98].

Differences [ZK09, Rap92].

Different [AMYB17, ARM$^+$15, BMW01, CCH$^+$14, HV10, MBDC15, OZS08, SC84, SSM12, PCBL16].

Differential [BM16, BHSU0b, CDS10, Des04, FSES14, JTSZ10, MS10a, Rus10, Sort06, VVP$^+$16, YI10, Gui92].

Differentials [CCSLT09, CLF$^+$03a, CLF$^+$03b, CLB$^+$09, EBR$^+$14, LSW09].

Difficulty [ZDJ16].

Diffraction [DTS$^+$14].

Diffuse

[GA03a, GSA03b, Hei01, KJ92, SK99].

Diffusion

[BB12, BM15, BLW11, CZCE08, GBAL09, HCJ13, HHA17, JES16, KSW$^+$12, KPS$^+$14, KT97, LDR09, LSW09, PJS15, SSO08, SOD90, SKS09, ZCH$^+$17, vFG11, HGA$^+$10].

Diffusion-Based [vFG11].

Diffusive [HWK15].

DiFi [SOM04].

DIGIS [dBv93, vL90].

DIGIS-a [dBv93].

Digital

[BDGF07, BB88, CG16b, COS95, DGEN09, DWK94b, DJM12, JFC17,
JSH+13, KT09, LSJK09, NT95, SCP+17, VGB14a, XTJ+07, XYL09, YGL+09, ZH12, BM93, CFGL16, CS93, Lev99. Digitised [AO89].
digitising [VW91]. Digraphs [BD08, GBD09]. Dihedral [VR12].
Dimension [ATW15, FR11, LF10, Pas02, Pic86b, RGW05, WD09].
Dimension-reduced [ATW15]. Dimensional
[ABD10, BMG99, BTB13, FR11, FDL14, GKS00, GHGW14, KKS+12,
KySK08, KZZM12, LD06, LZOQ13, LWBP14, LBJ+16, MC14, MAA+09,
PSPM12, PHL+16, SM96a, STMT12, SG16, TMT86, WL+17, ZR96a,
vDCvW16, AHSK94, BDS+03, Day92, EHH+13, ILRS03a, ILRS03b, JPN15,
KARC15, Kur15, LKZ+15, LWT+15, SD94b, SNLH09, TWSM17, ZR96b].
Dimensionality [PSPM12, Pas02, RL15]. Dimensioning [KWM15].
Dimensions [EMP+12, HS94, KZZM12, LK13, Nic85].
Diorama [AW07].
Dipoles [BSW+12], Dirac [LJC17].
Direct [AGG+08, AFK+14, BELD13, BD16, BBP09, CAM08a, CAM08b, DD90,
FFD93, KPD10, KVS+14, KGP+12, KWN+14, LWBP14, LKG+16, OT11,
OLF+14, RS06, RGG+14, SGS05, PH+09, SM+11, SSFS06, Sn95,
SPB10, SSSK04b, VCRG14, WA09, WLN17, ZCG98, ZKWG16,
van90, vL90, BT92, SNJ+14, WZC+11]. Direct-Touch [KGP+12].
directable [MAA+09]. Directed [Bov90, HV09, RSC01, SAAB11, ZWHK16].
Direction [WZK16].
Directions [LF97, FLBS07]. Director [AWCO10, MCB16]. Dirichlet
[LPGL10, SGB13]. Disambiguation [FMB+00]. Disassembling [Att15].
Disassembly [KKSS15]. Disc [RNTh03]. Discontinuities [TH01, TC05].
discontinuous [STM93]. Discovering [An98w, BLY+11, CD+17].
Discovery [SBG+11]. Discrete [AGD08, AM02b, BCB10, BDS+12,
BB08, CLM09, CDS10, Des04, EBAV05, FB11, GW07, HSS+05, HRWW12,
LGH13, MSS11, MPD08, PPH+13, RL09, SWL08, SW08a, SC95, TIS+95,
TW97b, TH01, VPLL08, VM+13, WLT12, WJ+13, YGL+09, YM+17,
dGLB+14, BLS93, DFIM15, FT93, GGRZ06, TW97a, WIFD13].
Discretization [BT98, LT92]. Discretizations [SJP+13]. Discretized
[BKES00, VT14]. Discrimination [NWHW10]. Discriminative
[XY+11, WL+17]. Discussed [PNR89]. Diseases [ZVE+14]. Disk
[EMP+12, ERA+16, GM16, LD08a, YUK15]. Disks [EMA+13]. Disorders
[BW17]. Disparity [KRMS13, RHLJ2, DK+14]. Dispersion
[HHGG15, WW09a]. Dispersion-based [HHGJ15]. Displacement
[AM02b, BK03c, BK03d, CO08, DKS01, JH12, LY+08, LP95, PHL91,
SK08, vGPB17]. Displacements [PB96]. Display
[AGG+08, AG06, AMS09, BG01, HN90, HN01, HLR+11, KĐT17, LMLG15,
PH87, Pat89, Pi85, SD94a, SL89, SF83, TTX90, JAC85]. Displaying
[Coq85, DMB03a, DM03b, HJ95, NN94, PMW86, SK86]. Displays
[CZGF05, Den86, DH05, DFR+10, EDSD14, GRPF16, HKD+08, HF16,
MG05, MBYYR15, MS96b, NGB+09, Pic86a, RSH+12, RVWR04, SM10,
WRK+16, WHL10, WO94, YMM06, CHA+14, MS96a]. Disruption
[RPMO13]. Dissection [SSA+08]. Dissimilarity [KMAB15]. Dissipation [GBG+14]. Dissolve [GVWD06]. Distance
[AMAM13, BDF+14, BF15, BFG+17, CG16a, CT11, CC08, KZ04, LMM10, LPK13, LDR09, MGS07, MRL10, MRS08, OZ09, PPL13, PKG10, RLF09, SFFP15, SOM04, SKALP05, TPBC09, WCX+13, WP04]. Distance-Based
CS97a, CS97b, CS97c, CS98b, CS98c, CS98d, CS99b, CS99c, CS99d, CD00a, CD00b, CD00c, DZ15, DS01, DS02b, DS02c, DS02d, DS03, DS04a, DS04b, DS05b, DS05c, DS06a, DS06b, DS06c, DS07b, DS07c, DS07a, GR11, JAP10, RD12, RD13, RD14a, RD14b, SG09, SG10, SC97, CFT86]. Editors [Pet10, SD94a, Pet10]. Edits [LJH10]. Education [Ano97d, Ano97-29, Kol08, Tur84, BH06, DS09]. EEG [APM+11]. Effect [HK16, MK15, RAP08, TTW90, WWV17]. Effective [BP17, FAT07, KGM+10, LF10, TLM16, VF16, WCT+15]. Effectiveness [APM+11]. Effects [AMT+12, Buc96, GSMA08, HHRZ12, IDN02, JMV+15, JZJ08b, KW05, MSK14, OKG+10, RMD+08, RKN12, SG+11, SKWL13, Sta97, SKUP+09, WYKR17, ZR96a, MMS09, ZR96b]. Efficiency [CCI13, Sch84, SM84]. Efficient [AEW90, AKP+05, ATBG08, Att15, AHL+06, AKM16, AO13, BW09, BPM06, BT98, BAAM17, BHW11, Bika12, BBT99, CC14, CDA+14, CWW+11, CAH00, DZD+16, DGR+14, DS09, FF94, FA87, FW99, FBL16, FM15, GH96, GKD07, GGG+16b, HD14a, HZZ11, HH12, IGK+16, IEK+14, IDN02, JEO00, JKL+14, KS11, KSO10, KBS11b, KrJC+11, KHM09, Kob03a, Kob03b, KK02, Ku90, LPK09, LeYTM08, LIW+16, LLC+15, LVW+15, MFS08, MCH13, MJBC13, MK99, MK+05, MK15, MRS12, MG17, Nam95, NB94, NS11, OM13, OGB11, POS+11a, PBPP11, Pat17, QYZ17, RWW16, RKR+16, RLH+17, RR94, RPMO13, SBE16a, SHLS02, SSO+10, SWK07, SC84, SSFS06, SKZ13, SC08b, SDS+16, SDB97, SSG+00, SBW06, SO10, TMRL14, TS4SK13, TSK14, TZD11, TW96, VGB14a, VB14b, VH15, VT94, WPG02, WC05]. Efficient [WZC+11, WZKP14, WTTM15, WLT+17, WBS+13, WCB15, WSG05, WTH+13, XL10, XXZC13, YM06, ZC09, ZPS03, ZCZL13, ZWH15, Dec05, Rap92, Ska96, TPSH14b]. Efficiently [HMS09, MRD12]. EG [Ano97e, Ano98f, Ano03e, Arn08, BPB+04, BWS05, DCPS08, Kei04, Zot08]. EG/IEEE [Kei04]. EG2008 [Ano87]. Egocentric [PIWB98]. Eighth [Ano97s]. Elastic [KS13, LLC10b, ZTT15, MWC13]. Elastically [TG89]. Elasticity [ZLW+16, ZZL+17]. Elasto [ZLK13]. Elasto-Plastic [ZLK13]. Elber [Ano97-31]. Electors [ATCC+10]. Electrical [tH83a]. Electronic [CKL14, PR93]. electronics [Pri85]. Electrostatic [SGBW10, SGW12]. Elegantly [GLGW12]. Element [Bak91b, BHU10b, IMIM08, KWSH+13, SKCA01, WBG07, XGDC17, YFW12]. Elements [BEE17, BNC96, CK11b, CFS14, GBG+14, HZ11, JTSZ10, KB98, MKB+08, PSC10, SR06, ÚFE10, VMA+04, WDGT01]. Elevation [DKW94b, SS15a, TIS+95, BM93]. Elimination [Blo97, FA87, LS99, Yuk15, HB92]. Ellipses [GUK+17]. Ellipsis [SH14a]. Ellipsoid [LWP+04]. Ellipsoidal [JBL+06]. Embedded [BGCP11, BXH10, GWT+08, GBW16, xHMC09, KFA+10, AH11].
Embedding [CK14, LZ07, PHL+16, SSWSW13]. Embeddings [BLTD17].


Emperor [Ano06c]. Empathy [BRM+16a, GOH+10, HPK+16, TO97].

Empirical [AKMM11, PIWB98, SBLC17]. Empirically [KARC17].

Employing [PEPM12]. Empty [GKL17, Man16]. Enabled [VOS+10, OAJ14].

Enclosed [LK13, RL09]. Encodings [PH17, SK16b]. Encounters [BMH+12]. End [APH+12].

Enderle [Ano95s]. Endoscopy [Bar05].


Engineering [FMS01, GMDW09, HHS01, ZK08, Kni93].

Enhanced [CNCO15, JESG12, LM15, RAMG15, SKMS06, TGM12, TK08, XCDR10].

Enhancement [BCN11a, CZY11, DMHS08, HA11, HDL11, KLW12, LL15, MO10, RHL12, ZCC14, ZBW11, HHS14, SLKL14].

Environment [AHR85, BCD+13, BSG+95, BNJ15, BCH+95, BCRA11, CWKS00, FBT99, GKD07, HK00, KL14, KÔOH13, LD06, LLP00, MRMH12, Mil88a, MO08, MN87, MFDA86, PRS89, PMD12, RTN03a, RTN03b, SH14b, Sch01, SPV+10, SSSk04b, VGSS04, WKGS85, YIC+09, CFT86, CTW92, DM92, IMDN14, KSH92, TAP+16, VCDF95, WZ93, dBv93].

Environental-Adaptive [KL14]. Environmental [GSHN94, GPG+16, vvT84].

EnvyDepth [BCD+13]. eNVyMyCar [GC09]. Epigenomic [YNM+13].
equalities [SSJ\textsuperscript{+}10]. Equalization [AGM\textsuperscript{+}06]. Equalizer [LMS\textsuperscript{+}16].

Equation [PHITB12, YW97, HGA\textsuperscript{+}10, PM93]. Equations [CRGZ10].

Equidistant [MLP92]. equivalent [vDHO16]. Equalization [AGM\textsuperscript{+}06]. Equalizer [LMS\textsuperscript{+}16].

Equation [PHITB12, YW97, HGA\textsuperscript{+}10, PM93]. Equations [CRGZ10].

Equidistant [MLP92]. equivalent [vDHO16]. Equalization [AGM\textsuperscript{+}06]. Equalizer [LMS\textsuperscript{+}16].

Equation [PHITB12, YW97, HGA\textsuperscript{+}10, PM93]. Equations [CRGZ10].

Equidistant [MLP92]. equivalent [vDHO16]. Equalization [AGM\textsuperscript{+}06]. Equalizer [LMS\textsuperscript{+}16].
European [Ano96s, Ano97o, DJ88, HHS89, Req86, TB84, Van85, Ano84a, Ano92, Ano93, Ano96l]. Evacuation [HK00]. EvalBench [AHR13]. Evaluating [CCH’14, GHX’17, HVH’16, HYL’15, JVS’12, KK17, OJ15, SD’15, WLS’13]. Evaluation [AKMM11, ARH12, AHR13, APM’11, APP10, BGCP11, BLD’09, BELS13, BCB13, CRY’11, Cad’08, CK10a, DDV’02, EWMU13, HMD005, HV10, JC10, JKLS10, JR08, Kio87, KDC17, KHW13, LCSCO10, McC96, MBDC15, MK15, MAAG12, OJ15, Pat89, PFWB98, RGSK10, RB10, RLP10, RL15, SSKB15, SA15, SHK15, SBD’15b, TAAE15, UMM’10, WHC15, WVV11, YCW17, ZC95, vKP06, BR96, BLD14b, GA93, VV90, VV91, WGO’14].

Evac [BHW17]. Evenly [JL00, SLCZ09]. Evenly-Spaced [JL00]. Event [Ano98y, Ano99j, Ano99k, Ano99l, Ano00h, Ano00i, Ano02f, Ano02g, Ano02h, Ano02i, HDF15, KCJM16, LKD’17, WHD17]. Events [Ano97n, Ano97o, Ano97m, Ano98q, Ano98r, Ano98s, Ano99e, GPK’12, Gre97, Gre98, SCD’16, KB92]. Everyone [Ros97]. Everywhere [IRWM17, LSR17]. Evolution [Col05, Duc14, GLG’16, GBD09, RTJ’11, SKZF11, SLSG16, TOZ’11, TA08, VBAW15]. Evolutionary [BCBL13, HCG08]. evolutions [CL92]. EWA [HWK’10, RPZ02]. Exact [BF09, CK10b, ED07a, Kaz15, KRG03, MG95, MAAG12, NAB86, SPD07, SHCB15, The02b, YLL’09, BR96]. Exaggerating [yKL08]. Exaggeration [TX16]. examination [Kni93]. Example [BB09, CYC15, FLJ’14, FB11, GMM’12, IMIMO8, KS10, LCL07, LP15, LFA’15, NGDA16, OOIO5, PCS94, PP10, RÖM’15, RSK13, SD10a, WHCO08, ZTT15, ZLW15, DD92, ZLL13]. Example-Based [BB09, CYC15, GMM’12, PP10, SD10a, ZTT15, ZLW15, FLJ’14, IMIMO8, KS10, LP15, LFA’15, OOIO5, RSK13, WHCO08]. Example-Driven [FB11, NGDA16]. Examples [OAIS09, PNVS17]. Excel [WPHC16]. EXCELL [Tam82]. Excentric [BRL09]. Exchange [KKK09, WPH’12]. Exchanging [BSVS04]. Excitable [NHL16]. Exemplar [IEKM16, ZCC14]. Exemplar-Based [ZCC14]. Exhaustive [HS98]. Exhibition [Ano93, Ano94, Ano96l, Ano96s, DJ88, HHS99, Req86, TB84, Van85, YH13, ACM80, Enc81, Van80, WG82, tH83a, Wat82]. Expansion [BDA’09, XS06]. expect [Šar07]. Expectation [JRJ11]. Expectation-Maximization [JRJ11]. Expeditions [Wat96]. Expeditions [CBSF07]. Experience [BPF’03b, ESK03b, MGJ06, TCH’03a, VGSS04, WK88]. Experiences [AEL’82, MRL’17, CRW83]. Experiment [Mohl87, Kin92]. Experimental [MTVJ11]. Experiments [CD94]. Expert [BCBL13]. Explanation [SvW13]. ExPlates [JE13]. Explicit [DPG17, LTKD15, VM12, YWWTY12]. Exploiting [CAM08a, PFC’05, CDPS09]. Exploration [ABW’15, AFK’14, BGCP11, BR501, BPF91, BSW’14, BCB13, BBBL11, BBL12, BBP10, BCWR08, CZCE08, EAGA’16, EASG’17, FH16, GHB’17, GLG’16, HGRS’17, JBB’08, JE13, KRD’15, KvLB14, KFR’11, KTW’13, LWPB14, LWT’15, LL09, ME13, Man16, NJB’11, NLB’13, OSR’14, PTW13, PEP’11a, PEMI12, RvdHD’15, RPK’12,
Exploratory [ADN+17, IEGC08, KOB+08, KGP+12, SV10, SVL16, TCM10, WHC15].

Explore [BHRD+15, RNtH03, SWG16, TLFC16].

ExploreMaps [DGR+14].

Explore [BHRD+15, RNtH03, SWG16, TLFC16].

ExploreMaps [DGR+14].

Explorer [RHM+12].

Exploring [AAB+10, BB07, BCD+10, BJA+15, CWG11, DBD+13, DRW15, EBSC99, HRS+14, HC14, JTRS12, KWD14, KFLCO13, LT17, LXFW11, LBJ+16, MRL+17, PEP+11b, PDV+15, PSK09, RL16, SMML17, SSMM12, SHSS+17, WLN+17, vdCvW16].

Exponent [GKT16].

Exponential [SFY13].

Exposure [GTM+12, GPR+15, HA11, LP15, MKV09, MBPM+17, SLE17, SLWSS+15, SBB14].

Expression [BNIO04, WHL+04, WR05].

Expressive [DN08, JL08].

Expressiveness [KRMS13, LHH+13, WTLL13].

Extended [BRL09, RW08, SSW14a, TGK+17, WZCF15, PCF05].

Extension [Bak88, JA95, KPiAS01].

Extensions [FPC+16].

External [ESC00, KLK17].

Extinction [GDML13].

Extracted [CS16].

Extracting [BPKB14, CJXH17, DMP93, DHI+15, EIKM16, KBW+12, LKD+17, TIS+95].

Extraction [AGDJO8, BAT11, GWT+08, GE98, GSW12, GLX+16, HLH+16a, HWC+05, KR+13, LW+16, MBES16, MPWC13, OZ06, POS+11a, PKG03a, PKG03b, PTA+11, PW98, SWPL08, SVG+08, SBD+15a, SR96, WL10, WGO9].

Extraordinary [ADS06, LS08b, Nas03].

Extremal [GW12, WMZ12].

Extremely [DCFS08].

Extremities [SY14a].

Extrinsic [LJC17].

Extruded [CJFH14, SM10, WW87b].

Eye [BB09, BSBE17, BKR+17, BKW13, GRC13, HYL+15, KTMN07, RIP+09, RPA+15, VGSS04, MH07].

Eye-Centered [GRC13].

Eyeglass [KT10].

F [vdCvW16].

F.R. [Enc81].

F.R.G [HHS89].

Fabricating [CSaLM13].

Fabrication [ASH15, Att15, BFR17, BL+17, FKR13, HL15, HMA15, HBA12, LMSG16, LZY+17, MEKM17, NKS+16, PDP+15, SP13, SCP+17, UTZ16, VGB+14a, WW16, WZK16, YWM15, YCXW17, ZZWC16, ZLW+16, ZXZ+17, ZKWG16].

Fabrication-Aware [BFR17, SP13].

Fabrics [ME98, SKZ11].

Facade [CML+12, LJJN02, DCPN14, MWW12].

Facades [AYLM13, HWA+10, KKB+13, WXR+16, PW17, IMAW15, VCL+11].

Face [ADF85, BAH06, BL08, DPT+08, FNH+17, GVS+15, GSA+03a, GSA03b, IIS08, JD98, OZS08, PZY08, SDK+15, SK17, SKC01, TX16, WL08, WL10, ZPS03, PG93, PG94].

Faces [BS16, BBIG17, BBP03, BBV03b, BSVS04, FGT+16, GVS+15, KK07, KOS+15, KMT03a, MH07, NJ04, RB03a, SSSB07, WHL+04, ZSW01a].

Facet [BSH12].

Faceted [BRM+16a, FKR13].

Facets [MNP08].

Facial [BS16, FHW+11, FGT+16, GTB+13, JL08, KOS+15, KMB+17, KRP+15,
KBB+17, LJZX15, LFW11, NJ04, Pat95, RNtH03, SRH+11, SK17, SKC01, TFA+11, TX16, TSP05, WHL+04, WL10, WR05, YD88, ZPS03, KMTT92.


Faculty [tH83a]. Fade [GVWD06]. Fair [KPS95, MS93]. Fairing [Gre94, LBH+01]. Faithful [KK07]. Families [LT17, HKM15]. Family [BAU05, HAML05]. Farthest [CG12, YGJ+14]. Fashion [SSE+14]. Fast [AES94, ABD10, AO86, AO89, AMSF08, ATCO+10, BT95, BCCS12, BAT11, BF09, BHH13, BM12, BB99, BS98, BB08, CSN04, CK11b, CKN+99, CMH01, DHK08, DMY08, DKC00, EL01, FWPS11, GDT+07, GL10a, GPP+10, HK09, HHS05, HCM17, HSC+05, IDN03a, IDN03b, IUDN10, KS12a, KS08, KZ05, KSO10, Kaz15, KHK+09, HK92, KLAB15, KWF+11, KS12b, LD08b, RK10, LK13, LWDB10, LGS+09, LLSL98, LMP+10, LPH+15, LW17, LG95, LCD09a, LGZ+16, MS16, MFPA15, MMP09, MAM14, MNP08, NNSK99a, NS09, PKS10, PWC+09, PPD98, PB94, Pat93, PEP12, QTN03a, QTN03b, QYZ17, RK02, RHv95, S609, SZMTW15, She99, SK07, SPD14, SW01, SLTM08, SN08, SO10, SOM04, TT95a, TT97, TSP16, VSC01, VCC98, VKJ+17, WLM13, WS99, XSM13, YLL+09, YX14, YF85, YBY10, ZPS03, ZQK04, ZY04, ZWC+10]. Fast [ZLSW17, ZSW+10b, vKP06, GD16, Sbe93, SAE93, VR12, WBCG09b].

Fast-forward [ZLSW17]. Faster [BRM+16b, KB89, LCD10, MS16, NB12, SGE16, WGS04]. FastV [CATM09]. Fat [YR91]. Faulted [McC83]. FaVVEs [BRM+16a]. FCC [VCRG14]. Feather [SH02, DSC95]. Feathering [LLC+15]. Feature [AGDJ08, BBW+09, BYB09, BK01, BBN02, B1H01a, CS16, CLLC15, DQG+12, ELN+12, FGM99, GWT+08, GLK16, GGP+15, HCM+14, HLG+16a, HGA+10, HWC+05, JH12, KMD+17, KSL+08, KYC16, LM96b, LB16, LSL98, LPG10, LK9+16, LRB+15, MFNP13, MVZ16, MMV+13, ÖGG09, POS+11a, PKG03a, PKG03b, PK08, PHK+10, PTA+11, RMZ13, SWPL08, SW17, SYM10, SVG+08, SKC01, TE99, TX16, VRS01, WL10, WYZC13, XSY+15, XAD13, YXX14, YYL+16, ZLK05, ZYW+13, AFH14, LM93, LM96a, WZC+11]. Feature-Aware [CLLC15, KYC16, LB16]. Feature-Based [LLS98]. Feature-Driven [LRB+15]. Feature-guided [KSL+08]. Feature-Oriented [YXX14]. Feature-point-driven [SKC01]. Feature-Preserving [BHU01a, DDY+12, HTG14, JH12, KMD+17, WYZC13, ZYW+13].

Featured [TCRS00]. Features [ABCJ10, AMS16, AKZM14, BLY+11, BHS+17, BPK14, BM12, CJXM17, DMHS08, DMS14, EICKM16, HP04, HBK02, KRS+13, LWY08, MKO+08, PSCN10, PPH12, PMW86, RHM+12, SCH11, SJW+11, WB01, VVW11, ZCOAM14, vCvW14, LB16]. Featuring [Pos11b]. February [Gob96]. Feed [KSK97a, KSK97b]. Feed-forward [KSK97a, KSK97b]. Feedback
[AFHdL14, LNS05, MTVJ11, Pic86a, XWY+15, BH93]. **Fellow** [Ano07c].  
**Fellows** [Ano08a, Ano04f, Ano05d, Ano06d, Ano07k, Ano09d, Ano10b, Ano11d, Ano12e, Ano13g]. **Fellowship** [Ano07d, Ano07e].  
**FEM** [BHU10b, CFS14, JTSZ10, SSB13, YI10, YLHQ12, hZCK98].  
**Few** [AR95, POB+07, SP03a, SP03b].  
**Fewer** [OMW16].  
**FFT** [McC96].  
**Fiber** [AAS+16, CGT+15, CZCE08, KGM+10, LZB17, OVY10, PEPM12, RPK+12, SSSSW13, SEI10].  
**Fiber-Level** [LZB17].  
**Fibers** [ACG+17, SSA+08].  
**Fibonacci** [MBR+13].  
**Fibre** [PVtHR09].  
**Fibrous** [KK14].  
**Fiction** [Fuc97].  
**Fictional** [SJB+17].  
**Fidelity** [DMAL10, DDC09, JVS+12, RP98, WZCF15].  
**Field** [AGG+08, AMTMH12, AH11, ABCCO13, BEJM15, BB12a, BS02, BB08, CWW+11, COC15, DZD+16, DYN04, DZC11, FKKSS13, FKS+10, FKR13, GEZ+17, GT16b, GG17, HKW15, HL03a, HL03b, KTMN07, KS07, LKC08, LCM+06, MMP08, MRD12, NSRS13, OKG+10, OGHT10, PLPB07, PPM+16, RSTK08, RR00, SP97, SW10, SGM+11, SS96b, SOM04, TW10, TRSKK08, VSG+13, VCD+16, WCX+13, WYY10, ZZH15, ZCP07, ZBA+07, BB14, CGT+15, CGFL16, EGG+15, SBB14].  
**Field-Coherent** [PPM+16].  
**Fields** [AGDJ09, AM02b, BDS+03, BRS01, BCBSG10, BB12a, BOB13, BSEH17, CCI08, CYY+11, CGBG13, Coq85, DLD12, DVPSh14, EBA+09, FKS13, FLBS07, GPK+12, GKKT13, GST14, GKT16, HLH+16a, HMA15, HE94, IEGC08, KZ04, LS16, LKG+10, MRS08, NVT+14, NS09, OBI+11, OZ09, OT12, PPH12, PRW11, PW12, RSK12, SW17, SFPP15, Sch11, SFL+16, SEA08, SN08, SBCBG11b, SOM04, Szy11, SBL12, The02a, TRS03a, TRS03b, Tim12, TRAW12, TSH01, UGLY08, VB14b, VMA+04, WRS+13, WTHS04, WTHS06, WGS10, WHT12, WP04, dGLB+14, vPJtHRV12, vP94, AM92, GRT14, ILRS03a, ILRS03b, JBT08].  
**Fifteenth** [Ano97-28].  
**Fifth** [Ano95q, Lis90, Wil84, MJ98].  
**figure** [BT92].  
**Figures** [CYI+12, OM01].  
**Filament** [KGM+10, HL14].  
**Filament-Surface** [KGM+10].  
**File** [DHH02, SABG+05].  
**Fill** [AHT04, GP87, HR87, Ric87b, SM86].  
**Filled** [Rok97, YR97].  
**Filling** [DCOM00, NSY09, Ric87b, SB13, YF85].  
**Film** [NDG17, TDMS14, SSK93].  
**Films** [Bak88, BTS+17b, GM06, LK17, PK13, RI17, WYKR17].  
**Final** [HHS05, MW11, SSS02].  
**Finally** [Ros97].  
**Financial** [KCA+16].  
**Finder** [AVF04].  
**Finding** [HKL17, LKF12, PLL11, Szy91c].  
**Fine** [CYJ02, KKS+17, NJ04, SY11, SY13, SLS+06, ZWY+13, BC01].  
**Fine-Grained** [KKS+17].  
**Fine-Scale** [CYJ02].  
**Finger** [LAFT12, WWS+15].  
**Fingering** [SKK10].  
**Fingerprint** [OKK13].  
**Finishing** [ten82b].  
**Finite**
[Bak91b, BNC96, BHU10b, CK11b, GT15, GKT16, JTSZ10, KWSH+13, KB98, MKB+08, SKCA01, ÜFE10, WBG07, WDGT01]. **Finite-Element** [SKCA01]. **Finite-Elements** [CK11b]. **Finite-Time** [GT15, GKT16]. Fins [CJW+06]. **FIRD** [MMP09]. Fire [SKWL13]. First [APH+12, ANO84a, BRM+16b, CCC+14, Dav07, End84c, GL10a, Heg90, Kel86, Le 90, RSD+88, GA93, Ott90]. First-order [BRM+16b]. First-Person-Views [CCC+14]. First-Year [Dav07]. Fisheries [BMPM12]. Fit [ADJ+01]. Fitted [GPP+10]. Fitting [ABCJ10, BTP13, FKSS13, KWW+14, LK13, LWP+04, LWL+16a, LWY08, NL13, PPL13, PS95, PS96a, Pud94, SB99a, SLHLS02, TSB16, VSG+13, BSH12, LDB07]. Five [ANO84a, SD94b]. Five-dimensional [SD94b]. Fixed [VR12]. Flare [LE13]. Flash [MJL+13, PCF05]. Flat [MEKM17]. Flat-Foldable [MEKM17]. Flatland [ORDP96, Hec92]. Flats [CWA+08]. Flattening [BCGB08, MFT02, PTW13]. Fleshing [ZR13]. Flexibility [BLY+11]. Flexible [ABCJ10, BAAM17, BRET09, BSAP11, BBT99, BS08, DZC11, GHH01, LW95, PLT+97, PFC15, RSO96, SVWG12, Sta97, SDC09, WK12a, WCH+15, vBE11]. FlexyFont [PFC15]. Flicker [WWV17]. Flight [HA11, KBKL10]. Flights [PSC10]. FLIP [CIPT14, FAW+16]. Flips [SY13]. Floating [DHvOS00, EDM+08, MSS+10]. Floating-Point [MSS+10]. Flood [AHT04, CKS+15]. Flood-fill [AHT04]. Flood-fill [Lam09a]. Floor [AGDJ08, BGCP11, BPKB14, BBH12, CRC+15, CZA11, CK11b, CGS16, COC15, CKS+16, CKSW08, CPK09, ELM+12, FE17, GWT+08, GOPT11, GSE+14b, GT15, GKT16, GT16a, GG17, HYL+15, HKW15, JS10, JWC+11, JL00, KSW+12, KSBC12, LHD+04, LGP14, LTH08, LS16, MRL+17, MLP+10, MKP+16, MC14, NJB+11, OHBKH09, OBI+11, POS+11a, PSL98, PKPH09, PTA+11, PPF+11, RSV02, SAD09, SWPL08, SVG+08, SWS09, SGR12, SAG+14, SBL12, TBKP12, VCC98, WHT12, We104, WPH+12, WT09, YGL+09, ZHQ17, ZWC+10, ZAD15, HvPJV14, vPJtHRV12, vPGL+14, CSFP12, MMS09, PHE+11]. Flow-Based [FE17, WT09]. Flow-Embedded [GWT+08]. Flow-Induced [GG17]. Flow-Orthogonal [SGRT12]. Flow [IOI06, YGCO+14]. Flowers [ZFG+17]. Flows [ATW15, BvTH16, GT16a, HRWW12, HKW15, KSBC12, LJB+12, TAOZ12, TDF+15, TA08, WESW17, WMRSF15]. Flowstrates [BBHL11]. **Fluctuations** [DPF16]. Fluid [AMT+12, BSW10, CK13, DYN04, FAW+16, GBW16, HEW15, HJS+17, KPS+10, KSW+12, KYSO8, KNM+08, MMS07, OAIS09, OAO11, SCN+16, SKSK07, SJ13a, SZMTW15, TFK+03a, TFK+03b, WMRSF15, YKH+09, YLD07, ZYF10, HvPJV14, Gy93, KWF+01]. Fluids [AM02a, AIAT12, ATO17, ATW15, AWO+14, BCN03b, BXT10, CK13, CBC+16, DGP17, DMYN08, GLHB09, GDGP16, HLL+12, IPKK13, IEGT17, KPS+10, KYSO8, KBK09, KNM+08, LD09, MMS09, NC10, PTB+03a, PTTB+03b, SCN+16, SKK10, ST08, TFK+03a, TDF+15, TL16, WMRSF15, WYY13, YLHQL2, YNBH09, WYTY12, CIPT14]. Fluvial [CBC+16]. Flux
[BSW+12, KPS+14]. **Flux-Limited** [KPS+14]. **Fly**
[LZB17, MH00, SMS01, SLSK07, SKK+14b]. **Flying** [SC08a]. **fMRI**
[JNM+09]. **Foam** [TFK+03a, TFK+03b]. **Focal** [SGG16]. **Focus**
[GRE11, KGRG17, MBMYR15, MKO+08, OJS+11, TM13, BCN11b].
**Foldable** [MEKM17]. **Folding** [ZIM13, ZCBK12]. following [LJK+12].
**Fonts** [Gos86, SR96]. **Footprint** [WH17a]. **Footprints** [van97, vdP97].
**Force** [BB08, Fau96, HV09, SAAB11, ZWHK16]. **Force-Directed**
[HV09, SAAB11, ZWHK16]. **Forecast** [WFZ+15]. **Forecasting**
[BAJ08, DPD+15, DPD+17, FKRW16, RCMM+16, SSK93]. **Forecasts**
[SWG16]. **Foam** [TFK+03a, TFK+03b]. **Focal** [SGG16]. **Focus**
[GRE11, KGRG17, MBMYR15, MKO+08, OJS+11, TM13, BCN11b].
**Foldable** [MEKM17]. **Folding** [ZIM13, ZCBK12]. following [LJK+12].
**Fonts** [Gos86, SR96]. **Footprint** [WH17a]. **Footprints** [van97, vdP97].
**Force** [BB08, Fau96, HV09, SAAB11, ZWHK16]. **Force-Directed**
[HV09, SAAB11, ZWHK16]. **Forecast** [WFZ+15]. **Forecasting**
[BAJ08, DPD+15, DPD+17, FKRW16, RCMM+16, SSK93]. **Forecasts**
[SWG16]. **Footprint** [WH17a]. **Footprints** [van97, vdP97].
**Force** [BB08, Fau96, HV09, SAAB11, ZWHK16]. **Force-Directed**
[HV09, SAAB11, ZWHK16]. **Forecast** [WFZ+15]. **Forecasting**
[BAJ08, DPD+15, DPD+17, FKRW16, RCMM+16, SSK93]. **Forecasts**
[SWG16]. **Footprint** [WH17a]. **Footprints** [van97, vdP97].
**Force** [BB08, Fau96, HV09, SAAB11, ZWHK16]. **Force-Directed**
[HV09, SAAB11, ZWHK16]. **Forecast** [WFZ+15]. **Forecasting**
[BAJ08, DPD+15, DPD+17, FKRW16, RCMM+16, SSK93]. **Forecasts**
[SWG16]. **Footprint** [WH17a]. **Footprints** [van97, vdP97].
**Force** [BB08, Fau96, HV09, SAAB11, ZWHK16]. **Force-Directed**
[HV09, SAAB11, ZWHK16]. **Forecast** [WFZ+15]. **Forecasting**
[BAJ08, DPD+15, DPD+17, FKRW16, RCMM+16, SSK93]. **Forecasts**
[SWG16]. **Footprint** [WH17a]. **Footprints** [van97, vdP97].
**Force** [BB08, Fau96, HV09, SAAB11, ZWHK16]. **Force-Directed**
[HV09, SAAB11, ZWHK16]. **Forecast** [WFZ+15]. **Forecasting**
[BAJ08, DPD+15, DPD+17, FKRW16, RCMM+16, SSK93]. **Forecasts**
[SWG16]. **Footprint** [WH17a]. **Footprints** [van97, vdP97].
**Force** [BB08, Fau96, HV09, SAAB11, ZWHK16]. **Force-Directed**
[HV09, SAAB11, ZWHK16]. **Forecast** [WFZ+15]. **Forecasting**
[BAJ08, DPD+15, DPD+17, FKRW16, RCMM+16, SSK93]. **Forecasts**
[SWG16]. **Footprint** [WH17a]. **Footprints** [van97, vdP97].
**Force** [BB08, Fau96, HV09, SAAB11, ZWHK16]. **Force-Directed**
[HV09, SAAB11, ZWHK16]. **Forecast** [WFZ+15]. **Forecasting**
[BAJ08, DPD+15, DPD+17, FKRW16, RCMM+16, SSK93]. **Forecasts**
[SWG16]. **Footprint** [WH17a]. **Footprints** [van97, vdP97].
**Force** [BB08, Fau96, HV09, SAAB11, ZWHK16]. **Force-Directed**
[HV09, SAAB11, ZWHK16]. **Forecast** [WFZ+15]. **Forecasting**
[BAJ08, DPD+15, DPD+17, FKRW16, RCMM+16, SSK93]. **Forecasts**
[SWG16]. **Footprint** [WH17a]. **Footprints** [van97, vdP97].
Freehand [OOI05, ZBW11]. FreeLence [KPRW05]. Frequencies [BKW13]. Frequency [IFL13, MC10b, OPP10, OMT02, TM13, WWV17, IFDN12]. Frequency-Domain [OMT02]. Fresnel [EKFM12]. FRG [BP82]. Friendly [KGR+16, SC04]. From-point [CATM09]. Front [Ano16a, Ano16b, Ano16c, Ano16d, Ano16e, Ano17a, Ano17b, Ano17c, Ano17d, Ano17e, Ano17f, Ano17g, CCC+14, SGRT12]. Frontiers [Enc98, vD98]. Frontmatter [Ano08c, Ano09b, Ano15a, Ano15f, Ano15c, Ano15d, Ano15e]. Fronts [SLS+06]. Fruit [KRB11]. Frusta [BJCW09]. Frustum [RS08]. Full [CLHL08, KH02, MMR013, RR96, YHL+16]. Full-Frame [CLHL08]. Full-range [RR96]. Fullsphere [MC10b]. Fully [DJW+06, LRBB17, SKZF11, SAA09]. Fully-Implicit [SKZF11]. Function [AGDJ09, AVBC16, BF15, CNCO15, GBAL09, GOH+10, HFM10, KPG+16, PPBT12, PGK10, RSC01, SPOK95, SPB+17, WZL+12, Bar93]. Functional [Ary84, Ary86, AWo+14, DPW11, GUST016, JBB+08, KO88, LS89, LRB+16, MWS+10, PS96a, RCB+17b, RMC17, SSM12, ZCOM13, SW92a]. Functionalities [PCS94]. Functionally [HL03c]. Functionally-Based [HL03c]. Functions [AGDJ09, AR95, AGJ12, BDF+14, BK05b, BG07, CLB+09, DKN+95, FP94, HW10, HH10, HL03a, HL03b, IYS+13, JWS12, JBL+06, LLC+10a, LWP+04, LKG+16, MGV11, MBS11, MKB+08, MRL10, MMS+05, NBS+13, NBS96, SKZF11, SFL+16, SCN+09, SS15b, SMG10, SLD03, SVL03, TC94, YW10, BCGS13, DF93, Sch94a, TWSM17]. Fundamental [DGE09, WLT12]. Furnitur [WS09b]. Fused [LLHY09, RCM+14]. Fusion [EGG+15, HW16, HA11, MKV09, YCL+17, ZCZL13, KBÖ+14]. Future [Bak88, Bro90, Enc98, Han05, Joo86, vLKS+11]. Fuzzy [LS15, SCF10].
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Geometries

Geometry
Geometry [PPM +16, PFC +05, PKS11, PK15, RL09, Rus10, SWPL08, SG96a, STK08, SZAB04, STK08, SZAB04, SY12b, SLS +06, She12, SP06, SLHC12, SFL +16, SYT +13, SS05, SJW +11, TSS +11, VC04, VL08, VS10, Vel99, VMG09, WC05, WKM15, WCX +13, WDAH10, YSL08, YGL +09, YH13, ZRK05, ZYF13, ZSW +10b, ZBY +13, ZIM13, de 97, BLD14b, PCF05, Sbe93, VB14b].
Geometry-Aware [CK13, YSL08].  Geometry-Driven [VS10, LCL +06, MML08].  Geosemantic [SAG +13].  Geospatial [AVK15, BMH +12, BMS +10, CBC +15, CBSF07, CKS +15, CKS +16, DKG15, RHM +12, SLL16, WTL12, vDHO16].  Gerd [Ano07b].  Germany [Duc98, Enc81, KSH04, Kon06, PS10].  Gestaltlines [BNRS13].  Gestural [Duk95, KMB94].  Gesture [EBSC99, BH93].  Gestures [ATF12, JL08, KHK01, LAFT12, SKS07].  Getting [SSS98].  GGX [TH17].  Ghosted [BGCP11].  Ghosting [SW11].  Gigaray [BOB13].  GigaSample [TRAW12].  Gino [Duc82b].  Girona [NSGP06].  GIS [Bar93, But94, GL94a, GL94b, NDD14].  GIS-product [Bar93].  given [THN93].  GlzMos [PCK09].  GKS [Ano87b, AHR85, AH89, Bak88, Bak91a, BBR88, BP83a, BMH87, Dam91, DDR93, DD92, ELM +83, End83a, End84a, FCP +90, Fre90, GD85, Her84, HR85, HR87, HM86, Mac84, MA85, Mil87, Mil88b, Miil88a, MN87, Mum86, ND94, PNR89, RGM85, Rie87c, Ros83, SC84, SK86, SM86, Sla84, SAHt91, Ste84, WH89, ten82b].  GKS-3D [Fre90, PNR89].  GKS-9x [DDR93, ND94].  GKS-Based [Miil88a].  GKS-implementations [End83a].  GKS/GKS [PNR89].  GKS/GKS-3D [PNR89].  Glare [KMN +05, RIF +09].  Glasgow [Kil85, Mat86].  Glass [AAS +16].  Global [BW00, BRDC12, BEM11, BEEM15, BEJM15, BWS03a, BWS03b, BLK11, BBL +09, BB12b, BAJ08, BMB15a, BMB15b, CLC12, CAE08, DD03, DKL10, DGV08, DDB +09, ENSB13, EZK08, ESRT13, FD09, FP04, FKW16, FLBS07, GSA03a, GSA03b, GD01, GK07, GRC13, GRR +16, HVAPB08, Hei01, HHK +07, HML09, HP02, HGRS +17, HREB11, HLS06, IDN03b, JMD15, KLCF10, KTO11, KLAB15, LdL16, LS08, LZX +08, MAM14, NKLN10, NSW09, NNDJ12, NS09, NKF09, OS08, PL07, PW12, REH +11, RDGK12, Ros13, SW17, SNRS12, STK08, SW04a, SIP07,
Global-Illumination [HLS96].  Globally [FACO17, PSDB+10, SSG17, SEG+14, WSC06].  Glossy [WW11].  Glyph [JKLS10, KJC+09, LCP+12, MVB+17, SK10, YWS+14].  Glyph-Based [LCP+12, MVB+17, KJC+09].  Glyphs [CAB+16, KWD14, SK16a, SK16b, WPHC16, HSJW14].  Goal [PJJ+11, ZV09].  Goal-based [PJJ+11].  Goal-Driven [ZV09].  G¨odel [GMDW09].  Good [MB08, SP03a, SP03b, SNLH09, VBP+09].  GosiP [Fre90].  Gouraud [Nar95].  Governing [ZV09].  GPGPU [EPAS11].  gProximity [LMM10].  GPU [ASK14, AGG+08, AWJ13, BHP15, BFW12, BWPO04, BS08, BBA08, BBS+09, CS09, CLH+08, CY+11, CZGF05, DSW09, DRS08, ED07b, FK08, GL10a, GGK06, HGRS+17, JBG17, JH12, JSLW14, KZ08, KSN08, KK+17, KDCM14, KGR+16, KW05, LGS+09, LMM10, LMS04, LCD09a, LWY+11, LMMC17, Lov06, MW11, MS14, MMFE08, MBG+12, MO08, MR08, OBGB11, PBPP11, PC12, PGKS17, PGSS07, RS08, RLH17a, RL06, RPLH11, RGG+14, SKNS15, SSO+10, SS09, SKK+14b, SKK+14a, SKALP05, SKU08, SKUP+09, TTN+13, TWT+16, TRSKK08, VHB+16, WBS+13, WSE04, WSBZ08, WT11, YHG+10, YWY08, ZSS17, ZFE16].  GPU-Accelerated [MMFE08].  GPU-Adapted [ZSS17].  GPU-Assisted [CS09].  GPU-Based [GGG+14, BHP15, RPLH11, TRSKK08, BWPO04, CLH+08, DSW09, GGK06, KSN08, LMM10, LMS04, MW11, MR08, PC12, SS09, TTN+13, TWT+16, WSE04, YWY08].  GPU-Friendly [KGR+16].  GPUs [HKS09, HHRZ12, HLJ+13, KBS11a, KHH+09, LGS+09, LCD10, MRAS17, VH+15].  GrabCut [CP+15].  Graceful [DO00].  Gradation [MTCT84].  Gradient [CRGZ10, CGBG13, DMCN+17, GCP+09, HGNH17, LJKL17, LTKD15, LKSD17, MVZ16, MJBC13, NNN11, NCKG00, RLG08, RLH+17b, RLMB+14, RLGH15, WTL15, WZL+17, XM09, XWL+15].  Gradient-Based [NNN11, DMCN+17, RLG08, RLGH15].  Gradient-Domain [HGNH17, MVZ16, RLH+17b].  Gradient-Index [CRGZ10].  Gradient-Preserving [WZL+17, XM09].  Gradients [HYZ+14, JZJ08a, LSW09].  Graffinity [KLS+17].  GRAFLOG [PKL88].  Grain [NMG17, TDM14].  Grained [KKS+17].  Graining [CDSS14].  Grammar [HWA+10, KWS16, KJC+09].  Grammar-based [HWA+10].  Grammars [BHMT13, HLL16, MBG+12, VRBC17].  Granada [DT04].  Granite [SMTG07].  Granular [LD09, ON05, SMTG07].  Graph [ACS+17, BW00, BBDW17, CC14, CDS16, Dwy09, GRE11, GSGC08, GSE+14a, GBD09, HV09, HET12, HLH96, KKTD17, KRM+17, LVJ10, LFC14, Mes95, NH97, OA14, OJ15, PSF04, PBM12, PV08, SAA09, SMB+14, SKS08, STP17, VW08, WTI1, XDC+13, ZHC+00, CTW92].  Graph-Based [CDS16, Men95, PSF04, STP17, WTI1, CTW92].  GraphDice
Graphic [DCG87, FG88, TC93, TC94, AS92, DM92]. Graphical [Bad93, BW87, Kin95, NM91, Ric87a, ZHC+00, BH93, HR92, dBv93, BFTL82].

Graphics [AEW90, AHKS94, AR06, Ano82, Ano84b, Ano88b, Ano92, Ano93, Ano95a, Ano95q, Ano96l, Ano96s, Ano97d, Ano97-9, Ano98b, Ano98e, Ano98c, Ano98-30, Ano03b, Ano03c, AS98, AEL+82, AHR84, ADS90, AJl+11, AMS09, BIMO04, BDD84, Bar06, BET14, BMO+14, BB91, Bla88, BB88, BCD+12, Bov90, BS03a, BS03b, BP82, BP83b, BG85, Bro90, But94, CB09, CON08, CWM09, CTHAM10, Cla88, Cla89, CDD09, DCGG11, Dau90, Dav07, DSS90, Den86, Den03a, Den03b, Des04, Dia84, Duc82a, D88, Duc91, DHH02, Duf88, DS04b, Dun91, Edm83, ELM+83, End82, Ert02, FS85, Fol98, FG88, Fra83, FR00, FMK04, GS06, GSHM10, Gal84, GC09, GMD10, GD85, Gna82, Gna83, GV05, GP16, Gos86, GSHN94, Gro01, Han05, HHS89, Her89, HCA+12, HHA82, Hew84a].

Bad93, BW87, Kin95, NM91, Ric87a, ZHC+00, BH93, HR92, dBv93, BFTL82.

Graphical [DCG87, FG88, TC93, TC94, AS92, DM92]. Graphical [Bad93, BW87, Kin95, NM91, Ric87a, ZHC+00, BH93, HR92, dBv93, BFTL82].

Graphs [APP10, BHR17, BCD+10, Bov90, BHW17, CLWM11, DPF16, DvKSW12, DRW15, DSL15, EGKT08, GEY12, GSE+14a, GOB+10, HET12, KRD+15, KS15b, KLS+17, HKHS12, KS10, Kur15, LBA10, LLW12, LWM+17, MSDK12, MSFM16, NHL+16, NB12, OJ15, PGS+16, Pick86b, PDM12, PV08, RTJ+11, RZS10, RMM15, RMF12, SSW14a, SSBK15, SSK16, SAAB11, SBD+15b, TIS+05, TCKL12, TFLC16, TE10, VW08, VBAW15, VBW17, VM12, WDM+12, WT17, WK17, XDC+13, ZWHK16, vLKS+11, DGR+14].

GraphUnit [OJ15]. GRAPP [Bar06]. Grasp [KS12b, KKD17]. Grasping [KAAT03a, KAAT03b, PGM10, ST94]. Grassmannian [LBJ+16]. gravity [Hol94]. Grayscale [Cad08]. Graz [HK94]. Greedy [CDSS14]. Green [SO12, AMS09, CWM09, MMTH09, RIF+09]. Grenoble [Ano04b, DL04].

Harmonics [JCJ09, VLO8]. Harmonization [MWS+16]. Hashing [CJC+09]. Hatching [USSK11, ZISS04, Bak90]. Hausdorff [CCSG+09]. Having [SM14a, SMAB02]. Hazards [CKS+15]. Haze [Wil87b]. HCCMeshes [KBK+10]. HCI [RPA+15]. HDR [BDA+09, DMHS08, EWMU13, GPR+15, MBDC15, MCHAM08, SBB14, SHG+16, SKMS06, TAAE15, TAAE16, ZBW11]. HDR-Video [EWMU13]. HDTV [StE85]. Head [MH07, MG95, SSO0, TGS96, WRK+16, WO94, DPT+08]. Head-eye [MH07]. Head-Mounted [WRK+16, WO94]. Head-Slaved [SS00]. Head-Tracked [TG96]. Hearing [RB03a, RB03b]. Heart [PVtHR09]. Heat [AAS17, BPVR11, BJG+15, DLL+10, MGG+10a, OMMG10, SOG09, WPH+12]. Heavier [Sil97]. Height [HMA15, NS09, SN08, TW10, Tim12]. Heightfield [RK90b]. Held [tHS90, Kje91a, LLCZ16]. Helical [KOB+08]. Helices [Ber09, HWAG09, LZSCO09]. Helicoids [PKS11]. Help [HD95]. Hemodynamics [NLB+13]. Heras [Ano05c]. Heritage [Arn08, CL99, DCPDS08, GBU00, HBRW+12, PPY+16, SCP09, SCP+17, ZP+16, Zot08, AJL+11]. Heritage [AJL+11]. Hermite [AN09m]. Heterogeneous [BAAM17, BDF+14, ENSD12, KRD+15, LSS+12, MB99, NG03a, NG03b, SDS+16, SHZD17, SMTG07, WWH+10, ZHC+00, ZM16]. Heterojunction [ASB+17]. Heuristic [SSS+12, WGS04]. Hex [GHX+17, GSZ11]. Hex-mesh [GHX+17]. Hexagonal [Liu93a, Liu93b]. Hexahedral [LMPS16, XGDC17]. Hidden [FA87, Hea89, HB92, JD98, LS89, MCB16, SD94a, Ska87, Tam82, YLK08, ZDJ16, SDD+92]. Hidden-Line [Ska87]. Hidden-picture [YL08]. Hiding [WC05]. Hierarchical [YFG+09]. Hierarchical [Ano99m, AMSF08, AP10b, BJCO03a, BJCO03b, BCG+96, BV99, BWPP04, CSN04, CNKI13, CH09, DHI08, Dv90, FWPS11, FM10, GPG11, GSA03a, GSA03b, GE98, GRT14, HB96, HDSS99, HMB17, HW08, HGRS+17, HSR98, JRJ11, JGH11, KKS+17, KBK+10, KSS09, LA05, LMM10, LHH+13, LL99, M11b, MPT98, MB97, MBW08, MBJ+15, MB99, NJ04, NSW09, NG03a, NG03b, NP00, O’H02, PP11, PKPH09, PHL+16, Sha97, SSS98, SMG10, TF15, UKCB15, VBRC17, VBBH13, WHWB16, WKG88, ZHL2, vPtHRV12, DMP93, GH96]. Hierarchical-Culling [KBK+10]. Hierarchically [CZCE08, HV08, PC92]. Hierarchies [AF12, BBHH13, BM15, CH09, DHH08, DWT+11, GH15, LAM09b, MW06, MSF00, ND12, SM11, SBE16a, SBE16b, SPH11, VCP9, VKJ+17, VHB16, WD09, WD11, WAF+11, YM06]. Hierarchy [CDP95, yKL08, ML03, PPD98, Ste84, SMP13, WXL+11]. Hierarchyless [DGPG05]. HiFIVE [SSSSW13]. High [ABD10, AFK+14, ASH15, BDA+09, BAT11, BAA+16, BEM11, Bel87, BBDM85, BHU10a, CS09, CKL14, CGG+03a, CGG+03b, DDM03, DW13, Den86, DER+10, DMAL10, DMAC03a, DMAC03b, DDC09, DZTS08,
EMP+12, EHH+13, FR11, FAVM09, FGT+16, GLHB09, GO15, GBW16, GPRS14, GPB07, HK09a, HE01, HMS09, JPN15, KZ08, KARC15, KK08, KJe06, KMS05, KBK13, LCC+17, LKZ+15, LWBP14, LWT+15, LBJ+16, Los97, LD97, MSW10, MKV09, MRS08, MHG00, NS01, PSPM12, PK08, PHL+16, PGSS07, RPZ02, REH+11, SBE16b, SHG+16, SGMG17, SGYF11, SikDM05, SG16, Ste85, STKM11, TTN+13, TM13, TSPP16, ÙFE10, WWV17, WH04, WHL+04, WLN+17, WM85, WW87b, WLI+12, XSE14, ZISS04, ZLYL17, vdCvW16, EMU17, HK92, SHD16, SNLH09. high-degree [SHD16]. High-Dimensional [ABD10, FR11, LWBP14, LBJ+16, PHL+16, SGG16, vdCvW16, EHH+13, JPN15, KARC15, LKZ+15, LWT+15, SNLH09]. High-Fidelity [DDC09]. High-Frequency [TM13]. high-level [HK92]. High-Order [GO15]. High-Quality [BHU10a, DW13, FAVM09, GBP07, HMS09, KZ08, Los97, LD97, MSW10, MHG00, REH+11, SBE16b, TSPP16, ÙFE10, BAT11, BEM11, DDM03]. High-refresh-rate [DER+10]. High-Resolution [FGT+16, GBW16, PK08, TTN+13, LCC+17, ZLYL17]. High-Speed [SGMG17, WLI+12, DZTS08]. Higher [CAH00, DHS04, GSA03a, GSA03b, LS08a, Muñ14, POS+11a, SK10, Sch11, ÙFE10, WTHS04, BPZ96]. Highlights [LWDB10, RGB+14]. Highly [CR16b, DCPS08, DG95, Ros97, SSK07, SPV+10]. Hilbert [SSSSW13]. Histogram [KMAR15, LFS+15, WCB15]. Histology [GHBB+17]. Histopyramids [DZTS08]. Historical [BMH+12, KMK12, PTW13, PSP+14]. History [GLG+16, IGMK+16, SLSG16, CFM93]. HL [AE86]. HL/HSR [AE86]. Hochschule [Enc81]. Holistic [KD13]. Hollow [LLC10b]. Hologram [ZBA+07]. Holy [Ano06c]. Homogeneous [AEW90, MESG11, Nie95, PP09a, RRS12, XGL+07]. homological [DFIM15]. homologically [Kur15]. Homologies [CVJ15]. Homology [RL15, RL16]. Homotopic [DSL15]. Homotopy [Sad09]. Homunculus [RRS12]. Honeycomb [JWWP14]. Honorary [Ano07d, Ano07e]. Hoops [BNRSV01]. Horizon [DAP08, RBB01]. Host [Ano95a]. Hough [OZ06]. HP CCD [KHH+09]. HPR [MEMO14]. HSR [AE86]. Hug [SC95]. Hull [Day88, Day90]. Hulls [BG08, LMS04, PT03, CD94]. Human [AWCO10, AMS09, BT98, BW17, B Big17, BGK+96, BCH+95, CYC15, CYI+12, CWM09, DAP08, DLGY12, ESKT15, Enc98, ECN14, GPD09, HSS+09, JLL, KTMN07, KSK07a, KB04, LB06, LL00, LWS+13, LC09, MTT89, MMTH09, MTK002, OM01, PLL11, RZS10, RIF+09, STC+16, TO97, WH96, YBK+12, ZY02, ZL05, vMRBP1M17, Gue82, HG6W92, KSK97b, KMA05, Lam09a, SKSK07]. Human-Centered [Enc98]. Human-like [OM01, KMA05]. human-machine [Gue82]. Human-Media [Enc98]. Humanities [HRD+15, JFCS17, MHHH15, RPSF15, RAMG15]. Humanoid [EBMT00, BCH+95]. Humans [BB09, CMT02, FBT99, HMD005, LD04, Lam09a, LGMT00, PLT+97, PO02,

I-SI [WDM+12]. IBRAC [YN00]. Ice [IPKK13, IUDN10]. iCheat [OKP+08]. Icons [Ais85, SABG+05]. ICP [TST+15]. Idea [AHKS94]. Ideas [Fuc97]. Ideation [ADN+17]. IDECAP [vvT84]. Identification [HV10]. Identifying [LGK16]. IEEE [Kei04]. IFSs [Hor90]. II [ARC05, ABDC10, BPM06, BBT+06, BAH06, CD10, CZ08, CBV+14, Dēc05, DLS10, DGGP05, DER+10, EKB14, Gar09, GKB09, HJK10, HSI14, HAW08, YI10, JCT14, JPC14, KPRW05, KS10, LSN+14, ACLJ10, MK05, MDD+10, PHM+14, PCF05, RTK+14, SPK10, SKDM05, SWG08, TW10, VB14a, VF14, WGO+14, ZSW+10b, ZH14, vdCAvW14]. III [BK05a, CVCH14, GDAU14, HSW14, JZW14, SPF+14, SCR+C4, SK14, TPSH14b]. IISPH [CIPT14]. Illuminant [NKB14]. Illuminated [JVS+12, SW09]. Illumination [BB12b, BBL09, BMB15a, BMB15b, CJZW12, CLC12, CAM08a, CAM08b, CE08, CDPS09, CNS+11, DDM+03, DKL10, DDB+09, ENSB13, FD09, FP04, FLBS07, GKP08, GCP+09, GSA03a, GSA03b, GD01, GKD07, GRC13, GJW08, GRR+16, HVAPB08, Hei01, HHH+17, HRS09, HP02, HREB11, HLS96, IF01, IN03b, JLM06, JSYR14, JMD15, KS13a, KD13, KPD10, KTO11, KCO8, LDDLRB16, LWS+13, MTR08, MR17, MBB+13, MSW04, MC10b, NKL10, NWF+09, NNDJ12, NFO9, NK09, PLPB07, RGG15, RE+11, RDGK12, SSSK04a, SNRS12, STK08, SW04a, SIP07, SP01, SYC10, SCSN11, SH15, SSP05, SJS13b, SSS97, SS+00, SSG17, SW09, SSSK04b, SK99, SKCA01, TD0SK13, Tok15b, Tok15a, WGS04, WS03a]. Illumination [WL08, WDC+08, WA09, WHB+13, WMB15, WW09b, XSM13, XZC13, XWB17, YWC+10, YW97, YWQ08, YIC+09, ZSP98, ZZWC16, ZM16, ZLX17, ZBA+17, BZP96, DF93, PM93, SNJ+14]. Illumination-driven [RGG15]. Illumination-related [CDPS09]. IlluminationCut [BB15a]. Illuminations [NN89]. Illustrate [CRY11]. Illustrating [SE10]. Illustration [BB01, CLE07, FLJ+14, JBM10, LKEP14, LCI14, RLMB+14, JR08]. illustration-inspired [JR08]. Illustrations [Ano98t, CLME09, DWE02, DWE03a, DWE03b, FMS01, WT11].
Illustrative [ABG+12, BBBBBV12, BG07, CSFP12, CYY+11, HGH+11, JBB+08, LMP13, LPSV14, LSB+17, MM08, OV±10, RBG08, RSTK08, STKD12, vdZLB11, DD92]. Image [ASW14, AAB09, AR06, ABB+07, Ano97-31, Ano04c, Ano05c, Ano06c, Ano07b, AR95, ARM+15, AHT04, AW07, AGJ12, AEWQ+15, AECOK16, BCN11a, BCD+13, BEM11, BCS96, BHW11, BCK+12, BKP017, BD04, BMS+12, Cad08, CHM+13, CJFH14, CRC+15, CSD11, CJZW12, C1G16b, CPZ+15, CCTL13, CNKI13, CYJ02, CPDS09, CL99, DTV15, DRA10, DD+17, DSV+02, DSH+17, DJJ+09, DMAC03b, DJM12, Dtn04, Edn83, EWMU13, EKFM12, ESK03a, ESK03b, FMB+00, FCH+06, FP04, FCOL00, FDH+15, FAC017, FLW00, GMY97, GMMLG12, GO15, GCW15, GHH01, GW07, GD10, GTK+12, GVVD06, GCL+06, GLG12, HK09a, HW+16, HAI1, HFL16, HM15, HCA+12, HHH02, HEE13, xHM09, HZ010, HZZ11, HZMH14, HCG08, HGH+11, IEH+14, IEK+14, IEKM16, IY10, Jes16, JESG12, JWL+13, KS13a, KL08, KMG96, KFG99, KWWH+13]. Image [hKAC07, KSL+08, KS10, KrJC+11, KGAC15, KKL16a, KS07, KKKD09, KK11b, LB06, LW95, LD06, LCC13, LAA08, LJH10, LZL+15, LVL+16b, LGC10, LJZX15, LEE17, LCL13, LWS+16, LBL+10, LYP+08, LWX+09, LLX+11, LCUR14, LS15, LMG+13, LSL13, Ltt02, MWS+16, MEMO14, MTM12, MVZ16, MFPA15, MNP+17, MG87, MA91, MZT09, MG95, McN10, MTPS08, MKU15, MVL+13, MRS12, MI186, MSK06, NMP98, NLED08, NRS15, NPC17, NSW+09, NPTW10, NREM14, OS08, OA011, PWS12, PRS89, Par89, PCK09, PSHZ+15, PCR11, PK15, PBC+16, PB90, RGW05, RvBR04, RW16, RKR+16, RSD+12, RTN03a, RTN03b, RMS+08, SMI10, Sa96, SS96a, SG05, SSK+05, SKZ13, SD09, SC10, SSS09, SO12, SJK+16, SDK+15, SC08a, SPK10, SKWL13, SLCZ09, SJ09b, S1J3c, SGEM16, SLAM08, SPT14, SW04b, SPM13, SGSP15, TE99, TO07, TKP12, TE10, TTV90]. Image-Based [TSP05, TZD11, TTM11, TCGK15, TW96, VSD09, VCL+11, VSG+13, WPG02, WH04, WL08, WZH13, WKM15, WWG07, WHCO08, WSB08, WWL+13, WLM13, WKG85, WHL10, WMTG05, WC02, XM09, XL10, XZC13, XTJ+07, XQL+07, XWT+09, XSQ13, XADR13, WXT+08, YXX14, YWC+10, YZL17, YD88, YN00, YLH+14, ZCW+15, ZCHM09, ZH12, ZCL13, ZZH15, ZCF+13, ZFJ+16, vdcWV17, DZD+16, Hor90, HHS14, Koc93, LW92, V13]. Image-Based [CS11, CPDS09, DJZ+09, FCOL00, GH01, GD10, HK09a, HCG08, LLB+10, MRS12, MSK06, NLED08, SO08, RMS+08, SLCZ09, TE10, VSD09, VCL+11, WLM13, XWT+08, YN00, CYJ02, Dut04, RKR+16]. Image-Guided [CJFH14]. Image-Guided [CJFH14]. Image-Space [CSD11, CDPS09, DJZ+09, FCOL00, GH01, GD10, HK09a, HCG08, LLB+10, MRS12, MSK06, NLED08, SO08, RMS+08, SLCZ09, TE10, VSD09, VCL+11, WLM13, XWT+08, YN00, CYJ02, Dut04, RKR+16]. Image-Guided [CJFH14]. Image-Space [CSD11, CDPS09, DJZ+09, FCOL00, GH01, GD10, HK09a, HCG08, LLB+10, MRS12, MSK06, NLED08, SO08, RMS+08, SLCZ09, TE10, VSD09, VCL+11, WLM13, XWT+08, YN00, CYJ02, Dut04, RKR+16]. Image-Swept [WC02]. Image-to-Geometry [CDPS09]. Image-Based [DRA10]. Imagery [BPBD08, Han05, LTK12, MK11, Hol94]. Images [ABD10, AVR10, AO86, AO87, AO89, ARM+15, AECOK16, BKB+12, BKY+16, BBAM12, BBPV03a, BBPV03b, BSVS04, BAHS06, BE95, CHM+13, CJXH17, CLHL08, Chr86, DZD+16, DDPL00, DJM12, EIKM16,
In-situ [WAF+11]. Inaccurate [SPSK13]. Inbetweening [WNS+10]. Incident [NMNP98, UGLY08]. Including [Sch00, KJ92]. Inclusion [JFS09]. Incoherent [DHK08]. Incomplete [DLL+10, SY12b, TOZ+11]. Incompressible [HLL+12, SY12b, TOZ+11]. Incorporating [AMS16]. Increase [SSKB15]. Incremental [COF95, GD01, GM96, HB96, KQWM08, LM96a, LM96b, LSR17, MWW16, SL99, TP88, VCP09]. Independent [BPMG08, Chr86, KKS+12, LMLG15, MSWI12, ME04, NDG17, NPW10, PGG+09, SVLL10, SBF15, YHGT10, KMA05, NB12]. Index [Ano98m, Ano98a, Ano04h, Ano05f, Ano06f, Ano07f, CRGZ10, DLGY12]. Indexed [Owe86, Owe87, Owe88, Owe89b, Owe94, Spe91, Owe90b, Owe92a, Owe92b, Owe93, Owe95]. Indexing [AKMM11, GPD09, MAM14, WCB15]. Indicator [MSS11, WPH+12]. Indicators [SBLC17]. Indirect [BHR17, BBP08, CLC12, CNS+11, GJW08, LK10, LWDB10, OKP+08, SP01, Tok15b, Tok15a, YWC+10]. Individual [SSSB07, SK16b, ZK09]. Individualized [WL10, DPT+08]. Indoor [FML06, KMHG13, LTX+14, SHL+14, WCM15, MPM+14]. Induced [GG17]. Information [Ano11a, Ano11b, Ano12a, Ano12b, Ano12c, Ano13d, Ano13e, Ano14a, Ano14b, Ano14c, Ano15i, Ano15g, Ano15h, Ano16j, Ano16k, Ano16h, Ano16i, Ano17h, Ano17i, Ano17j, BBR+16, BSG+95, BRB+13, CDPS09, DCPS08, DCG87, FdABS99, HPK+16, HDM98, JEO00, KCB97, ML17, SK14, PCS94, RLH17a, Rob93, RMZ13, SD94a, TLM16, TK98, Váz07, WC05, WDM+12, WLS13, XYW+15, vTvT84, DBS+11, HS92, Sam93b]. Information-Based [XWY+15]. Information-Theoretic [BRB+13]. Informative [FDH+15, NO17, Sog09]. Informed [FBT99, ZCC14]. InfoVis [BNRS13, HSBW13, vdEvW13]. Infrared [WDC+08]. Infrastructures [BAA+16]. Inherent [WJDZ14]. Inhomogeneous [RZLG08, SKTM11, SKGM+17, YIC+11, ZSL+17, PCF05]. Initial [DDtR94, IOI06]. initialization [SKSK07]. Injective [JHT14, SKPSH13]. Ink [FJW+05, FSM01, LCC13, SO12, SFWS03a, SFWS03b, HLL+13]. InK-Compact [HLJ+13]. Inlay [SO8]. Innovation [Kin95]. Inpainting [LZL+15]. Input [ADJ+01, Dvt90, GM96, Ros82, Ros83, Rus01, SAHt91, SPSK13, vAn90, vT87, FZP92, FS92]. Inputs [LLCZ16]. inquiry [End83a]. Ins [KFA+10]. Insect [LWPL15, WJDZ14]. Insects [GHC+14]. Insertion [BHH13]. Insertion-Based [BHH13]. Insents [GRE11]. Insight [CMS94]. Inspection [NW91, PV08, RKRD12]. InSpectr [AFK+14]. Inspired [Arn08, LWPL15, SW10, JR08]. Instancing [FKE13]. Instant [BG09, CZGF05, DDB+09, DGGK11, FGT+16, LDW+10, LJH10, ME04, SIP07, WWS01]. Instantaneous [KOB+08]. Institute [WG82, tHS90].
Integer [AP92, Liu94, LŽY04, WSSC11, NG92]. Integral [GKK13, IFDN12, LKEP14, Rok97, YR97, ZBQC13, Sbe93]. Integrals [MBR13]. Integrated [GBU00, GKB17, GRPF16, MFD86, SMS17, WE97, vKB94, DTK93]. Integrating [ASVN00, CBK17, ERT17, HM91, HKMS08, MCT01, Mum88, PH96, Sam93a]. Integration [FR00, Fuc04, GT16a, IOI06, Joo86, LJN02, MLP10, NBMJ14, PO85, SKZF11, SHZ17, SKFNC97, YW97, ZLT15, ZLK13, SD10b]. Integration-Based [MBR13]. Intelligence [LPSV14, Ter02, TMT86]. Intelligent [Arb90, BBW09, EPAS11, Kwi89, MS96a, MS96b, OIST91, PPJ11, RL84, SRH11, SGYF11, VBP09, YM09]. Intended [CS16]. Intensity [BG09, CS98a, MHG00]. Intention [CLHL08]. Intention-based [CLHL08]. Interaction [AHM09, BW87, BRM16a, BRL09, BCF94, BG07, CTL13, CLE07, CYI12, CN05, CKE12, CG07b, DMP07, Duk95, FJW05, FR00, GEY12, Han97, HSH16, Hsd99, HHD12, IECC08, JH15, JR08, KKT17, KGP12, KB04, LL01, LNS05, LF00, LAFT12, MSM12, NW13, PHTB12, PL94, PIWB98, RSM16, RBG08, Ros82, RPA15, RSKN08, SS16, S95, STD09, SG97, TCLK12, TG96, VGSS04, WLL17, WKG85, YLH12, YBK12, ZCK17, ZK09, vD98, v87, BH93, DH93b, EFGS96, FS92, Gue82, Kje92]. Interaction-Dependent [RBG08]. Interactions [CTL13, DMYN08, HS04, SGSP15]. Interactive [AF12, AGG08, ARH12, AYLM13, AGDJ09, Ano98d, AG06, ATF12, BCB15, BP98, BEM11, BEJM15, BET14, BWS03a, BW03b, BGK96, BMG99, BS02, BP03a, BPF03b, BCH95, BWRT96, BN08a, BG03, CLD09, CK11a, CR210, CJFH14, CCM16, CLC12, CWL15, CB09, CC00, CPP08, CFS14, CKM99, CRW83, CCH14, CG07b, CH09, CNS11, CWS08, CPGK09, DRA10, DDM03, DDB09, DTS14, DWE02, DWE03a, DWE03b, DKN95, DYN04, DQ00, DDC09, Duf88, ELB09, EGG15, EPCV15, ERT02, ESK03a, ESK03b, FD09, FLL11, FG88, FE17, GLC17, GCM00, GP12, GKHF14, GD09, GLW96, HK09a, HK12, HBDP17, Hei01, Her82, Hsw84, HBO10, HE94, HPvU16, HK09c, IIS09, IP99, IHS02, IECC08, IMH14, JTRS12, JBL06, JE03, JZP09, JSYR14, KTM07, KAAT03a, KAAT03b, KH95, KFH10, KWM15]. Interactive [KKSS15, KVS14, KOS15, KHIO1, KMIJE12, KB00, KGM97, KS92, KFR11, KR13, KT13, LG96, LNS05, LeYTM08, LEE99, KLC12, LCF12, LCC13, LGH03, LLG97, LCG10, LT12, LHH13, LBH12a, LSWW11, LWBP14, LZ10, LL09, LOS97, LD97, MJ17, MJ98, MAA09, MOP99, MLK13, MHG00, MKO08, Mum83, MWB05, MWW12, NKS16, NC99, NW09, NP10, OO05, OJ15, ON05, OTH02, Pau02, PW13, PEP11a, PVHR09, PP10, PGGM09a, PBK10, PM06, POG13, POS11b, RPK12, RW16, RK212, RP01, RT14, RLP10, RRR08, RWS10,
RDGK12, RRS97a, RMSD$^+$08, RRS97b, SH14b, SSS00, SSB08, SS08, STK08, SLS04, SPH$^+$09, SGM$^+$11, SRH17, SvW13, STKD12, SMSL17, SC04, SSK07, SPH11, SARZL10, Sla88, SPV$^+$10, SHS13, SSSG$^+$00, SWS12, SMS$^+$17, SJB$^+$17, SMS$^+$17, SMP13, SBDLO3, SVLD03, SMB$^+$17, TSS$^+$11, Tok15a].

Interactive [TGK$^+$17, TRAW12, TPRH11, TCGK15, TG98, UFE$^+$10, UT02, UTZ16, Vas97, WSBW01, WDC$^+$10, Wat96, WMWG09, WNS$^+$10, Wie96, WML99, WCM15, WKM$^+$09, WAF$^+$11, WZ15, XYM13, YWC$^+$10, YNM$^+$13, YWY08, YIC$^+$09, ZWC$^+$10, AM92, BSW$^+$14, CYCH14, DTG96, FF93, GDAU14, GMDW09, Hor90, KMA05, LW92, MM93, PSP$^+$14, PB95, Rob93, VSD09].

Interactively [TGK$^+$17, TRAW12, TPRH11, TCGK15, TG98, UFE$^+$10, UT02, UTZ16, Vas97, WSBW01, WDC$^+$10, Wat96, WMWG09, WNS$^+$10, Wie96, WML99, WCM15, WKM$^+$09, WAF$^+$11, WZ15, XYM13, YWC$^+$10, YNM$^+$13, YWY08, YIC$^+$09, ZWC$^+$10, AM92, BSW$^+$14, CYCH14, DTG96, FF93, GDAU14, GMDW09, Hor90, KMA05, LW92, MM93, PSP$^+$14, PB95, Rob93, VSD09].

Interchange [ZFAQ13].

Interconnected [KK11a, SKKS08].

Interesting [BSW$^+$14].

Interface [ADJD08, Ano88b, BCD$^+$13, CGS16, DR87, Duc90a, End84b, End84c, HK09a, HM91, IY10, KCB97, Kin95, LFGG08, LD98, LWX$^+$15, Mac85, PSK09, PF90, RSS96, Sni95, SG97, TZD11, WPH$^+$12, WGG88, BH93, HK92, Req86, Sas92, ZK92, dBGv93, DKG15].

Interfaces [ATF12, CSLG10, Che06, CG07b, HK12, HD89, JTR12, MC10a, NM91, PB07, SWS12, STD09, vJB85, KSH92].

Interference [FS85, SW08b, WP04].

InterHyper [Cl92].

Interior [DKN$^+$94, RLF09, YIC$^+$09].

Interiors [BPM06, MMP16].

Interleaved [DDC09, FC10].

Interlocking [YCXW17].

Intermediate [MBBT00, FLB07].

Intermixing [CS99a].

International [Ano95b, Ano06g, AJL$^+$11, Bar06, Kun04, Suz89, van89b, ACM80, Enc81, Van80, WG82, tHS83a, Sei88].

Internet [Wat96].

Interpolant [dD85].

Interpolating [Nas03, BBA08, KS92, KFK94].

Interpolation [AW00, BA05, CRC$^+$15, CLE$^+$08, CK84, DKW94b, DF90, GLX17, GP16, HCC16, KMK12, KB89, LAA08, LKSD17, MCH13, Nar95, NC16, PCBL16, RF96, RZLG08, Rok97, RSC01, RSK10, SV14, SW08a, SC16, SLAM08, SW04b, WWL$^+$13, WDTH10, YYL$^+$16, YFW12, YR97, EMK09, FS08, STM93].

Interpolatory [GBP05, Kob96, LG00, LMB05, LM07, SLLW08, WM09].

Interpretation [BP83a, ZLDM16].

Interpreted [van89a].

Interreflection [NN89, KJ92].

Interreflections [PLP07, RK90b].

Interrogation [Ehl95, HBB93].

Interrupted [AAS$^+$16].

Intersecting [KJT14, SJP$^+$13, SP13, Ska87, Sug94].

Intersection [ML01, NHH97, PT03, SN84, GA93, RSS12].

Intersections [CK10b, CCC17, FB94].

Interval [Buh01, KHK$^+$09, LJKL17].

Interventional [RWS$^+$10].

Intervisibility [Tim12].

Intrinsic [BKP17, BEKB15, DMA02, DSH$^+$17, GMLMG12, GEZ$^+$17, GUS12, KLCF10, OSG08, PBB$^+$13, SBC14, SBCBG11a, TBW$^+$11, WH17b, ZHH$^+$15, DZM08].

Introducing [LM93].

Introduction [APH$^+$12, van82].

Introductory [TL16].

Intrusive [YHL$^+$16].

Intuitive [BCB$^+$15, CGS16, HK09a, MG09, PSK09, RPMO13, WVVV08].

Invariant [CIE$^+$16, Her89, MS93, ZBQ13].

Inventor [WHR97].

Inverse [BLD$^+$09, BS98, CC08, GMW04, HSmyC13, HWF$^+$17, LP95, MMP09],
56

McC96, MBBT00, PP05, PHL91, RSC01, ŠBM+10, SPK+14, ZHQH17, BT92. Inverse-Kinematics [RSC01]. Inversion [CRW09, Gda17, GT16a, LGZ+16]. Inversion-Free [LGZ+16]. Inverted [HSK14]. Invertible [ZZL+17]. Investigating [Ros13]. Investigation [TSYK01]. Investigative [WMS+08]. Invisible [RNLL10]. Invited [Ake11, Ano86c, Ano89a, Ano89b, Ano91a, Baj03a, Col05, Coo05, Des04, Dut04, Ede06, Fuc04, Han05, Jen07, Kle06, Kob03b, Pos07, Pur03a, Šár07, Saw07, Sta06, Thii1]. iPCA [JZF+09]. Ireland [Che06, HP95]. Iris [LB06]. Irradiance [BGB08b, JZJ08a, JR16, KVS+14, MRMH12, MC10b, RCB11, SiK–DM05, Ure00]. Irregular [AKSA09, BV09, CK84, DC10, GP87, KMD+17, NOS09, PGKS17, RSK12, WW99]. Irregularly [DLC05]. ISHair [OXKP12]. Islamic [AS92]. Iso [BHU10b, FKRW16, GE98, Ano84b, Bak91a, Bon85, Gal84, tH83b]. Iso-Contours [FKRW16]. Iso-geometric [BHU10b]. Iso-Surface [GE98]. ISO/TC97/SC5/WG2 [Gal84, tH83b]. ISOMatch [FDH+15]. Isometric [AE97, Fiu95, GSTO16, HAWG08, OMMG10, SY11, SY12a, SY13, TSB16, ABC10]. Isometry [CBSS17]. Isometry-Aware [CBSS17]. Isosurface [BM10, CL03a, CL03b, HB94, LCD09a, LCD10, MMFE08, MRL10, PWH98, RW08, SBD15a]. Isosurfaces [BJW13, CGT+15, CWA+08, Gro16, HSS+05, MS10b, MJ01, OB01, PRW11, The02b, WLS13]. Isosurfacing [LCDW16]. Isotetic [JA95]. Isotopic [DLRW09]. Isotropic [CCW12, CR16b, YLL+10, ZWY+13]. Isotropically [LW17]. Issue [Ano11a, Ano11b, Ano12a, Ano12b, Ano13c, Ano13d, Ano13e, Ano14a, Ano14b, Ano14c, Ano15i, Ano15g, Ano15h, Ano16j, Ano16k, Ano16l, Ano16m, Ano17a, Ano17b, Ano17c, Ano17d]. Issues [Kin95, Pat95, Pur03a, Pur03b, Sco02, vJB85]. Italy [ACM80, SVZ95, SP06, MRS06]. Items [vdCvW16]. Iteration [Gda17, SK99, SKCA01]. Iterations [DHI+15, SZ91a]. Iterative [BTP13, BMS+12, SBC16, SG08, WH17a, YYL+16, MRL10, TBKP12]. IV [BK05b, JKS05, WC05, ZRKS05]. iVisClustering [LKC+12].


[AAS17, BS08, BLTD17, Enc98, GUS12, HLJ+13, HET12, OMMG10, ÖGG09].

Kernels
[AAS17, BS12a, BLTD17, CG16c, LJC17, Pat16, Pat17, Ros13, Rus11, SR14].

Key [LLD10]. Key-Pose [LLD10]. Keyframe [MAA+09]. Keynote [McC11].

Keyword [Owe86, Owe87, Owe88, Owe89b, Owe90, Owe90b, Owe92, Owe93, Owe95]. Keyword-Indexed [Owe86, Owe87, Owe88, Owe89b, Owe90b, Owe92a, Owe92b, Owe93, Owe95]. Killing [SBCBG11b, BCBSG10]. Kinect [WZ15]. Kinematic [BSK+13, KVD+10, BT92]. Kinematics [Col05, HSmCY13, HWF+17, KOB+08, MBBT00, RSC01]. Kinetic [PB07].

Kit [HHH12]. Klingler [SSA+08]. Knit [DS02a]. Knit-Wear [DS02a]. Knits [DPT+08, IIS08, PZY08, WL08]. Knitted [ME98]. Knitting [IIS08].


Kuwahara [KKD09].

L [CBSF07, ŠBM+10]. L-systems [CBSF07, ŠBM+10]. L4RW [XLL+10].

Label [BV09]. Labeling [BRL09, LCBH12, XXL14, YLD07, SNKS09]. Labelling [GM96]. lace [NW91]. Lacerations [GCMS00]. Lady [Duc00].


Landscape [HW10, ML17, WS01]. Landscapes [ACV+14, RPP93, TON+02, BCF+05]. Landscaping [Joo86]. Langevin [CZY11]. Language [BS90, CCP09, GC96, LO95, Mi90, NW13, PCS94, PKL88, RB03a, RB03b, RH+12, WK88, B93, Sam93a, Spa85, Cal07].

Languages [Her82, Mi87, RH+12]. Lansdown [Duc06b, Duc07, JW01]. Laplace [CLB+09, HP11, PPH+13, ZLW15]. Laplacian [PEP+11a, EKB14, FAT07, Pat16, Pat17, SG08, VMM99, YI10]. Laplacian-based [PEP+11a]. Laplacians [HKA15, VMHB14]. Lapse [SSB+14].

Large [Åfr12, ABCN10, AG06, BPM06, BHP15, Bov90, CCI08, CDG+07, Coo83, CBC+16, DWT+11, GLCC17, GRDE10, HSK+10, HJM+11, HPV+16, HK00, IP99, KRD+15, KSN08, KLS+17, KHS12, LeYT08, LAE+12, LSS+12, LYP+08, LCDW16, MG87, MSDK12, MOK+08, MHDG11, NPD+11, PD04, PEM012, PSK09, REH+11, SM11, SHL02, SSG17, SJ13a, SPH11, SK17, SMM13, SJWS13, TE10, TDSSK13, WSCC11, WAF+11, YYYY, vdevW13, vLKS+11, GDA14, ILRS03a, ILRS03b, MPM+14, PFC+05, TAAP+16].

Large-Scale [ABCN10, BHP15, DWT+11, GLCC17, HK00, LSS+12, MG87, MHDG11, PD04, SM11, SPH11, WSCC11, WAF+11, SMM13, GDA14, MPM+14].

Lauren [Ano16]. laws [VD90, Par89]. Layer [ESKBC17, GSDC17, HZF10, IMAW15, SC84, SDMS15, CSFP12, ISYM15, LCD10]. Layer-Based [IMAW15]. Layered [AHMAM15, BSW10, BKB+12, IEK+14, IRWM17, MbMYR15, MVH+14, NAS07, RHS+12, TG98, DSSD09]. Layers [LKC08, LSWW11, RLMB+14]. Layout [CK14, Dwy09, GC96, SE02a, SE02b, WTLY12, MVLS14]. Layouts [CDA+14, CLS16, CCH+14, FDH+15, GSE+14a, KRM+17, LSWW11, PPM+16, RRP15, YM06]. Laziness [XLL+10]. Laziness-based [XLL+10]. Lazy [DLTD08, MAAG12]. LazyBrush [SDC09]. LBSN [TLFC16]. LCTS [HB00]. Leakproof [RHv95]. Learned [HMW+15, HKM15]. Learner [SHS+17]. Learning [BB07, BLVD11, BHS+15, BM16, CHM+13, Dav07, ERT+17, HZMH14, KKB16, KLTZ16, KK07, LJZX15, LGK16, LCM+09, LFC15, SHS13, SS15b, SJW+11, VBP+09, WIL+04, XXLX14, XXS+15, XADR13, LBBC14]. Learnt [SM14b]. Least [BGS10, KBS11b, MS10a, MGB+12, PSPM12, SB99a, KBÖ+14]. Least-Squares [SB99a]. Leaves [JPK13]. Led [APH+12]. Leeds [Bro90]. Left [SSM12]. Legacy [RHv95]. Lens [BTS+17b, BCN11b, HHH12, LE13, LZQ13, SMSL17, SDHL11, ZZ17]. Lens-Flare [LE13]. Lenses [JKL+16, KTMN07, LSS98, TGK+17, HD14a, SHD16]. LeSSS [HMW+15]. Letterform [Sch00]. Letters [Pet10]. Leuven [LMD04]. Level [AFK+14, ABCN10, BK03a, BK03b, CJC+09, CKSW08, DN08, HFM10, HREB11, JKLI13, KBS11a, KVS+14, KWN+14, KDCM14, LPD14, LWP14, LMMCO17, LBB17, MB97, MMS07, MBW+05, NJB+11, SW08a, SBD15a, SRKI3, STKD12, SG03, Ste84, SW04b, TSB16, VCRG14, WDM+12, WLS13, Wei04, XSE14, YSL08, ZBM+17, BS02, HK16, HK92, JWL+13, MVLS14, MGO+08, Dam91]. Level-of-Abstraction [STKD12]. Level-of-Detail [HREB11, KDCM14, SW08a, SRK13]. Level-Set [BK03a, BK03b, Wei04]. Level-set-based [WLS13]. Levels [AVN2000, MBDC15, OCY+02, PJR+14, WT11]. Levels-of-Detail [PJR+14]. Library [AHR13, Vel99, WT93]. lichen [DGA04]. LIDAR [BCWR08, PW17, WXR+16, vKvLV13]. LiDAR-Based [PW17]. Lie [SAD+16]. Lie-Algebra [SAD+16]. Life [JNX+08, KOB+08, MMHL08, WVKR08]. Lifted [PP09b]. Lifting [NC14]. Light [AGG+08, AYL+06, BYP95, BB12a, BOB13, BP01, BH15, CCC08, CZGF05, DZD+16, DKH+14, DL10, DLD12, DYN96, EBA+09, FKR13, GEZ+17, GPK+12, GH01, GPRS14, HKD15, HDF15, HVAPB08, HEV+16, HH10, HHS14, HR10, JYS+12, JMD+15, JR16, KD13, KSKAC02, KPD10, KKK09, KHM09, KB04, LB06, LdLRB16, LF10, LH+13, LCM+06, LMGH+13, MMP08, MDS14, MGN17, MRMO13, NIDN16, NMNP98, NSRS13, NMOT01, OLG+10, PdM14, PPD98, PP05, PSP10, PRD15, RG15, RKRD12, RSTK08, RSK12, SEL17, SSSK04a, SP01, SHD15, SEA08, SN08,
SSSK04b, SKGM+17, TT95a, TT97, TRSKK08, TH17, UGLY08, VSG+13, Váz07, WHL10, WW11, WMTG05, Wu90, YBK+12, YWWY10, YIC+12, ZBF99, ZZH15, ZBA+07, ZAD15, BB14, FLBS07, KJ92, RCM+01, SBB14]. Light-Field [BB12a, BB14, SBB14]. Light-Transport [MGN17]. Lightcuts [AWB08, HMS09]. Lighting [AMS09, BBP08, BNNH10, BN12, BAJ08, CLC12, CAM08b, CNS+11, DMCP94, DKN+94, FBP08, GKB+11, GKPS12, IFDN12, Kau04, LK10, LWDB10, LHH+13, NAM+17, NPW10, OKP+08, PCDS12, RKR912, SPN+16, SL01, SARZL10, TH17, WJB+13, WHD17, WG12, XZP+13, YWC+10, YEG+11, YT08, ZCG08, IMDN14, TPSH14b]. Lightingness [KMS05]. Lights [Gam16, GJW08, MT01, NNDJ12, PPD98, Tok15b, YZXW12]. Lightweight [KÓOH13]. Like [AYWM14, PSCN10, SDG99, GTZM10, KMA05, LS10b, OM01, TO97]. Limbs [Neb00]. Limited [DBLW15, KPS+14, MTCT84]. Limiting [MYLZ16, TPS09]. Line [ABCJ10, AKMM11, BZBM+16, BD16, CML+12, Che97, CW99, Elb99, FA87, Gos89, GM96, HL02, KPiAS01, KER+14, Kuz95, LKEP14, LJN02, LSŽ08, NAM+17, NPW10, OKP+08, PCDS12, RKR912, SPN+16, SL01, SARZL10, TH17, WJB+13, WHD17, WG12, XZP+13, YWC+10, YEG+11, YT08, ZCG08, IMDN14, TPSH14b]. Line-Based [WESW17, VVC+11]. Line-Drawing [BZBM+16]. Line-Picture [Gos89]. Line-Plot [MHDG11]. Line-Sweep [Tim13]. lineage [PKE15]. Linear [AJC11, AGJ12, BIMO04, BF09, Ber09, Büh01, HK12, HP04, IGMK+16, LA11, LBH12b, LXFW11, LHY+11, LBJ+16, Nar95, NCKG00, ÖGG09, Rok97, SSSB07, SSB13, TT95a, WL12, WHS11, WJ17, WLS+13, WSSC11, XWZB17, YYL+16, YR97, MJBC13, RAMG15]. Linearised [Ben94]. Linearization [HD02, LP15]. Lines [AGCO13, BBW+09, BB99, CS16, CP09, DS05a, GTG17, KSD14a, KGM+10, Liu94, MBES16, MSSK08, OV10, Par86, RWP88, SWPL08, SGRT12, SP03a, SP03b, SE10, Tam82, WW87b, ZCQ+09, DMP93, Liu93b, vKvLV11]. Lines-of-sight [AGCO13]. Link [BHR17, Bak91b, DRW15, GEY12, SSK16, SBD+15b]. Linked [RSM+16, YHGT10]. Linking [IF09]. Linkless [CJC+09]. Linköping [Fah85]. Links [SSSH98]. Lip [KK07]. Lip-Synch [KK07]. Liquid [ATW15, FAW+16, GBW16, HK03a, HK03b]. Liquids [MMS07]. Lisbon [Req86]. List [MAGF95, YHG+10]. Listener [BMD+08]. Literary [CWG11]. Literature [CY11, Owe86, Owe87, Owe88, Owe89b, Spe91, SJJ+17, OKK13, Owe90b, Owe92a, Owe92b, Owe93, Owe95]. Live [BBIG17, DJZ+09, PKE17, ZZCJ14]. live-wire [ZZCJ14]. Lluandudno [LSF+11]. LMA [ACC15]. Load [APM+11, MB99]. Lobe [Tok15a]. Lobe-Aware [Tok15a]. Local [AGM+06, BCD+13, BBA08, BJA+15, CCI08, CAM08a, DGV08, DBD+13, EZK08, GKB+11, GAK10, HW16, HLL+12, ITY109, KRG03, KCO8, LAA08, LXL+15, LCG10, LZX+08, MTR08, Mäi00, MKB+05, MSK06,
Oth02, Osg08, Pb11, Pzy08, Pcr89, Pd16, Pph12, Rhc08, Skns15, Skz13, Vs10, Wcb15, Whco08, Zwrh14, Zfj+16, Zr13.

Local-to-global [Ityi09]. Local/Global [Lzx+08]. Locality
[Bik12, Kfk94]. Localized
[Chm+13, Dsc09a, Dls10, Ds11b, Gks00, Hyz+14, Wlz+17, Bmm+15].
Locally [Ifl13, Jht14, Kld+09, Ms11b, Np00, Skpsh13]. located [If09].

Location [vdo16]. Location-dependent [vdo16]. Locomotion
[Ec14, Gc14, Hkg06, Krk09, Wpp13, vbe11]. Locus
[Spt14].

Lod [Dc10, Gw07, Kdcm14, Wy08, Bp13]. LoDs [Ln17]. Logarithmic
[Dmac03a, Dmac03b]. Logical [vt87].

London [Id10, Ayw14]. Long

Longest [Hb00]. Looking
[Kkl+16, Mbm13, Mw13, Nsr13, Shd16]. Lookup [Rw08, Szg93].

Loop [Lvy08, Sllw08]. Loops
[Pic86a, Sllw08, Tsk14]. Loose
[Br96]. Loosely
[Bcn03b, Bcn03a]. Lossless
[Phk+10, Tgw96, Vcp09]. Lossy
[Ddp+00, Ddv+02, Vp11].

Loughborough [Mum86]. Louisiana [Cslg10].

LocVis [Zwrh14]. Low
[Ack16, Bda+09, Bccs12, Eskd14, Glhb09, HK16, Kvs+14, Khk+12, Kwn+14, Kss+15, LZl+15, Pwp08, Sjf11, Tim12, Vcr+14, Wxl+13, Zfe16, Zfj+16, Rcm+01]. Low-Anisotropy
[Pwp08]. Low-Complexity [Tim12]. Low-Cost
[Ack16, Eskd14, Zfe16]. Low-Level
[Kvs+14, Kwn+14, Vcr+14, HK16]. Low-Memory
[Bccs12].

Low-quality [Wxl+13]. Low-Rank
[Khk+12, Lzl+15, Sjf11, Zfj+16].

Lower [Gks00, Rgw05]. Lukas [Ano06c]. Lumigraphs
[Shs99, Sms01]. Luminance
[Arm+15, DKyn96, Krm+15, Mbd+15]. Lyapunov
[Gkt16].

Lyra [Sh+14].

M&M [Kws16, Lg+16]. Maastricht
[Tt95b, Ano95]. Maastricht
[Aho09, Ao86, Ao87, Er+17, Kk07, Nyt87, Xxl+14, Gue82, Nw91].

Machines
[Bij87, Ssb05]. Macintosh
[Moh87]. Macro [Guo93].

Macroscopic [Bg89]. Made
[Bwp+04, Cyl11, Pgg+10, Wxl+11, Fcs+16, Lt17, Hdg95, Vr95].

Magnetosphere
[Cms94]. Magnetic
[BS+12]. Magnification
[Bo+07, Lzq13]. Magnitude
[Rap08]. Mahalanobis
[Cg16a]. Maintainability
[Bga04]. Majorization
[Khs12]. Makes
[Ayw14, Ca+00]. Makeup
[Bbg+17, Shr+11]. Making
[Bkb+12, Bb+12, Bji+7, Bmp+12, Ccc+14, Cch+14, Coo05, Hba12, Lew94, Reh+11, Yic+12, Zzh+15, Zck+12].

Man
[Fcs+16, Lt17, Wxl+11, Vn82]. Man-Computer
[Vn82]. Man-Made
[Wxl+11, Fcs+16, Lt17]. Management
[Bw87, Bmp+12, Bbs+09, Duc90a, End84, Fis98, Hsk+10, Mac85, Pf90, Wdc+10, Wks+14, Cft86, Dss90, Sas92].

Managing
[Hhs01, Her84, Mgb14]. Manchester
[Wg82, Hha82]. Mancunian
[Ano96p]. Mandatory
[Gst14]. Manhattan
[Lwb14]. Manifold
[BS+08, BE+15, Gro16, Hdf15, Lcm+09, Lcy+11, Nvt+14, Rrp15].
Sad09, SHPS08, VL08, WL10, FR92, SAHt91. **Manifold-Based** [WL10]. **Manifold-valued** [SHPS08]. **Manifolds** [AH11, AAS17, DGGP05, GE04, KJT14, LDR09, MGB+12, MDP08, EZK08]. **Manipulation** [CCI+07, DKG+14]. **Manipulation** [AA09, Ary84, BYL16, BEKB15, CZY11, CC00, CKHL11, DQ00, EDPB15, FHW+11, GKB12, GCZ+12, HFZ10, KAAT03a, KAAT03b, KKSS15, LTK12, LAFT12, LGZ+16, NSRS13, OVB+15, PIWB98, RHL12, SSB08, SD09, SSC009, SHL+14, SDB07, Sni95, STD09, TBW+11, WK12a, YFW12, ZCG98, ZFCO+11, ZHH+15, van90, vKTS+11, vL90, FFD93, RGB+14]. **Manipulations** [NNRS15]. **Manner** [CLJ+15]. **Mantle** [OBH+11]. **Manufacturing** [BKB+12, Gol85, HMA15, RGM85]. **Many** [DKH+14, HVAPB08, HREB11, LCDW16, NIDN16, OMW16, PPD98, SHD15, WKS+14, Mac94]. **Many-Core** [LCDW16]. **Many-LoDs** [HREB11]. **Many-View** [HREB11]. **Manycore** [KWN+14]. **ManyLoDs** [HREB11]. **Map** [And10, BNJ15, BJG+15, DBL16, GKD07, HP02, HO17, Mar95, NGB+09, RMC17, RHL12, RBB01, SSKB15, SBE16a, SBC14, TON+02, WTLY12, ZDJ16, Déc05, PCBL16]. **Map-Based** [RHL12, SSKB15]. **Mapped** [BJCW09, SKMS06, TCRS00]. **Mapping** [AHMAM15, AASB14, Ara94, AE97, BLD+09, BL08, CC08, CWY11, DCPS08, DK01, DMAC03a, DMAC03b, ESG01, EWMU13, FD09, FPC+16, FBL16, GUS12, GDML13, GGD12, GSGC08, GBP07, GG14, HHS05, HLS12, JRJ11, JH12, JZJ15, KLKL16, LWS+16, LP95, MS12, MK99, MP12a, ML17, MGC+16, NBCW, PDP+15, PHL91, PR12, SWP11, SS008, SC10, SFY13, SSB06, SKMS06, SJJ15, SSSK04b, SKUB08, UMM+10, WGS04, WGL12, XWZB17, YFGL09, YDF+10, YD88, YMS006, ZFE16, EMU17, Hal99, MS08, MMTH09, NG92, RTK+14, SSGM17]. **Mappings** [ARLC+13, AVBC16, CG16c, JHT14, LA11, SHF13, SKP13, SBC16, VMTS10, WBCGH11]. **Maps** [AAB+10, AHB+06, BTB02, BCD+13, BHH13, BCRA11, BBL12, BM10, CG17, CBSS17, COS95, CKS+16, DLGY12, DF90, ESKBC17, EBC17, HGI13, JSLW14, JHT14, KFLCO13, KMK12, LTL16, LG95, MR17, MH17, MRMH12, MSW04, NAS07, NDCW+11, OBCCG13, PWC+09, RPK+12, REH+11, SVLL10, Sch01, SBC16, SDMS15, SBC14, SLYF11, SEO08, SSB+12, SGB13, Vax12, WMZ12, WLS13, WDR09, WTH+13, WN09, YMYK14, YK08, ZHM08, vKZH13, PFC+05]. **March** [Ano97z, Ano97-28, PS10]. **Marching** [AG01, DZTS08, HWCC+05, LCDW16, Mu14, PWH11, RW08, RHe95, SW05, Tho2b]. **Marine** [DTA94]. **Mario** [Ano06c]. **Marker** [MMS07, YLD07]. **Markerless** [PG08, SKSK07]. **Markers** [FBW01]. **Market** [PP89, tHS90]. **MarketAnalyzer** [KMJE12]. **Markov** [MCB16]. **Marmitt** [Ano07b]. **Mask** [FO12, SL08]. **Masked** [BNJ15, HHGJ15]. **Masking** [TMHD12, WPG02]. **Masks** [DS05a, NMMK05]. **Mass** [GKKT13, GT15, HH98, PP89]. **Mass-Dependent** [GKKT13]. **Mass-Spring** [HH98]. **Massachusetts** [LLRD07]. **Massive** [BGAM04, BN12, ND12, PC12, TRAW12, WLML99, ZFAQ13, ZFA+16].
Massively [VBHH13]. Massless [SL07]. Matching [AYWM14, AAB09, ATCO+10, AVBC16, BLPI0, BS12b, BD04, CDM+17, COC15, CRA+17, DGP17, DLL+10, GAWJ15, HMW+15, HCSC16, HO17, KKBL15, LRBB17, LBB16, NC16, NO17, OMMG10, OGH11, OMPG13, PCBL16, RF96, RVBW04, RRP15, RKN10, SPD07, SY11, SY12a, SC16, SXY+11, SM14b, SL11, SBM+10, SCF10, TMRL14, TBW+11, WH04, WSSC11, XXZC13, YYL+16, ZYF13, ZST+10, ZFCO+11, vKTS+11, vKZH13, CCFM08, DOS93].

MatchPad [LCP+12]. Material [AGDJ08, ABB+07, BSH12, BCRA11, DHI+15, FVHK17, GOPT11, GMM+12, KDCM14, MRMH12, MSHD15, MC10a, NRM+12, NSRS13, ON05, PCD12, PR12, RLW+09, SPN+16, SKSS14, WWG07, XGL+07, XWT+08, YZW12, YWM15, ZHS15, Ano99m, BYB09]. Material-aware [YWM15]. Materials [ABW+15, ACOM12, BCRA11, Cal96, DHI+15, GSDC17, HCJ13, HS17, KPD10, LLD12, LT12, LD09, LBH12a, LZH17, MG10, NKL10, NRM+12, OPP10, RK09b, SARZL10, SMTG07, SB00, TLM16, XDR11, ZLW15, dFH+11].

Math [JCJ09, Pic91a, SDC09, WBCG09a]. Mathematical [Pic86a, TC93]. Mathematics [Kra89]. Matrices [BLY+11, BDF+14, LAE+12, OKK13, VB00]. Matrix [AT10, BBR+16, DRW15, HR10, LZZ+15, MRS17, NB94, TWT+16].

Matryoshka [Jac17]. Matter [Ano16g, Ano16a, Ano16b, Ano16c, Ano16d, Ano16e, Ano17a, Ano17b, Ano17c, Ano17d, Ano17e, Ano17f, Ano17g, OV10, SJ13a].

Matting [DZC11, EKFM12, GO10, GVWD06, GCL+06, JWL+13, W106b, YZL17, SPCR14]. Max [DKC00]. Maximal [ABC+04, EMP+12, ERA+16].


measured [BSH12, SSGM17]. Measurement [BPV+09, GCP+09, GTB+13, KMG96, RK09a, SLS04, SW04a].


Medial [BS12a, BS12b, BTG95, DRF12, HCG14, LW17]. Median [FP94].

Medical [CNCO15, DHT+13, HMTH13, HMP+12, KVD+10, KBT+12, MK11, MMV+13, MLK+13, MP10, NJP+11, NLB+13, PEPM12, PBC+16, RW5+10, RPLH11, SMH10, vPJHR12, BG93]. Medicine [Baj03a, Baj03b, VBB+06, vdCavW14]. Medium [McC11]. Meeting [Ano97q, Ano97z, Ano04g, Ano05e, Ano06c, Ano071, Ano10c, Ano11e, Ano12f,
Ano13i, Arn84, Bon85, Duc82b, Nas03, tH83b, Gal84. Meets [SL08].

Megalithic [PL96]. Melting [IUDN10]. Members [Ano04g, Ano05e, Ano06e, Ano07l, Ano10c, Ano11e, Ano12f, Ano13i].

Membership [DvKSW12]. Membrane [BBBV12, EBV05]. Memoriam [Duc06a, Wil06a].

Megalithic [PL96]. Melting [IUDN10]. Members [Ano04g, Ano05e, Ano06e, Ano07l, Ano10c, Ano11e, Ano12f, Ano13i].
[BMWM01, GA96, KPRN11, KFA+14, LLSL98, RK94, STK02, WCX+13]. **Metaphors** [SABG+05, ZK09]. **Metering** [GTM+12, GPRS14, NMNP98]. **Method** [AMT+12, AW13, BFS4, BB99, CC08, CK84, CK13, Cocs3, CDPS09, CL99, DHvOS00, DG95, DKN+95, DKYN96, DMYN08, GBu00, GBW16, HClJ13, Hei95, HL03c, IPKK13, IDN02, IDN03a, IDN03b, JC08, Kje83, LA06, LW95, LM07, LD98, MPT98, NN94, NIDN97, PCDS12, PH87, Pat89, PB94, SMAB02, SK86, SP01, Sla88, SSS+12, SKFNC97, Tam82, TSKk1, TSP05, TSHl01, UBH14, WBG07, W094, YKH+09, ZBP99, ZY02, BM93, DH93a, Gui92, JPCC14, LBT92, Sbe93, STM93, V09d09, Vol93]. **Methodology** [NM91]. **Methods** [ABC11, BXH10, BAA+16, BBR+16, BMO+14, BV96, BFR17, Cas12, CRW09, DKh+14, Duc91, FPC+16, HE01, HLH+16a, HR87, HHD03a, HHD03b, JL06, Kaz15, Kin15, KDC17, LD08a, LK10, MTM12, MSK14, Ren16, Ric87b, Sab86, SWP11, SYM+12, Sch00, SW04a, SHD15, SRH+09, SW99, Szy91b, Szy91c, TP89, WBS13, WG09, AS92, KH92, SW92b]. **Metis** [TLG99]. **Metric** [BCGB08, EP09, ESKBC17, FP04, GMY97, HˇCA+12, JC10, JWC+11, LA06, Lav11, LGK16, LZSCO09, LSW09, PR12, RKSA17, SL01, TAAE16, Kur15]. **Metrics** [CLL+13, GHX+17, MMG10, vKP06, JZW14]. **Metro** [CY14, WTLY12, WTH+13, CRS98]. **Metropolis** [CWY11, HH10, KSKAC02, SIP07]. **MIC** [´ASK14]. **Michelangelo** [Lev99]. **Micro** [Gol85, BSH12]. **Micro-Based** [Gol85]. **micro-facet** [BSH12]. **Microbe** [DWT+11]. **Microblog** [ZAM+16]. **Microcomputers** [NB88]. **microcylinder** [IMDN14]. **Microfacet** [DHI+15, HD14b, RBMS17, DWL+09]. **Microfacet-Based** [HD14b, DHI+15]. **Microgeometry** [GTB+13]. **MICROGRAPHICS** [Sch85]. **Microprocessor** [Pil85]. **Microscopic** [MMHL08]. **Microscopy** [JNX+08]. **Microsoft** [WHPC16]. **Microsurfaces** [TH17]. **Microtiles** [KBW+12]. **Mid** [MCM+12]. **Mid-structure** [MCM+12]. **Mie** [JW97]. **Mie-Scattering** [JW97]. **Migration** [PNR89]. **Million** [Pic91b, SI97]. **Million-Point** [Pic91b]. **Miltenberg** [BP82]. **Miltenberg/Darmstadt** [BP82]. **Min** [DKC00, STP17]. **Min-Max** [DKC00]. **Min-path** [STP17]. **mind** [PR93]. **Minds** [Bij87]. **Mine** [SPV+10]. **Minimal** [FBW01, JA95, LSR17, VF16, VW95]. **Minimising** [ADS06]. **Minimization** [BPY16, BSH15, PLL13, WTL15, FS08]. **Minimum** [CVJ15, vGPB17, MS93]. **minimum-cost** [MS93]. **Minimum-Displacement** [vGPB17]. **Minkowski** [CK10a, GA96]. **Minutes** [Ano95r, Ano97-30]. **MIP** [MS12, XWZB17]. **MIP-Mapping** [MS12, XWZB17]. **Miranda** [Par89]. **Mireille** [Ano05c]. **Mirror** [FKR13]. **Mirrors** [HNR+04]. **Miscible** [SKK10]. **Mission** [BSK+17]. **Mixed** [BSW+14, JL06, JTSZ10, MCH13, SLW08, KBG+15]. **Mixing** [LD09, MNP+17, SKK10, RCM+14]. **Mixture** [WFZ+15, WDR11]. **MLS** [CGBG13, GB10, WSBZ08]. **MO** [DM92, MI90]. **Mobile** [JSH+13, KKTD17, KDCM14, PSC10, RKR+16, RGP16, RTN03a, RTN03b, SDHD17].
Mobility [LWL+16a, SHL+14]. Mobility-Trees [SHL+14]. Möbius [KLCF10]. Modal [AFK+14, HDBRC17, HMW+15, HWAG09, HHD+12, KRF09, CGT+15, EGG+15]. Mode [BG01]. Model [ACG+17, AGM+06, BSW10, BR97, BR02, BK05a, BPMG04, BBN02, Bur95, CT11, CRC+15, CTSO03a, CTSO03b, CLCL11, CBTB16, DAP08, DWL+09, DLGY12, FML06, GCMS00, GMD10, GSDC17, HENfSYS16, HSS+09, HM15, HBO+10, Hua17, Hid99, HSK14, IIS08, IGAG15, IK01a, ISYM15, JTRS12, JW95, KrJC+11, KKL16a, KB04, LB06, LGH13, LSJK09, LS15, Mac85, Mil88b, MEKM17, NPDD11, NDG17, NW17, TC93].

Model [AFK+14, HDBRC17, HMW+15, HWAG09, HHD+12, KRF09, CGT+15, EGG+15]. Mode [BG01]. Model [ACG+17, AGM+06, BSW10, BR97, BR02, BK05a, BPMG04, BBN02, Bur95, CT11, CRC+15, CTSO03a, CTSO03b, CLCL11, CBTB16, DAP08, DWL+09, DLGY12, FML06, GCMS00, GMD10, GSDC17, HENfSYS16, HSS+09, HM15, HBO+10, Hua17, Hid99, HSK14, IIS08, IGAG15, IK01a, ISYM15, JTRS12, JW95, KrJC+11, KKL16a, KB04, LB06, LGH13, LSJK09, LS15, Mac85, Mil88b, MEKM17, NPDD11, NDG17, NW17, TC93].

Model [AFK+14, HDBRC17, HMW+15, HWAG09, HHD+12, KRF09, CGT+15, EGG+15]. Mode [BG01]. Model [ACG+17, AGM+06, BSW10, BR97, BR02, BK05a, BPMG04, BBN02, Bur95, CT11, CRC+15, CTSO03a, CTSO03b, CLCL11, CBTB16, DAP08, DWL+09, DLGY12, FML06, GCMS00, GMD10, GSDC17, HENfSYS16, HSS+09, HM15, HBO+10, Hua17, Hid99, HSK14, IIS08, IGAG15, IK01a, ISYM15, JTRS12, JW95, KrJC+11, KKL16a, KB04, LB06, LGH13, LSJK09, LS15, Mac85, Mil88b, MEKM17, NPDD11, NDG17, NW17, TC93].

Model [AFK+14, HDBRC17, HMW+15, HWAG09, HHD+12, KRF09, CGT+15, EGG+15]. Mode [BG01]. Model [ACG+17, AGM+06, BSW10, BR97, BR02, BK05a, BPMG04, BBN02, Bur95, CT11, CRC+15, CTSO03a, CTSO03b, CLCL11, CBTB16, DAP08, DWL+09, DLGY12, FML06, GCMS00, GMD10, GSDC17, HENfSYS16, HSS+09, HM15, HBO+10, Hua17, Hid99, HSK14, IIS08, IGAG15, IK01a, ISYM15, JTRS12, JW95, KrJC+11, KKL16a, KB04, LB06, LGH13, LSJK09, LS15, Mac85, Mil88b, MEKM17, NPDD11, NDG17, NW17, TC93].

Model [AFK+14, HDBRC17, HMW+15, HWAG09, HHD+12, KRF09, CGT+15, EGG+15]. Mode [BG01]. Model [ACG+17, AGM+06, BSW10, BR97, BR02, BK05a, BPMG04, BBN02, Bur95, CT11, CRC+15, CTSO03a, CTSO03b, CLCL11, CBTB16, DAP08, DWL+09, DLGY12, FML06, GCMS00, GMD10, GSDC17, HENfSYS16, HSS+09, HM15, HBO+10, Hua17, Hid99, HSK14, IIS08, IGAG15, IK01a, ISYM15, JTRS12, JW95, KrJC+11, KKL16a, KB04, LB06, LGH13, LSJK09, LS15, Mac85, Mil88b, MEKM17, NPDD11, NDG17, NW17, TC93].

Model [AFK+14, HDBRC17, HMW+15, HWAG09, HHD+12, KRF09, CGT+15, EGG+15]. Mode [BG01]. Model [ACG+17, AGM+06, BSW10, BR97, BR02, BK05a, BPMG04, BBN02, Bur95, CT11, CRC+15, CTSO03a, CTSO03b, CLCL11, CBTB16, DAP08, DWL+09, DLGY12, FML06, GCMS00, GMD10, GSDC17, HENfSYS16, HSS+09, HM15, HBO+10, Hua17, Hid99, HSK14, IIS08, IGAG15, IK01a, ISYM15, JTRS12, JW95, KrJC+11, KKL16a, KB04, LB06, LGH13, LSJK09, LS15, Mac85, Mil88b, MEKM17, NPDD11, NDG17, NW17, TC93].

Model [AFK+14, HDBRC17, HMW+15, HWAG09, HHD+12, KRF09, CGT+15, EGG+15]. Mode [BG01]. Model [ACG+17, AGM+06, BSW10, BR97, BR02, BK05a, BPMG04, BBN02, Bur95, CT11, CRC+15, CTSO03a, CTSO03b, CLCL11, CBTB16, DAP08, DWL+09, DLGY12, FML06, GCMS00, GMD10, GSDC17, HENfSYS16, HSS+09, HM15, HBO+10, Hua17, Hid99, HSK14, IIS08, IGAG15, IK01a, ISYM15, JTRS12, JW95, KrJC+11, KKL16a, KB04, LB06, LGH13, LSJK09, LS15, Mac85, Mil88b, MEKM17, NPDD11, NDG17, NW17, TC93].

Model [AFK+14, HDBRC17, HMW+15, HWAG09, HHD+12, KRF09, CGT+15, EGG+15]. Mode [BG01]. Model [ACG+17, AGM+06, BSW10, BR97, BR02, BK05a, BPMG04, BBN02, Bur95, CT11, CRC+15, CTSO03a, CTSO03b, CLCL11, CBTB16, DAP08, DWL+09, DLGY12, FML06, GCMS00, GMD10, GSDC17, HENfSYS16, HSS+09, HM15, HBO+10, Hua17, Hid99, HSK14, IIS08, IGAG15, IK01a, ISYM15, JTRS12, JW95, KrJC+11, KKL16a, KB04, LB06, LGH13, LSJK09, LS15, Mac85, Mil88b, MEKM17, NPDD11, NDG17, NW17, TC93].
Models
[´Afr12, AA09, ABCN10, AHR84, ADJ+01, BB00b, BKH+17, BAH+06, BPF+03a, BPF+03b, BCF94, BMWM01, BL86, BN96, BN12, CRY11, CS16, CYC15, CATM09, CCI08, CZ09, CSM+13, CK84, CDG+07, CP10, CP11, DCP+08, DLL+10, DMNV12, DKW94b, DGC+98, EWH08, FJW+05, GWO+10, GRP00, GVV05, GM96, HFEN13, IGMK+16, JL17, KŽ05, KWM+15, Kl+06, KGL+98, LeYTM08, LMS+16, LJSN02, LWS+13, LC99, LC09, MWN+17, MK05, MG87, MCM+12, MG10, MCB+16, MBT+12, MK15, MBW+05, NMK+06, Neb00, NK99, NN89, NNSK99b, NNSK99a, NVH+13, ND12, OTH02, OZ09, Pai02, Pat89, PC12, PBK10, PZH+09, PH13, RCMM+16, RGM85, SFR+94c, SLHC12, SB99b, SB00, SP03a, SFR+03a, SP03b, SFR+03b, TRAW12, WF97, WC05, WD11, Wie96, WLML99, WC14, XCDR10, ZQK04, ZBM+17, ZHK15].

Models
[ZR13, AVF04, CBV+14, DPT+08, DMS14, DFIM15, GK03a, GK03b, HKM15, Jac85, LM93, LS+14, LSH+14, LEM+17, MWN+17, MCB+16, MCM+12, MG87, MCM+12, MG10, MCB+16, MBT+12, MK15, MBW+05, NMK+06, Neb00, NK99, NN89, NNSK99b, NNSK99a, NVH+13, ND12, OTH02, OZ09, Pai02, Pat89, PC12, PBK10, PZH+09, PH13, RCMM+16, RGM85, SFR+94c, SLHC12, SB99b, SB00, SP03a, SFR+03a, SP03b, SFR+03b, TRAW12, WF97, WC05, WD11, Wie96, WLML99, WC14, XCDR10, ZQK04, ZBM+17, ZHK15].

Models


Monte [Gob95, Gob96, BEE+15, BRM+16b, BB17, BBL+09, DWR10, GAM17, GKT+16, HCJ+13, HD+14a, KS13a, KVS+14, MJL+13, MIGM17, MG17, PW+08, Pic86b, She97, SHZ+17, SMJ+17, SKFNC97, ZJL+15].

Monte-Carlo [KVS+14]. morass [Cla92]. Morphing [Ale02, AECK+16, BP98, CB16, DSV+15, GLA00, GLHH+14, GLX+17, LLN+14, TE99, WML+13]. Morphological [BE95, JESG+12, Mil90]. Morphologies [AMYB+17, ASB+17]. Morphology [JPK+13, KMA05, Vel93].

Morphology-independent [KMA05]. Morse [DFIM15, SWPL+08, SN12, Szy+11, WFID+13]. Mosaic [BDFG+07, CBC+15].

Mosaicking [CL99]. Mosaics [LVJ+10, ME+13, MFPA+15, PCK09]. Motion [AMYB+17, AWO+10, AW00, AWCO+10, BCN11a, BSC+16, BTS+17b, BvTH+16, CYC15, CZY11, CICT+12, CK+11, CY+12, CYJ+02, CKE+12, Coh95, DAP08, DLGY+12, ESK+15, EBSC99, FL+06, FP+15, FHW+11, FGT+16, GS+14, GPR+15, GP+09, GF+06, HSS+09, HPT+9, HK+10, HK09b, HZ+10, HHR+12, H+16, J+08, KAT+03a, KR+13, KOH+13, hKL+00, KR+09, LSMG+16, LS+09, LL+05, LY+09, LI+17, LWPL+15, LGY+15, LZ+10, MMS+07, MG+16, MA+09, MB+10, MV+14, NSG+11, NG+03a, OM+01, Os+08, PHE+11, PLL+11, PP+10, PG+08, PH+03b, PH+03a, RAP+08, RZ+10, RTK+14, RR+00, SK+07, SK+05, SH+13, SJF+11, TySK+00, TWC+09, USK+11, UGB+04, VB14a, VF+14, WLZH+17, WWT+16, WGO+14, WLI+12, YL+10, YLD+07, ZZ+15, ZHK+15, ZR+15, vBE+11, BT+92, HNJ+14, SF+92].
PKG03a, PKG03b, YLHQ14, NGM14]. Multi-Sided [SS15a, VSK16].
Multi-Skilled [FvdP15]. Multi-Spectral [LMLG15, PSK09]. Multi-step
[LSZ08]. Multi-style [RLY14]. Multi-task [KARC15]. Multi-Texturing
[PBMG15]. Multi-Touch [JSH+13]. Multi-Variate
[CDS16, FH09, HWF+17, KKS+12, KZZM12, PSPM12, STMT12].
Multi-View [BBP10, FNH+17, KMB+17, WLI+12, XXS+15, SM10].
Multi-Volume [LLHY09, CS99a]. Multibody [ATK17]. MultiClusterTree
[LL09]. Multicolor [MKO+00]. Multicore [KWN+14, VOS+10].
Multidimensional [FR11, FR00, GMDW09, GJL+09, JPN15, KK02, LT16,
LL09, NNN11, PEP+11a, PEP+11b, SNLH09, WKS+14, YWS+14, FT93].
Multidirectional [ˇSPBV10]. Multifaceted [PDW+14]. Multifield
[HHC+13, JBL+06, NNN11]. Multifields [MFL13]. Multigrid
[JCK+13, WMRSF15]. Multilayered [CJW+06]. Multilevel [RA94, TL16].
Multimedia [But94, DH98, Kje91a, PH96, AHR93, Cla92, FT93, Kin92,
KSH92, ST93, VR95, dB+92, HK94, Kje92]. Multimedia/hypermedia
[HK94]. Multimedia/hypermixed [HK94]. Multimodal [RRRP08]. MultiOOP
[Cla92]. Multipass [SW99]. Multipath [CSN04, MSS08]. MultiPiles
[GC09]. Multiple [AWO+10, BKB+12, BBAM12, BCH+95, Che97, DMKP07,
DWT+11, EBA+09, FKS13, GD96, GA98, Her84, JR16, KPS10, KH1K01, KPS+14,
KSD14a, KJT14, LC99, LJZ15, LMGH+13, LPG13, NK99, SS16, SY14b,
SHSK16, SDS+16, SJH08, TMRL14, WJ17, WHCO08, WYKR17, YL07,
ZAM+16, KBO+14, ZJC13]. Multiple-Bounce [JR16]. Multiples
[BBL12, vdEvW13, BRM+16a]. Multiplex [RMM15]. Multiplexing
[CWB+14]. Multiply [RR94]. Multiply-Connected [RR94].
Multiprocessor [CBVB86, NS93]. Multiresolution [ABB+96, AG06,
BK03e, BK03d, CLF+03a, CLF+03b, DKS00, EVB01, GCMM00, hKL00,
KCL06, KBS00, Lee99, MS10b, MK05, Mey94, NP10, PW98, Sa96,
SB99a, SMAB02, SHB07, SBE16a, SBE16b, SMP13, YP95, vTKP11].
Multisampling [JCK16]. Multiscale
[CWW+11, GL12, LAV11, Mér11, RUS11, WE97]. Multitouch [ATF12].
Multivariate
[AKM011, BPF011, BSW+14, BCD+10, BFG+17, FS91, HV10, JBT08,
KHF10, KKS+12, LL09, ME13, MKO+08, PC94, PKR10, PV08, RL14,
RL16, RSS17, SV10, SJH08, WCH+15, ZLMM16, ZH14, DKG15].
Multiview [TF15, CHA+14]. Munich [PS10]. Munk [ARC05]. Mural
[LLP00]. Muscle
[KK14, KSK97a, KSK97b, NVH+13, RPPD17, hZCK98, KMTT92].
Muscle-Based [RPPD17, KSK97a, KSK97b]. Muscles [YCLE09]. Museum
[LBK14]. Music [LL05, SM06, WBSH+13]. Mutate [MWCS13].
Mutation [KSKAC02]. Mutual [CDPS09, XYW+15].

NAG [BFTL82]. Name [Bak88, CJ90]. Named [EASG+17, SJB+17].
Named-Entity [EASG+17]. Names [KvLB14]. Nano [Bajo03a, Bajo03b].
Nano-Medicine [Baj03a, Baj03b]. Nanoscopic [LBH12a].
Nanostuctures [DTS+14]. Narrative
[MRL+17, RB03a, RB03b, SH14a, ZH12]. Narrow [FAW+16, SDS+16].
Natural [BCD+13, BPG04, CG07a, DGGK11, DA04, GMW04, GP06, GPGB11, HT11, HZMH14, KR11, KB04, KRFC09, NW13, PKL88, PKS11, PA01, Wai88, Wu90, Zar06, GGG+16b, JCT14, KH92]. Naturalness
[VVE+10]. Nature [BCF+05, BMWW14, Bur95, DGR+14, HFM16, HK03b, Jen07, OOE05, QTN03b, SFS05, WJG+16, YGCO+14, WY92].
Navigating [BBP10, HW10, MCO97, PBK10]. Navigation [AVF04, ACS+17, BT98, CLWM11, GRE11, HDM98, LD04, LLB+10, MSDK12, MSWK02, MDWK08, PDP07, SSCO09, SKKS04, ZBM17, ZK08, Lam09a].
NBS [CP88].
NCGA [Kuh82, Mum88]. NCSDCT [Mud83].
Near [ADS06, FDL14, FGT+16, MMP08, NLB+13, NMMK05, TSB16, BGB08a].
Near-Field [MMP08]. Near-Instant [FGT+16]. Near-Isometric [TSB16].
Netherlands [TT95b]. Nets [Kob96]. Network [Ano95w, Ano95y, Ano95x, Ano96r, Ano96q, Ano97p, Ano97-37, Ano97-38, Ano97-39, Ano98-29, Ano98-28, Ano98-27, Ano90e, AO89, BBR+16, CDA+14, CLWM11, How90, JGH11, LLP00, MB99, NAM+17, NHL16, PCR89, WVKR08, BG93].
Networked [PLT+97]. Networking [ADS90, SGM+93].
Networks [BHBR+15, BWK14, BCD+10, CLWM11, DPF16, DGGK11, DRW15, GPGB11, GLK16, GCW15, HDR+17, KR+15, hKTL+17, KvLB14, LDB11, LBD+08, MSFM16, NAM+17, NHL16, PGS+16, RTJ+11, RMM15, SSK16, SV14, SAAB11, SBM+14, TLFC16, ZZ17, ZWHK16, BM+15, OKK13, vDHO16].
Neutral [hKTL+17, NAM+17, SMB+17, ZZ17, BG93].
NeuroLens [ZZ17]. Neurology [CZCE08, RRRP08, SSA+08].
Neuromatrix [Thi11]. Neuroscience [Neb00]. Neurosurgical [RRRP08].
Neutralization [JD00, JD01]. News [RSD+88]. Newspaper [KvLB14].
Next [HDF15, WHD17]. Nice [DJ88, SZAB04, Van85]. Nicograph [HP84].
Nicosia [Ano07]. NIL [Mil87]. Ninth [Duc98]. No [HČA+12].
No-Reference [HČA+12]. Node
[BHR17, GEY12, Hea90, SSK16, Hea89, SBD+15b]. Node-Link
[BHR17, GEY12, SSB16, SBD+15b]. Node-Link-Group [SK16]. Nodes
[SAAB11]. Noise
[BLV+10, BB17, FLJ+14, GLM17, GCSA13, KS11, KS12a, KS13a, LLC+10a, MIGMM17, NOS09, RRSG16, WJDZ14, WYKR17, YGJ+14, CG12].
Noise-Adaptive [GCSA13]. Noise-Aware [WJDZ14]. Noisy
[BLJ+14, KJT14, VMM99, WYZC13]. Non [ABG+12, BSJ08, BPVR11, CRGZ10, CY+11, CGBG13, CCTL12, CYJ02, CMH+01, DSC09b, DSC09a, DWE03b, DBHM03a, GSTOG16, GO15, GSA03a, GSA03b, HS99, Hei01,
HP04, HHD03b, HH98, HAWG08, Jen97, JCW11, KSBC12, KE97, KPK10, KBT+12, KQWM08, LA11, LSP08, LZL+15, LMPD15, LRB+16, LBD+08, LXFW11, LWY+11, MJBC13, MSW02, MRL10, MDWK08, OHG11, ÖGG09, RAMG15, SM14a, SSSB07, SKZ13, SNKS09, SSB13, SFWS03a, SP03b, SSJ+10, SK99, TSM94, TMRL14, TBKP12, USKK11, VVC+11, VMG09, WNS+10, WT11, XLT03b, XJJ+08, XCDR10, YKM12, YLLL15, YLK08, ZYL13, ZST+10, ZFJ+16, BPZ96, RRS12, Ska96]. non- [BPZ96].

O [Ric87a]. Obituaries [Duc06a, Wil06a]. Object [AA09, BT95, BB91, BWRT96, CS98a, CCI+07, CC00, CKS+15, CMH+01, DS11a, DR87, DZC11, DH98, EBGM12, GGW98, GCZ+12, GTK+12, HMB08, Hdd89, IKL+10, IEH+14, KAAT03a, KAAT03b, HK96, LSF+11,
Object-Centered [CKS15].

Object-Oriented [BB91, DR87, DH98, HD89, KH94, Ott90, Sch88, TLG99, Vel91, ZK92].

Object-Space [HMB08, MRS12].

Object-Surface [Mar95].

Subjective [TAEE16, SNKS09].

Objects [AWO10, AAK+09, AS95, AM95, Att15, ATF12, AB97, BDS84, BVTH16, BB08, Büh01, CBS96, DMYN08, EDPB15, FCS+16, GCMS00, GPG+16, GTS86, HK16, HS04, HE01, HHD03a, HHD03b, HE94, HL03a, HL03b, HCSC16, HLL07, HNR+04, IK01b, Jac17, KKKB16, KKS15, KMHG13, KS12b, LGB+03, LPH+15, LAFT12, Los97, LD97, MGG10b, MMO16, MCL96, NK99, OTSG09, PDP+15, PL94, RGM85, RAMG15, RHv95, SE04, SS96b, SWB01, TKH+05, UTZ16, WWH+10, WXL+11, WK12a, WDL17, WWT+16, WW11, YH13, ZK92].

Object-Obscured [SSE14, DLL+10].

Obscuration [Tim13].

Observation [BRB+13].

Observational [SB00].

Observer [WWV17].

Obstacles [Man16].

Occluded [COFHZ98].

Occluders [BKE00, BNRSV01, NRJS03a, NRJS03b].

Occlusion [AGG08, ASVNB00, BKES00, BWPP04, BWRT96, COFHZ98, ED08, IH11, LK10, LWDB10, MBW08, MSW10, MPS05, RMD+08, SPH+09, SPV10, SGG15, SBW06, YWC+10, ZCG08].

Occlusion-Driven [SBW06].

Ocean [BNH10, DCGG11, GSMA08, LSB+17, WHP+11].

October [ACM80].

Octree [CJC+09, Hea90, LMP+10, CLL+08, GA93, Hea89, PG94].

Oc trees [AS95, BLD14a, DHH00, ES94, PG93].

Oc ttree [NAB86].

Off [HHSO1, PSK09, VVE+10].

Offers [An95n].

Offset [PK08, MNR94, SW92b].

Oil [SDHD17].

Omnidirectional [ABB+07].

Omniscient [LPSV14].

On-demand [GLX+16].

On-line [DZD+16, HNJ+14].

On-Surface [TPBC09].

On-the-Fly [LZB17, SMS01, SLK07, SKK+14b].

One [LZYY04, OM10, SHSK16, Kur15].

One-dimensional [Kur15].

One-Pass [LZYY04].

One-sample [SHSK16].

Onlay [SG08].

Online [AWCO10, KQWM08, RW16, SHS+17, YLD07].

only [DCS09b].

Ontology [FW17, GSGC08, XWG+13].

Ontology-Based [FW17, XWG+13].

Opacity [GSE+14b, GT17, RSK06, YK08, GRT14, WZC+11].

Opaque [IPK13, WTW+16].

OpenGL [Cal07].

Operations [AO86, AO89, BE95, HL03c, KP87, LMM10, LÖ07, Man83, TH08, WW88, WG99, van87, FND92, LM93, PG93].

operative [BGS+95].

Operator [ABCCO13, BEKB15, CLB+09, LSL98, LJC17, MEMO14, MS08, PPH+13, HP11].

Operators [BDS+03, BH+16, BEKB15, BHI10].
EWMU13, JTSZ10, MBDC15, UMM+10, YI10, GGRZ06. **Opportunities** [Bry96]. **Opportunity** [tHS90]. **Optical** [IGAJG15, IDN02, JNX+08, PSL98, TBKP12, WHL10, MG96]. **Optics** [CRGZ10, GSMAT08, HHH12, KMM+05, MTAM12]. **Optimal** [BGAM04, BSH15, FDL14, FAVM09, HKPRN11, Mer11, Sbe97, SSSG17, SEG+14, She12, YIC+11, dGCSAD11]. **Optimality** [Got03, HHC+13]. **optimisation** [Hub93]. **Optimised** [ZC95]. **Optimising** [VP11]. **Optimization** [BIMO04, BHH13, BLK11, CG12, Coh95, Den03a, Den03b, ESKT15, GSE+14b, GTG17, GLGW12, IEGT17, JHT14, KNL+15, Kin15, LA06, LSP08, LEE17, LYP+08, LMLF15, LSS98, MJBC13, MB97, MSAP15, MGAF95, NBCW+11, NSRS13, OB01, PW13, POG13, RZS10, SWB98, SBC+17, TIK17, VLM+04, VMI+13, WJB+13, WCT+15, WW16, XWL+15, YGJ+14, YCXW17, ZZ+17, CLL+08, GTS86]. **Optimization-Based** [XWL+15, RZS10]. **Optimized** [BTB02, BM15, DTV15, HDL11, JFS09, MPC12, NREM14, TWS+11, WK04, VB14a]. **Optimizer** [VGB+14b]. **Optimizing** [BCRA11, CHA+14, CTHAM10, FCH+06, xHMC09, KRM+13, LWZ+09, LCWCO10, RGB+14, WJG10]. **Orbit** [SAD+16]. **Order** [CAHO00, DHS04, GO15, GCP+09, GSA03a, GSA03b, IH11, KASH13, LS08a, LPG13, ME04, Muni14, NM14, NPW10, POS+11a, Pic87, SVL110, SWS09, SBF15, SK10, Sch11, SK16a, UFE10, WTH04, YHTG10, ZY04, BRM+16b, BPZ96, MRL10]. **Order-Independent** [ME04, SBF15]. **Orderability** [CAB+16]. **Ordered** [CAB+16]. **Ordering** [BJS03a, BJS03b, DH16, FR11, HMB08, SS00]. **Organ** [DKY98]. **Organic** [ABW+15]. **Organization** [PEP+11a]. **Organized** [CAB+16]. **Organizing** [AAB+10, AMT02, SWS12]. **Orientation** [CCLN10, PD16, WSSC11, SW92b]. **Orientations** [SSG17, RGB+14]. **Oriented** [BDD84, BB91, CGBG13, DR87, DH98, Hdh89, JFS006, KHH96, MCO10a, Ott90, PHK+10, Sch88, SSW14b, TLG999, Vel91, XXY14, KCB97, KBK+10, ZK92]. **Origin** [BBBL11, ZFA+16]. **Origin-Destination** [BBBL11, ZFA+16]. **Original** [TLFC16]. **Orleans** [CJL10]. **Ornamental** [ZWXL17]. **Orthogonal** [DGGB98, KE97, SGRT12, MVPG11]. **Orthographic** [GTS86]. **Other** [Kin95, KHH92]. **Our** [Enc98, Thi11]. **Out-of-Core** [BLD14a, DC10, FCGW02, FK09, GG14, KTO11, BBS+09, IILRS03a, ILRS03b]. **Outdoor** [ESKT15, GPK+12, XWL+13, XZP+13, TNK+93]. **Outlier** [BFG+17, DWR10]. **Outline** [Sch00, SR96]. **Outline-Based** [Sch00]. **Output** [BG01, BSAP11, EPAS11, HR87, ND94, Rus01, SBS+17, Ste84, SG96b, GGM12]. **Output-Sensitive** [BSAP11, SBS+17, SG96b, BG01, GGM12]. **Outstanding** [Can11, Dre07]. **Overlap** [SSS+12, Thoo86, vGPNB17]. **Overlapping** [DSWH17, DMYN08, SAA09]. **Overlays** [BY08]. **Overview** [BDFG07, BCN11b, End83a, End84a, GRE11, HGG+84, KiI82, OJS+11, ZCH+17, LEM+17].
**Pablo** [Ano05c]. **Pace** [Str83]. **Packages** [Klo87]. **Packaging** [YH13].

**Packet** [GL10a, YFGL09]. **Packet-based** [YFGL09]. **Packing** [Att15, ERA+16, NS11]. **PackMerger** [VGB+14b]. **PAG** [CC14].

**Paint** [EKMM01, FLL11, RMS+08, SGSP15, CPE92]. **Paint-Composition** [EKM01]. **Painterly** [LLY09]. **Painting** [CLJ+15, CLLC15, DWE03b, HHD03b, HZF10, IK01b, LMDP15, LFA+15, PFC15, SLE17, SKNS15, SDHD17, SDC09, TO97, WW87a, WS01, XLTP03b, XTL+07]. **Painting-like** [TO97]. **Paintings** [WTLL13, ZCC14].

**Paint-Composition** [EKM01]. **Pair** [BB14, BCK+12, KH02, KLD+09]. **Pair-like** [TO97]. **Pairings** [WTLL13, ZCC14].

**Pair** [BMB15b]. **Pairs** [WKM15]. **Pairwise** [PD16]. **Palazzo** [ACM80].

**Palladium** [YH13a]. **Panorama** [BB14, BCK+12, KH02, KLD+09]. **Panoramic** [HVM+08, KPiAS01, LWL+16b, PSHZ+15, DGR+14]. **Paper** [BW07, Lar10, PdMJ14, RSW+97, RLYL14, SRH17]. **Papercraft** [XCDR10].

**Paper** [AR06, Ano96t, Ano07i, ML17, Ano08f, Arn08, DCPS08, Gob95, Gob96, Zot08].

**PaperVis** [CY11]. **Papilio** [LFC14]. **Para** [PSF04]. **Para-Graph** [PSF04]. **Paradigm** [AR94, KCB97, YSY94, LG92, WBCG09b, YN93]. **Paradigms** [Ano95q, Ano96c, Ano98e, AS98, DH98]. **Parallax** [Ake11, LMSG16].

**Parallel** [AIAT12, Ano98b, Ano98c, AH89, CG12, CMPS93, COF95, CDD09, DCK12, DG12, FP15, GMM15, GRPF16, HKS09, HBW11, HMB17, HREB11, IABT11, JBG17, JC08, JR16, KARC15, KHS09, KZH+15, KZJM12, Kuh12, LCDW16, MSSK08, MC06, MO90, MB99, MKSS12, MRAS17, MNP08, NB99, NG97, POS+11a, PRS89, PTO10, RA05, Re03, RA94, San06, SSK07, SN12, SM13, SKK+14a, SF83, TP89, VBHH13, VOS+10, Wei08, WDZ17, ZYQ+08, ZCQ+09, CD94, HB92, LBD+08, MMAG93, VL93]. **Parallel-Coordinates** [GRPF16]. **Parameter**

**Parameter** [BPF11, BvLBS11, ERHH11, GKH14, GAWJ15, LBH12b, LRB+15, SL09, SBC+17, STD09, TFA+11, WTHS06, WGO+14]. **Parameter-Dependent** [LRB+15]. **Parameterisation** [SJ13b]. **Parameterization** [BPCG08, BF84, CK14, CBSS17, EGTK08, GD12, HLS12, KNP07, LS08a, LZ+08, MS12, MP12a, MTAD08, NRP11, PSF04, Sch13, SHPS08, PSP+14].

**Parameterization-Aware** [MS12]. **Parameterizations** [CK11a, DMA02, GUK+17]. **Parameterized** [GK06, KSKL13, LPG10, SH02]. **Parameterizing** [AKCM14]. **Parameters** [BCS96, DHI+15, ESKT15, JCW11, CR05, SM12, WVV08]. **Parametric** [Bak90, Bou98, Büh01, FB94, GMM15, KWM15, KM33, MJC01, VCP09, WR05, WDR11, dFSV03, Gui92, NN93, STM93, VG96]. **Parametrically** [PA06]. **Parametrization**

**Parametrization** [AMS16, CIE+16, CLS16, CBSS17, ESKBC17, SGR12, UFK13, YFWR11]. **Parametrizations** [CIE+16]. **Parcels** [VYK+12]. **PARCUM** [JAC85].

**Pareto** [HHC+13]. **Parity** [SY12b]. **Parser** [HRS82]. **Part** [JTRS12, LZZ009, LWV+15, RT08a, XXY+13, ZCMS13, vKTS+11, DMS14, NW17, ZCOAM14]. **Part-aware** [LZZ009]. **Part-Based** [LZV+15, JTRS12, DMS14]. **part-segmented** [NW17]. **Part-type** [RT08a].
Partial [BV09, CRA+17, GAWJ15, LRBB17, MH13, PSPM12, RCB+17b, SY14a, SGS14, TVD09, vKZH13]. Participating [BN08b, ENSD12, Hol15, JZJ08a, KPS+14, KF12, PWP08, PP09a, SKTM11, SKGM+17, YIC+11].

Participating [Ano95l, Ano95m, Ano96g, Ano96h, Ano98h, Ano98i, Ano97e, Ano97g]. Particle [AIAT12, BSW10, CSIO9, CZY11, CKSW08, DGP17, HE94, IPK13, IUDN10, JFSO06, KRG03, KBKS09, PTB+03a, PTB+03b, SCN+16, SMM13, SGG15, UBH14, VCC98, VMH+13, WAF+11, YLHQ14, YKH+09, YWTY12, ZLKW13]. Particle-Based [AIAT12, BSW10, DGP17, PTB+03a, PTB+03b, IUDN10, SCN+16, SGG15, ZLKW13].

Particle-Grid [IPKK13, UBH14, YLHQ14]. Particles [BCN03b, BCN03a, CSI09, CATM09, DMLG02, GT15, HYZ+14, KS14, UBH14, WWH+14, YLHQ14]. Partition [DLGY12, MHA17, NOS09]. Partitioned [GMAG15]. Partitioning [Cam17, CN05, COFHZ98, EGBM12, EGKT08, FP15, Hea90, JD00, LLHY09, WLML99, YIC+11, GD16, VF14, JD01].

Photography [ABD10, AVR10, AAB09, BAAR13, CG16b, EWK+13, FO12, GTM+12, HKW12, LE13, MP12b, MKV09, PK10, SD09, SSCO09, PCF05].
Photometric [BCCS13, GHH01, SSB+14, ZLSW17].
Photons [Duc14].
Photorealism [CLF+03a, GSA03b, MTF03b].
Photorealistic [ABG+12, CYY+11, CMH+01, FCH+06, HS99, JCW11, KBG+15, LB06, LMDP15, MSK06, USSK11, VVC+11, WT11, YKM12, DWE03b, DBHM03a, HHD03b, KQWM08, MDWK08, SSO08, SP03b, SSJ+10, WNS+10, XLTP03b, XJJ+08, XCDR10, YLK08, BJ94].
Photos [GKB12, LTK12, MJH+17].
Photosimulation [Bou90, NN89].
Photovoltaic [ABW+15].
Physical [ABW+15, DPD+15, Fuc04, IIS09, KBHM15, KBB+17, LLC+12, LMK+15, OTH02, SW04a, ESP92].
Physically [AFHdL14, BKY+16, BPMG04, CS00, CIPT14, DO00, FL06, HK09, HNJ+14, HE94, IW94, LG96, LLA06, Lew94, LTH08, MWN+17, ME98, MSHD15, NKM+06, OW91, PdMJ14, PBPF6, Sch94b, TSK14, UWP06, WW11, WWD15, MDBS14].
Physically-Based [BPMG04, CS00, LG96, LLAM06, PdMJ14, PBPF6, Sch94b, AFHdL14, CIPT14, HNJ+14, LTH08, TSK14].
Physics [Bou90, GP12, HMLP13, LNS05, LCCC13, MA+09, Ter02, ZDM+14, dHVJV14, HNJ+14].
Physics-Based [ZDM+14, dHVJV14, LNS05, LCCC13, HNJ+14].
Physic-driven [MA+09].
PhysioEx [KCJM16].
Physiological [KCJM16].
Pictorial [DOS93, RHL12, vvT84].
Picture [Ary84, Chr86, Fah85, GKB12, Gos89, KPIAS01, SK86, SS91, USSK11, WH91, WOT09, YLK08].
Pictures [Bij87, BBDM85, OAIS09, WM85].
PictuReVis [vdCvW17].
Piece [PEP+11a].
PICTuReVis [vdCvW17].
Pixel-Accurate [HK09c].
Pixel-based [OJS+11].
Pixel-Level [SW04b].
Pixels [EMA+13, MS13, PK10, Sill97, TM13].
Placement [BWRT96, CJ90, FCOL00, Pic86b, SE04, Váz07].
Plagiarism [RPSF15].
PLAN [CY89].
PLAN-I [CY89].
Planar [BV09, BPY16, BdM14, CG17, Day88, DSL15, HCW17, HBA12, LVT08, ND06, NC16, OLA16, SP13, SBC16, SSLL14, SBCBG11b, WBCG09a, ZSW10a, vKvLV13, MMP16].
Planarization [POG13]. Plane
[AMAM13, HHD03a, HHD03b, LCM+06, Szy91a, Szy91c, VMTS10, vKvLV11].
Planets [DGGK11]. Planned [LLSS03a, LLSS03b, TBW+11]. Planner
[HMP+12, Lam09a]. Planning
[BSK+17, CWKS00, CY14, GSHN94, HMP+12, Joo86, KAAT03a, KAAT03b,
KKSS15, LSR17, MP10, SMS+17, WBFvL17, ZV09, vvT84]. Plans
[GC96, WKS+14]. Plant [BR97, SFS05, YHL+16]. Plants
[BB97, SFS05, YHL+16]. Planner [HMP+12, Lam09a]. Planning
[BSK+17, CWKS00, CY14, GSHN94, HMP+12, Joo86, KAAT03a, KAAT03b,
KKSS15, LSR17, MP10, SMS+17, WBFvL17, ZV09, vvT84]. Plans
[GC96, WKS+14]. Plant [BR97, SFS05, YHL+16]. Plants
[BB97, SFS05, YHL+16]. Planner [HMP+12, Lam09a]. Planning
[BSK+17, CWKS00, CY14, GSHN94, HMP+12, Joo86, KAAT03a, KAAT03b,
KKSS15, LSR17, MP10, SMS+17, WBFvL17, ZV09, vvT84]. Plans
[GC96, WKS+14]. Plant [BR97, SFS05, YHL+16]. Plants
[BB97, SFS05, YHL+16]. Planner [HMP+12, Lam09a]. Planning
Polygonization [AG01, HJ99]. polygonizations [AGH + '93]. Polygonized [OB01]. Polygons [And89, ANG97a, ANF97b, HKA15, KP15, KP87, ML91, RRP15, Ric87b, Rok97, RR94, Si97, YR97, ZJC13]. Polyhedra [ANF97a, ANF97b, BG01, EL01, JA95, KP87, NAB86, RR96, RK94, Sug94, SN84, WBG07, BR96, MLP92, MVPG11, Ska96]. Polyhedral [CKM + '99, KFA + '14, KT97, MKB + '08, OPG96, STK02, Vax12, Vax14].

Prescribed [BKB+12, GLK16]. Prescription [BCGB08, vdCAvW14]. Presence [JZJ08a, TSK14]. Presentation [Baj03a, CKE+12, Kob03b, Pur03a, SC84]. Presentations [Ano98v, Col05, Cou05, Des04, Dut04, Ede06, Fuc04, Han05, Kle06, KH96, KLK17, Sta06]. Preservation [LPG10, NO17, PK08, RHC08, SHB07, TRS03a, TRS03b, VPP+04, VRBC17, ZR13]. Preserving [APP10, BK05a, BHU10a, CLDD09, CLME09, CL03a, CL03b, DGP17, DCgL13, DGQ+12, GVWD06, GUK+17, HIJM+11, HTG14, HWC+05, xHMC09, JH12, JKL16, KMD+17, LDB11, MK05, ÖGG09, SYM10, SVG+08, TE99, Thi01, UFK13, WYZC13, WCT+15, WZL17, Wil87a, WSSC11, WKM+09, WPW+11, WWH+14, XM09, YFW12, YLL15, ZCHM09, ZFCO+11, ZFJ+16, ZK08, BYB09, EKB14, SSGM17]. Presorting [EBGM12]. Pressing [CWA+08]. Pressure [ATW15, Pud94]. Prevents [SAAB11]. preview [LLD12]. Primal [IEGT17, SW05, UKCB15, WIFD13]. Primal-Dual [IEGT17]. primal/dual [WIFD13]. Primer [Ede06]. Primitive [AM00, TWC+09]. principle [MNR94]. Principles [Ara94, May99, May00, VBB+06]. Print [VGB+14b]. Printable [BLG+17, ZKWG16]. Printing [DDV+02, HL14, MKO+00, RCM+14, RLYL14, RLYR15, WZK16]. prints [HL14, LEM+17]. Prior [vKTS+11]. Priority [AE86, JD98, KKS+17, MF00, MGAF95]. Priority-Driven [MF00]. Priors [RXX+17]. PRIP [VL93]. PRIP-a [VL93]. Prism [CC08, SJ13c]. Prism-Free [CC08]. Prisms [HHGJ15]. Privacy [DCK13]. Privacy-Preserving [DCK13]. Prize [Ano97-41]. Proactive [But94]. Probabilistic [BELD13, BLD14b, DPD+17, HJS+17, PPH12, PRDD15, PWH11, RLGH15, SMH10, SS15b, VLV+04, Lie17]. Probably [KLAB15]. Probe [BMS+10, CCH08]. Probe-Based [BMS+10]. Probes [MKJ17, MS16]. ProbExplorer [SMH10]. Problem [BMS+10, GW07, ZAC89, HR88]. Problematics [MTH89]. Problems [Den03a, Den03b, Mac94, OZ09, SP894, VW91]. ProcDef [ITYI09]. Procedural [BSMM11, BKW14, KDQ+17, BP13, BD04, DGK11, DG97, DBLW15, EPCV15, GMM15, GPG10, GPH11, GS09, GKH14, GD10, GD12, GPG+16, HWA+10, HSS17, Hua17, IMIM08, IMAW15, KWM15, KKS+12, KK11a, KMK12, KBB13, LLC+10a, LL12, LLM+17, LSWW11, LZB17, NGDA16, PGM109b, SS08, SPS95, STBB14, SBM+10, SPK+14, VW+12, WC16, XM15, YKH+09, GDGP16, LSN+14, DCNP14, JPPC14, LSN+14, MLTS14, SKK+14b, SKK+14a]. Procedurally [JBL+06]. Procedure [MK06, YF85]. proceeding [HHS89]. proceedings [ACM80, BH96, BJ94, DJ88, Ene81, HP95, HK94, PB95, PS96b, Req86, SVZ95, TT95b, TB84, Van80, Van85, WG82, tH83a, Ano96s]. Process [KK17, MRD12, MJ11, Hea89, RPP93, SBD+15b]. Processes
[EWK+13, Gd17]. Processing
[AR06, ABC+04, AGJ12, ABCO13, BCD+13, BPVR11, BS12a, BCK+12, BLK11, BLT+13, BvTH16, BSEH17, BB08, ČHM+13, CG16a, CK10b, CK11a, CCW12, CG16b, CCTL12, CNKI13, CKSW08, DZD+16, DTV15, Des06, DGE90, DJM12, EMP+12, Edm83, ESP08, EWMU13, FLL11, GO15, GCW15, GD85, GE04, GGRZ06, GBP05, GLGW12, GLLR11, HP04, JBG17, JH12, Jes16, JESG12, JWL+13, KT09, KO88, Kaz15, Kim15, KKL16a, Kob03a, Kob03b, KSH04, KBvP+17, KM83, KS07, LMM10, LCCC13, LTH08, LSJK09, LWL+16b, LLC13, LLW12, LSLC13, LCHB12, MWS+16, MSS11, MK06, MCM+12, MBG+12, MRA17, NVT+14, Pat16, PSHZ+15, PK15, RGM05, RTK+14, SY12a, SWPL08, SFS06, SAB04, SY12b, SO06, SLHC12, SHJ+16, SBCBG11a, SKWL13, Sor06, SB05, SF83, TWS+11, TSS+11, TBKP12, TPC+10, TBTB12, TSP05]. Processing
[VC04, VL08, VB14a, VF14, VCD+16, VBHH13, WZH13, WWL+13, WLM13, WKG85, WH10, WMTG05, WGO+14, XXZC13, XSQ13, XHK17, XADR13, YGL+09, YFW12, YL11, ZVD10, ZHI12, ZCZL13, ZCF+13, ZFJ+16, DPT+08, Jac85, JFS09, LEM+17, SAE93, YN93]. Processor
[CY89, MH13, Sch88, TP88, VL93]. Processors
[BB88, FG88, HB92]. Product
[CAM08b, HEV+16, LMLF15, LS08b, PF90, Bar93]. Production
[BL08, CBTB16, Coc83, ENSB13, Gol85, USSK11, Zot08, Jon96]. Products
[IFL13]. Professionals
[Ano03c]. Professor
[Wil06a]. Profiles
[DG97]. Profiling
[DWT+11, LC09]. Prog&Play
[MTVJ11]. Programmable
[BIMO04, BS03a, BS03b, Ert02, HHRZ12, MH13, MGC+16, MRT08, SCD05, SBF15, SG03]. Programme
[BH06, DS09, Ano05g]. Programmer
[Hew84b]. Programming
[Ano95q, Ano96c, Ano98e, AS98, AHR85, DH98, FK09, GCW15, Gna82, HG13, HM86, MFDA86, MTVJ11, RLGH15, SY14b, Vel99, WSSC11, AHR93, CL92, DM92, VCFD95, WT93]. Programs
[Duf88, KM83]. Progressive
[BEF17, BG02, CVLD16, CC06, CLT+08, CWY11, CL03a, CL03b, DKL10, DW13, DG12, DBG99, FP04, GE98, GG14, GG15, GRR+16, HBW11, HMB17, JRJ11, JWL+13, LJBA13, LS98, NG97, NNDJ12, PJJ94, PHK+10, PT03, VCP09, WG12, WDG01, BP93]. Project
[vL90, Lev99, Mil83]. Projected
[MMP10, MFL13]. Projection
[AK11, AASB14, BDF+14, BBIG17, BES00, CS98a, DGP17, DMKP07, DBS+11, GL12, HHG15, Knu04, LT16, MW11, MMFE08, MHG00, PEP+11a, RLH+17b, SCCN11, SPT14, TON+02, TIK17, WYY13, DRBR09, WG93]. Projection-Based
[BDF+14, DMKP07]. Projections
[BDS+12, CZGF05, GTS86, HCW17, JPN15, KLD+09, KLG+15, LMLG15, LW+15, LB+16, MNP13, MFL13, PEP+11b, PEPM12, SGCH94, WG11]. Projective
[Her89, KHO2, LT02, RSG16, Vax14, Wil06b, XXS+15]. Projector
[BIW08, SM09, SM11]. Projector-Camera
[BIW08]. Projectors
[KK08, MS08, MRT08]. Prolog
[CJ90, HM86, Mil88b, Mil88a]. Propagation
[BHW11, EIKM16, IEK+14, IEKM16, LJJ10, MMRO13, VPLL08, XWT+09, HB94]. Properties
[BMD+08, BM16, BJG+15, CDPS09, DGV08, EZK08, IGAG15, JKL10, MOG5, OSG08, RWP88, VVP+16].
Proposal [MA85, Mil88b, Ste84]. Proposals [AHR84]. prose [OKK13].

QEM [YFWR11]. QR [LLC13]. Quad [BLP+13, CK14, EGKT08, HW91, LAD02, LZX+08, MK06, MTAD08, MN08, NSY09, PP11, PW13, PPM+16, PD04, RRP15, SL03, ZSW10a, LDB07, TPC+10]. Quad-Dominant [MK06, PP11, PW13, ZSW10a]. Quad-encoding [HW91]. Quad-Mesh [BLP+13]. Quad/Triangle [SL03, LDB07]. QuadCover [KNP07]. Quadgraph [Par86]. Quadrangulation [MPP+13, TPSH14a]. Quadrant [Arn08]. Quadratic [GCW15, KKBL15, KPS95, ZLM+15]. Quadric [FG04, RvBWR04]. Quadratics [VHBA08]. Quadrilateral [BLK11, Cam17, DSC09b, DSC09a, Ke896, LMB05, MYLZ16]. Quadrilateral-only [DSC09b]. Quadrupeds [SRH+09]. Quads [HKA15, KP15, RRP15]. Quadtree [CCFP84, PG94]. Quadtreess [MA91]. Qualitative [ARH12, BBL12, CBK+17, NLB+13]. Quality [BBDM85, BHU10a, CS09, DW13, EHH+13, FAVM09, GHX+17, GBP07, GMSK09, HK09a, HSM09, HCA+12, JC10, JWC+11, JC08, KZ08, Ke06, Lavi11, LWZ+09, LXX+11, Los97, LD97, MS11a, MTM12, MSW10, MHG00, NS01, PHE+11, RW08, RRP02, REH+11, SBE16b, SSO+10, SA15, STM93, SL01, SGYF11, SDK+15, SiKDM05, TSPP16, TAAE16, UFE10, WZK16, ZISS04, ZBW11, BAT11, BEM11, DDM03, WXL+13]. Quantification [MMNG17, SMB+17]. Quantitative [ARH12, AKV15, RSM+16, YYL+16]. Quantization [BM15, BFH+98, DMC03b, FDL14, GMAG15, HFM10, LJB13, MBJ+15, PGS03, RTN03b, CFM93]. Quantized [BB12b, hKAC07, LJB+12, VKJ+17]. Quantizing [CCC17]. Quasi [EMK09, GAM17, JKS05, NR95, SKFNC97, TPBC09, KBB+13]. Quasi-Affine [NR95]. Quasi-Developable [JKS05, TPBC09]. quasi-harmonic [KBB+13]. Quasi-interpolation [EMK09]. Quasi-Monte [GAM17, SKFNC97]. Quasiconformal [WMZ12]. Quaternion [Kim15]. Quaternions [McD10]. Queries [AEWQ+15, BWPP04, EL01, LMM10, LPK13, MRS08, MRS12]. Query
Querying [LJH13, Sal96]. Queuing [KKS+17]. Quick [DKN+95]. Quicksens [Str83]. Quotient [OMP13].

r [FR92, Pri85]. R&D [HS90]. r-sets [FR92]. Racing [GC09]. Radial [AR95, BK05b, DBS+11, GL12, IYS+13, LWP+04, MG11, RSC01, RSSL17, SMG10, FS08]. Radiance [GBK9, HMS09, HP02, JZJ08b, MSW04, PLPB07, SNRS12]. Radiance-Cache [HMS09]. Radiative [LF00]. Radiofrequency [RWS+10]. Radiometric [LP15]. Radiosity [Ano99m, AM95, CSN04, CAH00, DHS04, FP94, GH97, GSA03a, GSA03b, HDS99, He92, HS98, KSS97, MPT98, MIK08, MB99, MCL96, MS00, NN97, NS09, ORDP96, PB94, PJ94, Sbe97, SSS02, SGCH94, SIP07, Sha97, SSS07, SSS98, SKFC97, YP95, BP93, GH96, LBT92, NS93, NS93, OCL96]. Radiotherapy [CWKS00, RCMM+16]. Radix [HKS09]. Rain [DTA94]. Raman [SPB+17]. Randi [Cal07]. Random [Coq85, CH09, ERA+16, KCL06, LR88, Sbe97, SB13, SR14, SKCA01, ZFE16]. Random-access [ZFE16]. Randomized [TWJ06, JCT14]. Range [AGDJ09, BDA+09, CZ09, CKL14, GPRS14, HL03a, HL03b, KK08, KMS05, LP09, MKV09, SHG+16, WOO2, YMM06, EMU17, PFC+05, RR96]. Range-Space [AGDJ09]. Rank [MD07]. RANSAC [LWL+16]. Rapid [GD01, KGL98, LB13, NS01, RPL11]. Raster [AO86, AO87, AEL+82, HHL82, Lin85, Pil85, Ric87b, RM89, SK86, SF83, Tho86, WW88, YFWR11, vJB85, VL93]. RasterCalc [van87]. Rasterisation [LCD10]. Rasterization [AMTMH12, LCD09a, MS11a, MS13, MBGS01, MTAM12]. Rasterized [ND12]. rasterizing [AP92]. Rasters [van87]. Rate [OBGB11, VB14a, DER+10]. Rate-distortion [VB14a]. Rates [IHS02, PMDS06]. Rating [KM16]. Rational [DF00, JW95, KP11, KMITT92]. Rationalize [SMvW15]. Rationalization [ZCBK12]. Raw [DMSL11, GCAS13, MDD+10, WX+16, MK08]. Ray [Af12, ASK14, BAAM17, Bou88, BBDM85, BLW11, CRGZ10, CDP95, CCI13, CLFP03a, CLFP03b, CDP+07, CWBV86, DHK08, DRY16, EBR+14, FKE13, FQK08, FMO4, Gar09, GL10a, GA93, GPP+10, GAM17, GH15, GFW+06, HSS+05, HHH11, HMO0, HHH+07, HMRK92, HHH11, IH11, JKL16, KZ98, KBS11a, KNS08, KH95, KBK+10, KH+09, KWN+14, KSS+15, Kuz94, LD08c, LD08b, LK10, LeYTM08, MW11, MHA17, MF08, MJ+15, MLJ+13, MTF03a, MTF03b, Mon14, NM14, NN97, NB15, NG97, OT11, PBPP11, PJ94, PGK17, PGSS07, PJSH15, RS08, RA94, RDG01, She99, SSK07, SD94b, Spe91, SC95, SKA05, TON89, TSDSK13, UKH92, VF16, VHB16, WSB01, WMM+09, WRK+16, WSE04, XMM13, YY08, ZSP98, ZBP99, ES94, Ger92, KJ92, MDC93, MS+92]. Ray-bundle
[TsDK13]. Ray-Cast [LK10]. Ray-Casted [CDG+07, FKE13]. Ray-Casting [FKQ08, HSS+05, KZ08, KSN08, RS08]. ray-generators [ES94]. Ray-Tracing [BBDM85, CDP95, HHH12, SC95, SKALP05, NG97, PJ94]. Raycasting [ES94]. Ray-Tracing [BBDM85, CDP95, HHH12, SC95, SKALP05, NG97, PJ94]. real-time [WMB15, XGL+07, XLL+10, YCL+17, YWY10, ZFE16, ZM16, hZCK98, ZRJ+15, BCF+05, DRBR09, HNJ+14, HGW92, Kni93, Lam09a, MC02, RTK+14, SKSK07, WJG+16, YNBH09]. Real-Time [AMT+12, BSW10, BPA16, BM15, BK05b, BBP08, BL11, BNC96, BN08a, BNH10, BN12, CP88, CRC+15, CLH+08, CWK07, CC13, CMT02, CMT05, DER+10, DR08, FD09, FR00, GO10, GMAG15, GS09, GP05, GJW08, HSS+05, HL01, HS04, HREB11, HR10, HK00, HMGK+16, K01b, ISYM15, IFDN12, JKL10, JKL13, JSLW14, KMHG13, KMB+17, Klee06, KK14, K08, KN+08, LD04, LdLRB16, LMP13, LKEP14, LK08, LE13, LCC+17, LCP+12, LDGN15, LO95, LLD10, LJH13, M010, Mai00, MW11, MBM13, MBJ+15, MSW04, MC10b, MPBM+17, NK99, NB94, NKL10, NS09, OG03a, NG03b, NKF+16, NS09, OT11, PDP+15, PBK10, PD04, PP89, Pud94, RZL08, RL06, R06, RH12, RSKN08, RD05, SSSK04a, SW08a, SWP11, SYM+12, SBD15a, SL07, SM14b]. Real [SDB97, SG03, SGEM16, SBD17, TST+15, TCRS00, T02, Tok15b, UT02, VVE+10, W08a, WS03b, W08, WWH+10, WMB15, W05, WRK+14, W07, X07, XWZB17, YW03, YSL08, YHT10, YCL+17, YMM06, YY01, ZZ15, ZFE16, ZM16, ZCP07, hZCK98, ZRJ+15, BCF+05, DRBR09, HNJ+14, HGW92, Kni93, Lam09a, MC02, RTK+14, SKSK07, WJG+16, YNBH09]. Real-Time [AMT+12, BSW10, BPA16, BM15, BK05b, BL11, BN08a, CLH+08, CWK07, CMT05, DRS08, FR00, GO10, GMAG15, GS09, GP05, GJW08, HSS+05, HL01, HREB11, HR10, HK00, HMGK+16, ISYM15, JKL13, KMHG13, KMB+17, KK14, LdLRB16, LMP13, LKEP14, LK08, LE13, LCP+12, LDGN15, LD10, MO10, MBJ+15, MC10b, MBPBM+17, NG03a, NG03b, NKF+16, OT11, PBK10, PD04, RL06, RIF+09, RH06, RHL12, RD05, SWP11, SYM+12, SBD15a, SBD97, SDH17, ST+15, T02, UT02, W03a, W03b, WRK+16, WRS01, WWH+14, XWZB17, YW03, YHT10, ZZT15, ATK17, AHT04, BNC96, BNH10, BN12, CRC+15, CC13, CMT02, DER+10, HS04, K01b, IFDN12, JSLW14, Klee06, K08, LCC+17, LO95, LJH13, MSW04, NKL10, RZL08, RSKN08, SSSK04a, SL07, SM14b, SG03, SGEM16, Tok15b, WWH+10]. Real-Time [WMB15, XGL+07, XLL+10, YCL+17, YY01, ZFE16, ZM16, hZCK98, ZRJ+15, BCF+05, DRBR09, HNJ+14, Kni93, MC02, RTK+14, SKSK07,
Real-World [PDP+15, YMMS06]. Realism [BKD+17, Bou90, TSP05]. Realistic [AM02a, ACV+14, BCF+05, BNH+16, BPMG04, BNH10, BN12, CaI96, DHK+14, GMM15, GLHH13, Han05, HGW92, HČA+12, JBB+08, JRJ11, KÖS+15, LJK+12, MGG+10a, McN01, ME98, NIDN16, Neb00, NDD14, PMS06, QNTN03a, QNTN03b, RBG08, RSTK08, SHSK16, SKZ11, TFK+03a, TFK+03b, WWT+16, WW11, XLTP03a, XLTP03b, XLL+10, ZHK15, CS93, HD14a, Pur03a, Pur03b, RMS+08, Vol93]. Realities [Ano98w]. Reality [AKB+95, AJL+11, BBCW10, BES00, BWR96, Bry96, CSaLM13, CKE+12, Fuc97, GTB+13, Haa96, JL06, MS10b, MJK11, PTW13, RGSK10, SS96a, SP13, SYC10, SG96b, SG97, TLG99, WCB+95, Zar06, KBG+15, MG96, MC02]. Realizing [Bro95, VCDF95]. Really [CAH00]. Realtime [CPZ+15, DSW09, KBB13, XWB15, YLHQ12]. Reanimating [BBPV03a, BBPV03b]. Rearrangeable [YIC+12]. Reasoning [Duk95, MCH94]. Rebalance [XLL+10]. Recall [SSKB15]. Recognition [DLGY12, EBSC99, SBG17, SRG16, ZDJ16]. Recognition-Difficulty-Aware [ZDJ16]. Recoloring [HZMH14, KKL16a, NPCB17]. Recolourization [DRA10]. Recombination [JTRS12]. Recommendation [WLL+17]. Recommendations [CLWM11, GOB+10, RAMG15]. Reconstruct [KSS97]. Reconstructability [JWC+11]. Reconstructed [LCM+09, SPOK95]. Reconstructing [DPT+08, DZM08, LFGG08, MPS08, MB08, RK10, SWG08, WL08]. Reconstruction [AKSA09, AAK+09, AIAT12, AS96b, AGDJ08, ACV+14, BV09, BPW14, BEE15, BB00a, BCS96, BTS+17a, BTG95, BG08, BLK11, BHGS06, BdM14, CT11, CD10, CCLN10, CWW+11, CLCL11, CCC+14, CFL16, DLRW09, DLS10, DGQ+12, DML10, DFY14, EMK09, ECN14, FCAG97, FAVM09, GS14, GHH01, GCSA13, GKS00, Gro16, GTS86, GMW07, GLLR11, HTG14, IKL+10, IEK+14, JWB+06, JSLW14, KPS95, KBG+14, LPK09, LA13, LGDN15, LEE17, LBD+08, LCD10, LTX+14, MPS08, MSS11, MVZ16, MPM+14, MB08, Men95, MC10a, MKU15, MRL10, MWW16, MDD+10, MVH+14, MMP16, MWA+13, NOS09, NSC14, NJGW15, NDD14, NP00, NMOT01, OMW16, OPC96, ÖGG09, PM16, PK08, PSY08, PG08, PSDB+10, PKG10, RWW16, RI17, RL09, RK09b, Sad09, SYM10, SDK9, SKZ13, SSW14b, SXY+11, SLS+06, SBCBG11a, STC+16, SMG10, TOZ+11, VHB08, VMA+04]. Reconstruction [VMG09, WOO2, WLT12, WYZC13, WX1+13, WGS10, WCM15, XSX+14, YBB03, YCL+17, YHL+16, ZLK05, ZFG+17, ZHK15, ZJL+15, dGCSAD11, vKvLV13, AS00, BBA08, BG93, DF93, GJ02, Koc93, WG93, YGCO+14]. Recorder [WLSG03]. Recording [WLI+12, WLSG03, SBB14]. Records [RCB11]. Recovering [AKA+09, BCD+13, BEKB15, PG94, PH17]. Recovery [ACKM16, AP10b, Kob05, RMC17, Váz07, HNJ+14]. Rectangles [SK86, UFK13]. Rectification [ACOM12]. Recurrent [SBL12]. Recurring
Recursive [GO15, NW01, PN97]. Reduce [KLD+09].
Reduced [BNH+16, BG08, CZ09, MKU15, SO12, ATW15]. ReduceM
[LeYTM08]. Reducing [GL10b, HF16, WO94]. Reduction
[LS10a, LPF13, MIGMM17, PSPM12, Red96, RGG15, RL15, XSE14]. Reeb
[TVD09]. Reevaluating [RI17]. Refereed [Ano96t]. Reference
[BPKB14, CPP08, DP93, DGC+98, HˇCA+12, Pin92, PNR89]. referenced
[vGPNB17]. Refinement [BS08, DLS10, DS11b, DR08, GBP05, HMB17,
KT09, UKCB15, VCP09, ZWRH14, GH96]. Refinery [KRD+15]. Refining
[IY10]. Reflectance [BR97, BB12a, BCRA11, DLD12,
FLBS07, FGT+16, GPK+12, GKD07, NN89, NNSK99b, NNSK99a, NSRS13,
PdMJ14, PR12, RSK12, Sch94c, XDR11, dFH+11, Sch94a]. reflectances
[BSH12]. Reflected [LF97, PMDS06]. Reflected-Scene [PMDS06].
Reflection [EKFM12, KMG06, MS16, MMRO13, MTK002]. Reflections
[LWLD11, PMDS06, RH06, XWB15, YWY90]. Reflective
[IDN03a, IDN03b, LL01, DKR+14]. Reflectometry [LDW+10, RPG16].
Reflector [MMP09]. Reforming [YWM15]. Refracted
[YIC+12]. Refraction [BSW10, CRGZ10, PSP10]. Refractive
[CRGZ10, DZC11, Hol15, HLL07, IDN03a, IDN03b, DKR+14]. refresh
[DER+10]. Region [AMSF08, EWH08, GSTOG16, Ric87b, RBC14, BM93].
Region-Fill [Ric87b]. Regional [SSM12]. Regions
[BK01, CFFP84, LKEP14, MZT09, NSY09, PKPH09, Wil87a, WO92].
Register [VH15]. Registering
[CZ08, HAWG08, SGL08, SG08, SWG08, ZSCO+08]. Registration
[ABCJ10, CZ08, CZ09, CCT12, CDPS09, HAWG08, LD06, LSP08, MAM14, PB11,
PD16, SM10, SM11, TST+15, TF15, YLLL15, YMYK14, ZST+10, PFC+05].
Regression
[BRM+16b, JL17, KHIK01, NCKG00, ÖGG09, PBK10, SM017]. Regression-Based
[JL17]. Regressors [DTV15]. Regular
[AAM+09, AYL13, AMH95, CG17, DLRW09, H94, MMG06, NMMK05,
PR15, Sad09, TSM94, WHW16, DSC09]. Regularised [WSC06].
Regularity [VT94]. Regularization [BDM14, KD13, OLA16, ZFJ+16].
Regularized [RMC17]. Regularizing [MVZ16]. Regulatory [WVKR08].
Reinforced [AAS+16, RPK+12, LZY+17]. Reinterpretable [AVR10].
Rejection [DWR10]. related [CDPS09, Mud83]. Relating
[HMK+15]. Relation [Dau90]. Relational [ADF85]. Relations
[ASB+17, BS+14, XDC+13]. Relationship [EASG+17, LXF11].
Relationships [BHR17, BS+14, CTL13, HRD+15, KWD14, KGM+10,
PMD12, PB90, VM12, WDM+12, YWS+14]. Relative [LG96]. Relativistic
[JMV+15]. relativity [GMWD09]. Relaxation [KKBL15, SJ09a, SJ13b].
Relevant [LA+12, PMW86, PCR11]. Reliability [SBLC17]. Reliable
[KBT+12, WLT+17]. Relief
[ABG+12, ABB+07, ABCN10, BJCW09, JSLW14, KWC+12, ZZWC16].
Reliefs [ASH15]. Relightable [LWS+13]. Relighting
[CCC08, Dut04, HVM+08, IFL13, MTR08, NKL07, VSG+13, WDC+08].

Remeshing-assisted [JHT14]. Remote

[GSN94, MCO97, PHE+11, TL01, Wat96, YN00]. Removal

[AJSA09, ABC11, GTK+12, JD98, MWS+16, SL08, SSS+12, TIK17, XSM13, XXZC13, ZZLX17, vGPNB17, Hea89]. Removing

[BB17, KS13a, Pas02, WYD+13, WYKR17]. Render

[SPR+94]. Render2MPEG [HKMS08]. RenderBots [SGS05]. Rendered

[ˇCHM+13, WW09b]. Rendering

[ARC05, AGG+08, AFK+14, ABG+12, AHTAM14, ABB+07, ACV+14, Ano07], AWB08, BW09, BSJ08, BB09, BR07, BEEM15, BAPA11, BPA16, BMD+08, BJCW09, BOB13, BRM+16b, BWPP04, BM15, BNH+16, BG02, BPV+09, BPKM04, BPKM08, BB17, BBP08, BLW11, BG07, BG09, BN08a, BNH10, BN12, BL08, BBP09, BES15, CCS95, CSS99a, CJW+06, CNCO15, Cal96, CRGZ10, CSL09, CLH+08, CKB04, CSD11, CC08, CWW+11, CYY+11, CBTB16, CCI13, CYJ02, COF95, CKM+99, CPS09, CNS+11, CMH+01, DKL+14, DWL+09, DDKL09, DCGG11, DWR10, Dc05, DMNV12, DSW09, DER+10, DWE03b, DKN+95, DSH00, DJZ+09, DBLW15, DC10, DFY14, DDC09, DBHM03a, DBHM03b, EWHS08, Elb99, EBR+14, ENSD12, ESKD14, EKM01, EBA+09, ESK03a, ESK03b, FCH+06, FQK08, FP04, FC10, FV14, FLJ+14, FSES14, FW99, GD16, Gar99, GKB09].

Rendering [GKB+11, GDML13, GKPS12, GMAG15, GKH+10, GCP+09, GMC+06, GKD07, GGK06, GRC13, GPRS14, GGG08, GFW+06, GTK+16, GRR+16, GSMA08, HK09a, HSS+05, HB96, Hal99, HS99, HD14a, HBRW+12, HL01, HDBRC17, HVAPB08, HHS05, HGW+10, HKMS08, HMK+95, HHH02, HHH03b, HFE+13, HMB08, HRE11, HK03b, HK09c, HR10, HHRZ12, HLL07, HHH+12, IP00, IGKM+16, IRWM17, IDN02, IDN03a, IDN03b, IFDN12, IMDN14, JW97, JBB+08, Jan91, JZJ08b, Jen97, JKL13, JCW11, JSYR14, KSL+08, KSV+14, KLY+09, KMM09, KWN+14, Kon06, KDCM14, KS07, KKB13, KUMY10, KW05, KQWM08, LW94, LMD04, LA05, LB06, LWDB10, LMP13, LD07, LKC08, LLY09, LE13, LLA06, LSR17, LGB+03, LC99, LLG97, LMS04, LMPD15, LLHY09, LBH12a, LG95, LGK97, LL010, LCM+06, LCD09a, LCD09b, LWBP14, LA15]. Rendering

[LKG+16, LPG13, MEMO14, MW11, MS14, MS16, MB13, MVZ16, MFPA15, MMFE08, MTO1, MBW08, MBJ+15, MFM10, MS98, MDBS14, MWO4, MPS05, MSHD15, MKB+05, MH13, ME04, MGA95, MDW08, MMS+05, MSK06, NIDN16, NSG11, NDG17, NPCB17, NPW10, NKF+16, NIDN97, OKP+08, OTI11, OKG+10, OI04, OP10, PHE+11, PBPP11, PLPB07, PW+09, PPD98, PSL98, PCF05, PC12, PMDS06, PAO1, Pur03a, Pur03b, QTN03a, QTN03b, RBS+12, RBG08, RGB+14, RS08, RRKRD12, RSS12, RKR+16, RAP08, RPZ02, RZLG08, RH17a, RSK06, RSTK08, RSD+12, RPLH11, RGG+14, RH06, RMSD+08, RMZ13, RK09a, RMS+08, Rus01, RD05, SDG99, SHSK16, SBE16a, SHTL02, SW08a, SYM+12, Sch94b,
Schr88, SBF15, SPH+09, SGM+11, SKZ11, SRK13, SC08b, SDS+16, SHZD17, SLTM08, SIKDM05, SPBV10, SCM+09, SKSS14, SMTG07, SB99b, SFWS03a].

Rendering
[SP03b, SGG15, SGEM16, SE02a, SE02b, SBLD03, SvLD03, SSJ+10, SKP09, TSM94, TCRS00, TMO04, TP88, TW10, TRSKK08, TsSk13, Tok15b, UWP06, USSK11, VCRG14, VSD09, VCL+11, VSG+13, VVC+11, VDH+10, WSBW01, WS02, WW99, WWH+10, WK12b, WZKP14, WMB15, WTL15, WZP+17, WWG07, WW09a, WSR+17, WSE04, WG12, WE97, WNS+10, WWT+16, Wie96, WND+14, WO92, WT11, WS09b, WDR11, WYKR17, XZP+13, XLTP03b, XGL+07, XJH+08, XSE14, XWB15, XCDR10, YZXW12, YDF+10, YKMI2, YM06, YLKO8, YW97, YMS10, YWV10, YIC+09, YIC+11, ZISS04, ZFE16, ZCG08, ZRJ+15, ZJL+15, BCF+05, BLS93, BJ94, CBV+14, DTK93, DSSD09, GGM12, KBG+15, KWF+01, SD10b, SKK+14b, TNK+93, WZC+11, WJG+16, Ano95d, Ano95c, Ano97g, Ano98h, Ano98g, Ano98i, BJ94, DS98, HP95, PS96b]. Renderings
[BRM+16b]. RenderMan
[SPS94, SPS95]. Rendition
[HS99]. Reordering
[BBR+16]. Rep
[CBV+14]. Repair
[BK05a]. Repeated
[HZZ11]. Repetition
[ACOM12]. Repetitive
[RÖM+15, dGWB+14]. Rephotography
[LLC11]. Replaceable
[LVW+15]. Replica
[KKK09]. Report
[ASW14, Ano95e, Ano96b, Ano97h, Ano05e, Ano06e, Ano13i, Ano16i, Arb90, Arns84, Arn89, ADS90, Aus91, BB711, Bla88, Bon85, BCD+12, Bou90, BPS2, BPS3b, BG85, Bro90, CP88, Cla89, Cre88, Dan90, Dug90a, Duc91, Ed93b, End84b, End84c, Gals4, Gre84, Heg90, Heg91, Hew90, HP84, Jan89, Jan91, KB90, Kli85, Kje91a, Kui91, Kwi89, Las84, Le 90, Lis90, Mac85, Mae90, MNP+17, Mar82, MTPS08, Mum86, Mum90, MKRE16, Oth90, PH91, Ros82, Sch85, Sei88, SJ90b, Str84, Suz89, SW83, TDS+16, Vel91, Wat88, Wei08, tH83b, van89b, Kid84, Ano04g, Ano07l, Ano10c, Ano11e]. Reports
[Ano98y, Ano98x, Ano99j, Ano99k, Ano99l, Ano00h, Ano00i, Ano02f, Ano02g, Ano02h, Ano02i, Ano05g, Ano07h, Ano07i, Ano07g, Ano07j, Ano07k, Ano07l, Ano08a, Ano08e, Ano08f, Ano08d, Ano09c, Ano09d, Ano10a, Ano10b, Ano10d, Ano10c, Ano11c, Ano11d, Ano12e, Ano12d, Ano12e, Ano12f, Ano13f, Ano13g, Ano13h, Ano13i, AJL+11, Bar06, Bot07, BBP+04, BCRA12, BH06, CSLG10, CA05, Che06, CG07a, CDD09, DS11a, Des06, DHK05, DL04, DS09, Dree07, DTo4, Duc90b, Duc07, DF1515, FMK04, GP06, GGG+16a, HETH+83, HJL07, ID10, IC11, Kau07, Kei04, KR+15, KSH04, Kon06, KBC+15, Kuh12, Kun04, LSF+11, LMD04, LF11, LLR+04, LL05, LLRD07, MRS06, NSGP06, Neu06, OLL04, Pat16, PGGM10, PS10, Pur07, Rafo5, SCA04, San06, SZAB04, SP06]. Reports
[SL13c, TDS+16, TAAE15, VCD+16, WSS+15, WBP11, ZJL+15, Ano12f]. Repositioning
[IEH+14]. Represent
[PC94]. Representation
[BG+96, BÖK11, BK03c, BK03d, BP01, CZC08, CDS16, CL99, Cot85, DDPL00, FW17, FAC017, FLW10, Gos86, GBKG04, GGG+16a, GLLR11, HVH+16, Her89, HO17, IK01a, Jes16, JA95, KrJC+11, LDB11, LJB+12, LHH+13, MTK002, MG09, MMNG17, MRL10, MFL13, MRAS17, NAB86, OKP+08,
OLF+14, Pat89, PG94, SB99a, SPOK95, SARZL10, UKCB15, WHC15, WH17b, XLH+13, XS06, CH12, GGM12, GDGP16, KMA05, WIFD13.

Representations [AAB+96, ADF85, BFR17, CCI+07, CR16b, GA98, HDMO05, Har97, HMW+15, Kob03a, Kob03b, Par89, SR96, Sor06].

Representative [JPN15]. Representatives [SSS+12]. Represented [AS95, VS09]. Representing [AM00, FACO17, Lie17, QSW92, RLH+17b]. Reproducible [SLSG16]. Reproducing [AHKS94, YMMS06].


Research [Arn08, Bar05, BSW+14, EHH+13, Lar10, SLSG16, vLKS+11]. Researcher [Bot07, Bru11, Eis11, Kau07]. Reservoir [Wat87]. Reshape

Resolution [AVR10, BPMG08, FGT+16, GBW16, LeYO+10, LWZ+09, NDG17, NB12, PK08, PGG+09, SJB+17, SKTM11, TTN+13, VG00, WS02, WHL+04, ZBW11, DTV15, LCC+17, VF14, ZLYL17]. Resolution-Independent [NDG17, NB12]. Resolved [JMV+15].


Restoration [DCPS08, hKAC07, KMS07, LLP00, PSP+14]. Restricted [NL13, YLL+09]. Restricting [CLB+09, SNA17]. Restructuring [xHMC09, LWX+09, ZCHM09].

Retailoring [CR16b]. Retargeting [Amyb17, BB12a, BSVS04, BMS+12, CYC15, GTK+12, HCSC16, LLX+11, MBBT00, NJ04, PWS12, RSD+12, WHL+04, WBSH+13]. Retargetting [NJ04]. Retouching [IRWM17]. Retrieval [BSG+95, CTSO3a, CTSO03b, CYI+12, DS11a, DCG87, GKH14, LSF+11, LDGN15, LS15, PS10, SXY+11, SJF11, TCLK12, TVD09, WLL+17, ZCK17, BCGS13]. Reusable

MCL96, MP10, OCL96]. Reverse [DMS14, HHS05, Jen07, PH17, SMAB02, TT12]. Reverse-Engineering [PH17]. Reversing [SB99a]. Review [Ano87b, Ano08b, Cal07, CY11, DDM03, FPC+16, FW17, GP12, GL94b, HH11, Kau04, Lan07, MFS08, OLG+07, PF90, RPA+15, UWP06, VBB+06, ten82b, EMU17, GL94a].

Reviewers [Ano07h, Ano10d, Ano11f, Ano12g, Ano13j, Ano14d, Ano15j, Ano16m, Ano17k]. Reviews [Ano97i, Ano97j, Ano97k, Ano98n, Ano98o, Ano98p, Ano99c, Ano99d, Ano00b, Ano00c, Ano02a, Bar05, BIVG08, BDG+04, BCC+05, CON08, How91a, How91b, How91c, How97, LHD+04, MMS+05, NMK+06, Owe89a, Owe90a, RD05, Sor06, TKH+05]. revision [DD92]. Revisions [VD90]. Revisited

[OZS08, SBC+17]. **Rigging** [BCB+15, BTST12]. **Right** [AKMM11]. **Rigid** [BT95, BET14, BPGW07, DMYN08, HS04, HAWG08, KLAB15, LSP08, LRB+16, MS11b, OHGI11, PKS10, RKCO2, TMRL14, TF15, WCX+13, ZYF13, ZVO9, BPVR11, CYJO2, YLLL15, ZST+10]. **Rigs** [KBB+17]. **Ring** [RM89]. **River** [DGK11]. **Rivers** [BKW13, YNBH09]. **Rixensart** [BP83b]. **Road** [BWK14, GPGB11, NDD14, vDHO16]. **Roads** [GPMG10, IMAW15, LBA10, NJGW15, NGDA16]. **Roadside** [ACV+14]. **Robot** [LMPD15]. **Robotics** [RPA+15]. **Robust** [AR94, ATBG08, BG01, BEEM15, BB00b, BPVR11, BCS96, BM12, BM16, CK10b, CFS14, HDL11, HL13, JFS09, JMD15, KD13, KSKAC02, hKL00, KPG+16, KJT14, LPK09, LD08b, LK13, LWL+16b, LGZ+16, MK06, MJL+13, MDD+10, NOS09, NHH07, PWS12, RBC14, RMZ13, SYX+11, S13b, ST08, Sug94, TST+15, VSG+13, VVP+16, WTTM15, WW09b, ZWC+10, ZYF13, ZRJ+15, ZVE+14, dGCSAD11, LCLJ10, MS93]. **Robustness** [WRS+13, dSNV+17]. **Rock** [PGGM09b, WS01]. **ROF** [WZCF15]. **Role** [Str84]. **Roles** [CKE+12]. **Rolled** [SSS+12]. **Rolled-out** [SSS+12]. **Roman** [Ano06c]. **Rome** [GBU00]. **Room** [AHM09, MMP16, BMD+08]. **Root** [Szy91c]. **Root-Finding** [Szy91c]. **Rost** [Cal07]. **Rotating** [AKSA09, DJZ+09, SF83]. **Rotation** [AO87]. **Rotational** [MGG10b, SFL+16, AFHdL14]. **Rotations** [Mai00]. **Rough** [Har97]. **Roughness** [GCP+09]. **Round** [CD08]. **Round-Shaped** [CD08]. **Rounding** [Rok97, YR97]. **Rounding-Up** [Rok97, YR97]. **Route** [WTLY12, ZK08]. **Routine** [ZVE+14]. **Routines** [RSS96]. **Routing** [LBA10]. **RPCA** [MC17]. **RT** [MBF+15]. **RTSAH** [IH11]. **Rubber** [STBG12]. **Rule** [ARLC+13, CNCO15, C90, LLM+17, RT08a]. **Rule-Based** [C90, ARLC13, LLM+17]. **Rule-Enhanced** [CNCO15]. **Ruled** [AM95]. **Rules** [PFC15, SB99a]. **Run** [DS05a, FND92]. **run-length** [FND92]. **Run-Masks** [DS05a]. **Runtime** [XWY+15].

s [HHS89]. **S-splines** [KFK94]. **Saddles** [Pic91a]. **SADIST** [Mun83]. **SAFE** [DCNP14]. **SafeGI** [OP10]. **Safety** [SMvdWvW15]. **SAH** [BM15, GD16]. **Sail** [Haw85]. **Sale** [KME12]. **Salience** [GVWD06, JC10]. **Salience-based** [JC10]. **Saliency** [WCT+15, YCL+17, CCM08]. **Saliency-aware** [YCL+17]. **Saliency-Preserving** [WCT+15]. **Salient** [BPVR11, HBK02, hKTL+17, LKEP14, WB01, WG09]. **Sample** [BEJM15, GCI+14, JKL13, SEA08, Yuk15, SHK16]. **Sample-Based** [BEJM15, GCI+14]. **Sampled** [AKP+05, AAK+09, AP10b, AAS17, CCI+07, GO15, PKGO3a, PKGO3b, VSG+13, WSG05, DCF14]. **Samples** [CTL13, OMW16, RSK12, PCF05]. **Sampling** [AKSA09, AAK+09, AHL+06, BBH13, BV09, BHW11, BLD13, BD16, BNJ15, CLH+08, CWW+11, CWY11, CG12, CAM08b, CAE08, DLRW09, DLS10, DDC09, DZM08, EMP+12, EJFadH13, ED07b, FP04, FP94, FCGW02, FV14, FBP08, Gam16, GO10, GGG08, HAML05, Hdi4b, HEV+16, HK09c, HJS+17, IGAJG15, JCJ09, KS11, KS12a, KK02, KC08, KF12, LK11,
Sampling-Based
[YZL17, LYG15]. **San** [SCA04]. **Sand** [RSKN08, SOH99]. **Sand-Water** [RSKN08]. **Sanity** [LA11]. **SAR** [SRG16]. **Satellite** [BPBD08, ZLYL17, SSK93]. **Satisfaction** [HHS01, Pin92]. **SATO** [NM14]. **Saturated** [MZT09]. **sbm** [Che06]. **SC21** [Bon85]. **SC5** [Gal84, tH83b]. **SCA** [SCA04]. **Scaffold** [JE13]. **Scalability** [MS11a, PHE11, ZBW11]. **Scalable** [AWB08, BMH12, BWS03a, BWS03b, DKH14, Dwv09, FP15, HHRZ12, KBWS13, KMD17, LDdLRB16, PKS10, PHE11, SM10, SPD14, SO10, SGC04, TW10, WDM12, WBSH13, YNBH09, ZCZL13]. **Scalar** [GST14, HW10, HLH16a, HHC13, LS16, LKG16, NGB09, PRW11, PW12, SSW14a, SW17, WGS10, AM92, ILRS03a, ILRS03b]. **Scalar-Valued** [HW10]. **Scale** [ABCN10, BPM06, BHP15, CIE16, CYJ02, CBC16, DMSL11, DSH17, DWT11, GLCC17, GLK16, HSBU13, HL03c, HK00, JKL16, Kje83, LS10b, LSS12, LBH12a, MG87, MGB12, MS93, MHDG11, PD04, SY12a, SM11, SPH11, SR14, SOG09, WSSC11, WDAH10, WAF11, XSM13, CD10, DJM12, GDAU14, GDG12, LN17, MJBC13, MPM14, MMS09, NGM14, PKG03a, PKG03b, PTA11, SMM13, YLHQ14, ZBQC13]. **Scale-aware** [JLKL16]. **Scale-Invariant** [CIE16, MS93, ZBQC13]. **Scale-like** [LS10b]. **Scale-Space** [MGB12]. **Scale-Stack** [HSBW13]. **Scales** [LS10b, ZAM16]. **Scaling** [ACS17, BCG08, MKR11, SSDK12, ZK08]. **Scan** [CZ09, Che97, CW99, DMAL10, DK01, Lin85, Rok97, TT94, WH04, WW87b, YR97, SDD92]. **Scan-Conversion** [CW99, Rok97, YR97, Che97]. **scan-line** [SDD92]. **Scanline** [BG01, PH87]. **scanner** [RCM01]. **Scanners** [MDBS14]. **Scanning** [BG08, KMHG13, LVT08, LBD08, PK08, Sco02, PFC05]. **Scans** [AKSA09, LSP08, SJWS13, MPM14]. **Scatter** [KARC15, SML17]. **Scattered** [PS96a, SPOK95, SHLS02]. **Scattering** [BSW10, BNH16, BN08b, CRGZ10, DBK11, HCJ13, Hol15, JW97, JZJ15, KPS14, MKB05, MESG11, OXPK12, PP09a, PSP10, Rif09, SDS16, SJ09a, WN09, RZLG08, WHD17]. **Scatterplot** [LAE12]. **Scatterplots** [BW09, HB11, JZF09, KZZM12, RB10, SW09, SBL17, SG16, ZCQ09]. **Scene** [ACS17, BSK16, CGS16, FdABS99, GG15, HZ11, KLTZ16, LT14, LMLF15, cLc1LL98, PMDS06, RA94, SBW06, VBBH13, W092, WKM15, XZF13, YWB03, DH93a, ZHC00]. **Scene-Graph-As-Bus** [ZHC00]. **Sceneries** [MGG10a]. **Scenery** [SDB97]. **Scenes** [ASH15, BG08, BHM13, CLDD09, CDP95, CLF03a, CLF03b, COF98, DKB16, DMAC03a, DMAC03b, EPCV15, ENSD12, FML06, GS14, Gar09, GTK12, GPG16, GJW08, GFW06, HCSC16, IFDN12, JYS12, KBWS13, LC99, LMLF15, LS97, LD97, MB99, MC10b, NPDD11, NSRS13,
NKF09, ORDP96, PLPB07, PPD98, PSC10, RKRD12, REH+11, SDG99, SSS02, SSH99, SHL+14, SC08a, SSK07, SG96b, TL01, TSDSK13, VB99, WMG+09, WS02, WX+13, WG12, YWC+10, YIC+09, ZCW+15, ZLYL17, ZBW11, vKvLV13, BP93, GGG+16b, KBG+15, TNK+93. Schedule [HTSFP09]. Scheduling [KKS+17]. Schematic [Ben94]. Scheme [ADF85, DRA10, FCGW02, IP99, LKSD17, MS01, MHD16, WHT12, SGM+93]. Schemes [HAML05, LM07, RL15, SLLW08, WW98, Ger92, MK08]. Scholarship [CWG11]. Sch¨onhut [Duc06a]. Science [Arn08, Dav07, Fuc97, HS17, LSS+12, PPBT12, RPK+12, WG82]. Sciences [ABW+15, DPD+15, JNX+08, KOB+08, KBHM15, LLC+12, LMK+15, MMLH08, WVKR08]. Scientific [Ano97s, Ano97f, Ano98j, Duc98, FH09, Ha96, KGP+12, Le 90, ME04, MKO+08, Mum86, PH91, SASF11, WT17, Wat96, WTHS04, Wei04, FS92, Gob96, MM93, SvZ95]. Sclow [GKL17]. Scratch [WPP13]. Scratches [BPMG04]. Screen [JL98, JC08, KGRG17, MSW10, NAM+17, RvBWR04, UMM+10, XWB15]. Screen-Space [JL98, MSW10]. Screw [PA06]. ScribbleBoost [LAA08]. Scribbles [NSS+12]. Scripting [LG96]. SCROOGE [Red96]. Sculpting [BF09, DQ00, KFG09, MOT99, PW17, RLF09, Vas97, JPCC14, MWCS13]. Sculpture [BCRA12]. Sculptured [KGMM97]. Sculptures [KLC+15, Pic91b]. Sculpturing [AM02b]. SD [SLHC12]. SDViz [WKM+09]. Seam [WPW+11]. Seamless [BNH10, GWO+10, IOI06, LLCZ16, PBMG15, PJR+14, SDB99]. Seams [rNLL10]. Search [BSK+17, LZ10, ML91, SML15, WESW17]. searches [CLL+08]. Searching [RI17, WCB15]. Seasonal [HJM+11]. Seated [HMP+12]. Second [BJ94, Cla88, End84a, GCP+09, HL13, KASH13, LPG13, MRL10, SK16a, Ve91, Hég91, Jan91, PH91, SCA04, SZAB04]. Second-Order [KASH13, LPG13, SK16a, MRL10]. SecondSkin [VSD09]. Section [AJA11, Ano96d, Ano00d, Ano02b, DPW11, DSI1b, FWPS11, GS11, Hew84a, HP11, KP11, Lav11, MVPG11, Mér11, NBCW+11, NRP11, OHG11, PB11, Rus11, SY11, SBCBG11b, TOZ+11, VP11, WBCGH11, WSSC11, dGCSAD11, vKvLV11]. Sections [BV09, KBT+12, MB08, POB+07, SLL14, DMNV12]. Security [MSFM16, SMvdWvW15]. Seeding [ELM+12]. Seehim [End84c, Mac85]. Seen [GTK+12]. Segment [Che97, SMJJ17, Ste84]. Segmentation [AGDJ09, BLVD11, BPVR11, BK03a, CLT+08, DGV08, DSWH17, FMH16, HMT13, HPH10, HFL12, IY10, IYS+13, Jac17, JWL+13, JKS05, KT09, KJT14, LT17, LWL+16, LZ07, LCWK07, LCHB12, NW17, NSS+12, PKG03a, PH03a, RT08b, RT08a, RBC14, SMH10, Sha08, SLSK07, SHJ+16, SLLW08, SHS13, STP17, TWS+11, VGB14a, WE97, XLLX14, XSX+14, YYPZ07, YL11, YLY+16, ZQQS08, ZWC+10, ZT10, ZVE+14, DFIM15, SNKS09, VF14, ZZCJ14]. segmented [NW17]. Segments [LLW12]. Seismic [McC83]. Select [SV10]. Selected [AR06, Arn08, DCPS08, Zot08, Gob95, Gob96]. Selecting
[LAE+12, LFK+13, SNLH09]. Selection
[AMSF08, BvLBS11, ESRT13, FE17, HREB11, KR05, hKTL+17, LSJK09, She97, SPSK13, TWC+16, GTB14]. Selections [MGBl4]. Selective
[HDBRC17, MCO97, RRKRD12, SS15a, vP94]. Self
[AABo10, AMT02, BB07, BBA12, CK10b, CY11, DCCV14, KNL+15, SJP+13, SQ08, SWS12, TW10, VTR94, WLT+17, WC14, RRS12]. Self-
Self-Learning [BB07]. Self-Organizing [AABo10, AMT02, SWS12].
Self-Intersecting [SJP+13]. self-intersection-free [RRS12].
Self-Learning [BB07]. Self-Organizing [AABo10, AMT02, SWS12].
Self-Intersecting [SJP+13]. self-intersection-free [RRS12].
Self-Learning [BB07]. Self-Organizing [AABo10, AMT02, SWS12].
Self-Intersecting [SJP+13]. self-intersection-free [RRS12].
Self-Learning [BB07]. Self-Organizing [AABo10, AMT02, SWS12].
Self-Intersecting [SJP+13]. self-intersection-free [RRS12].
Semiautomatic [ZH14]. Semidefinite [HG13].
Semiautomatic [ZH14]. Semidefinite [HG13].
Semiautomatic [ZH14]. Semidefinite [HG13].
Semiautomatic [ZH14]. Semidefinite [HG13].
Semiautomatic [ZH14]. Semidefinite [HG13].
Semiautomatic [ZH14]. Semidefinite [HG13].
FWX+13, GDML13, GRC13, HSmCY13, JCK+13, JK13, JWL+13, KMHG13, LCC13, LJBA13, LLC13, LPG13, LLSC13, MH13, RMZ13, SRK13, SYT+13, SHS13, SKWL13, TTN+13, TsSDK13, WZH13, WCX+13, WWL+13, WLM13, XXZC13, XZP+13, XSQ13, XADR13, YH13, ZYF13, ZCZL13, ZLKW13, ZCF+13, ZWY+13, ZIM13]. Sessions [HeH+83]. Set [AA06, AMA+16, BK03a, BK03b, CKSW08, DvKSW12, GGG08, JK13, Kim15, KTW+13, LA13, LZY+13, Man83, MMS07, MBW05, NM91, ÓGG09, TSBL6, Wei04, XDC13, WLS13, vKvLV11]. Set-based [KTW+13]. Sets [ASVNB00, Bak88, Bak91b, BDF+14, BSW+14, BM12, BTB13, CG12, CWM09, CPK09, DQG+12, DMSL11, GC13A13, KS11, KS2a, KWS16, MBR+13, MCB83, NN97, PSK09, RL16, SHLS02, SBG17, SVW13, SEG+14, SAA99, VMG09, WK04, YUk15, AS00, FR92, GRT14, PFC+05]. Setup [ARG+16], Seurat [WTLL13], Several [Szy91c]. SfM [WKM15]. SGS [Pas02], shade.js [SKSS14], Shaded [Jes16], Shader [CTHAM10, MRD12, RPLH11], Shaders [DBLW15, Lew94, SPS95, SW08b], Shading [ABG+12, BYP95, BL86, BBDA10, Cal07, ENSB13, FC10, GRDE10, HSS+95, Kau94, KC08, KB12, KB89, LTKD15, MTCT84, NAM+17, Nar95, PA06, Sch94c, SFB15, SPH+99, ŠPBV10, TT97, TH17, WJB+13, WB02, WN90, ZM16, AHTAM14]. Shadow [AHMAM15, AHL+06, BBH13, BKB+12, BS03a, BS03b, CJW+06, FWX+13, FBP09, GMAG15, GBP07, LLA06, LMSD15, MWS+16, MSWI12, MW13, NM14, OPP10, PWC+09, REH+11, SVEL10, SBE16a, SWP11, SDMS15, SGYF11, SFY13, SL08, SEA08, TIK17, XLH+13, XSM13, XXZC13, YFGL09, YDF+10, ZZX17, BBAM12], Shadowing [BKB+12, BBAM12, HBA12, NKF09, SN08, TT94a, TT97, TW10, YIC+12, ZCBK12], Shadows [AHT04, BBH13, BN15, CJW+06, Cam08b, ED07b, ED08, FBP08, FBP09, GBP07, GJW08, HSM99, KPD10, LMSD15, Los97, LD97, MSW04, MAAG12, NKL10, NPW10, NKF09, OPP10, SVEL10, SSSK04a, SBE16b, SS07, SDMS15, SFY13, SEA08, SARZL10, SN08, Tim13, ULY08, WA09, WZKP14, WS99, YFGL09, YHGT10, YK08], Shake [WYD+13], Shallow [DHK08, PHTB12], Shape [AWO+10, AHKS94, AYLM13, AGCO13, ATCO+10, AKZM14, AKM16, BLP10, BSK+13, BWM+11, BD12, Ber99, BCGS13, BCBB16, BMM+15, BEK15, BK05b, BDS+12, BHM13, ByTH16, BBP10, COO15, CCBS+09, CLE07, CLME99, Col95, CRA+17, DDD+17, DGV08, DBD+13, DMS14, EDP15, ESP08, EZK08, ESKB17, EBC17, FSTR13, FG04, FCS+16, GLHH13, GCLX17, GBAL09, GL12, GCSA13, GAWJ15, HSS+99, HCW17, HBA12, HPH10, HFL12, HWAG09, HG13, HKM15, HO17, JWS12, JTRS12, KWS16, KLO8, KJC+09, KSO10, KSS15, Kim15, KFLC10, KBS00, Kob03a, Kob03b, KBB+13, KRS+13, KSKL13, LA13, LT17, LGH13, LMP13, LKEP14, LJK+12, LRBB17, LZSCO09, LPG10, LVW+15, LGZ+16, LJC17, LCWK07, LCHB12, MCH13, MGG10b, MBG+12, MSAP15, MGB+12, MB08, MBT+12, MWCS13, MEK17, NSC14, NBCW+11, NRNS15, NC16, NO17, OLA16, OM13, OS13], Shape [OHG11, OMPG13, PB11, Pat16, PBB+13,
RLGH15, RÖM+15, RKN10, SY11, SY12a, SY13, SY14a, SY14b, SWK07, SXY+11, SBC14, SC04, SGB13, ŠBM+10, SSB05, SOG09, SJW+11, SJWS13, TBW+11, TBTB12, TVD09, VPP+04, VT94, WL08, WXL+11, WK12a, WLL+17, WG11, WSLG07, WBCG09a, WMZ12, WSSC11, WDAH10, WYY13, WZCF15, XXLX14, XXS+15, SX+14, XM15, XKHK17, XCDR10, YFW12, YL11, YLH+14, ZY04, ZSCO+08, ZCHM09, ZWC+10, ZDZ+15, ZST+10, ZT10, ZFCO+11, ZCOM13, ZCOAM14, ZHH+15, ZXTD10, ZLW15, vKTS+11, vKZHCO11, CH12, DOS93, DFIM15, GGRZ06, KS92, LBBC14, NW17, SNKS09, ZKWG16, vKvLV11, LGZ+16.

Shape-appearance [NNRS15]. Shape-Aware [JWS12, LGH13, CLE07]. Shape-from-Operator [BEKB15]. Shape-Preserving [ZCHM09]. Shape-simplifying [KL08]. Shape-Up [BDS+12]. Shaped [CD08, DBC14, KS12b, NS11]. ShapeGenetics [HSS17]. Shapes [AMSF08, At15, BPRV11, BS12b, BEKB15, CJFH14, COO15, CD10, C208, CC09, EBC17, FCGA97, GSTD16, GMW97, HCGW14, HMW+15, HFL12, JLFK10, KFLC013, L07, LZW+13, LMK16, LMH14, LMP16, MCH13, OM102, OPG96, OS08, OBCC13, RF06, RX+17, RT08b, RT08a, RBC14, SY14b, SDB09, SLSK07, SGS14, STC+16, SCF10, TTB12, WWH+10, XNS+15, YFW12, YWM15, YLLL15, ZHH+15, ZZCJ14, dGCSAD11, BMM+15, KP11, MWCS13]. ShapeSynth [AM14]. Shaping [BDS+12, MRL17]. Shared [GO10, HMMW+15, KH95, Ros13]. Shared-Memory [KH95]. Sharing [CCC+14]. Sharp [AM16, BW13, BM12, CJKH17, LXY08, KSD14b]. Sharpening [TM13]. Shattering [SWB01]. Shaving [NLED08]. Sheared [CS98a]. Shearing [HL02]. Shell [LZ+17, LZW+16, ZZ+17, Fre90, YCFX17]. Shells [AW0+14, C2K07, DH14, FB11, HRWW12, HRS+14, HRS+16, KSD14b, PTP+15, WSG05]. ShellTrees [KGL+98]. Shepard [BA05]. ShieldTester [NRLS3b, NWJS03a, shift [XL10]]. Shifted [B109, BSH12]. Shiny [BCRA12]. Shock [PK15]. Shooting [HB00, She97]. Short [An98v, DAP08, Kje91a, Sab82]. Short-Horizon [DAP08]. Shortest [BLP10, SS91]. Shot [KBMH15, CK14]. Shoulder [H10]. Shrink [KVLS99]. Shrinkability [ZHM08]. Shrinking [VPHL08]. Shrinking [EBV05]. Shutter [CKL14, TSY+07]. SI [WDM+12]. SIAS [van89a]. SIBGRAP [AR06]. Sided [NS09, SS15a, TP14H14a, VSK16]. Sifted [EMA+13]. SIGGRAPH [CS07G10, Des06, LSF+11, PS10, Rob87, Ano95z, Ano97-32, DS11a, End83b, Hop84, ID10, I11, Jan89, LRR+04, Ros82, Ano98-30, LL05, LLRD07, Sch98]. Siggraph/EG [Ano98-30]. Siggraph/Eurographics [Sch98]. Sight [NYYT87, AG013]. Sigma [DM92]. Sign [L095, RB03a, RB03b, HR92]. Signal [BB88, SD10b]. Signals [GO15, CH12]. Signature [DLL+10, SOG09, XYS+10]. Signatures [AA09, COO15, CC09+09]. Signed [CT11, C108, MRL10, SFFF15, HR92]. Significance [BRDC12]. Signing [MDD+10]. Signposts [MSDK12]. Silhouette [CSD11, CC08, DR08, HK09c, IHS02, KL03, OZ06, OZ09].
Silhouette-Aware [CSD11]. Silhouettes
[CLM09, IHS02, MT01, NBMJ14, STC+16, TZF04, MFT02, WBCG09b].
SIMD [AO86, AO87, BIMO04, DHK08, TP88]. Similar [CG16b, WLL+17].
Similarities [SBM+14]. Similarity
[ARRO+17, BCBB16, BM10, CTSO03a, CTSO03b, CG16c, FAT07, GAWJ15, GLGW12, GTB14, PB11, PR12, SW17, TWC+16, DCR14].
Similarity-based [GTB14]. SimilarityExplorer [PDW+14]. Simple
[Dwy09, EMP+12, FA87, KSKAC02, MKV09, PM16, Ren16, RR94, SLTM08, SN84, VSK16, BSV92, LCLJ10, Rap92]. SimpleFlow [TBKP12]. Simpler [NB12]. Simplex
[BYB09, DSC09b, DSC09a, SNKS09, WD11, YLL+09, dCTA09].
Simplicial [JFSO06, LS16, MS10b, RL14]. Simplification
[AS96a, ABC+04, AW07, CHL+08, CLS16, CL03a, CL03b, CP10, DGGP05, DC10, ED07a, ESV99, ESC00, FGCG02, HLS96, KWS16, KR+15, LS09, MG10, RGG15, RMS+08, SC08b, SSL14, VLV+04, VW90, WBP98, dGCSAD11, vKP06, BC01, TPC+10]. Simplified
[CRS98, DSC09b, OPC96, RT08b, TE10]. Simplifying [MMG10, KL08].
SimSelect [GTB14]. Simulated
[BAA+13, EWK+13, GP12, KMN+08, LE13, Sch94a]. Simulating
[Bec98, DGA04, GLH09, MRD12, RKN10, Sta97, Wu00, Ye08]. Simulation
[A98, Ano95-27, AO13, BSK16, BET14, BMO+14, BNC96, CWKS00, CC14, Czy11, CWH7, CKHL11, CMT05, DAF08, DCGG11, DYN04, DMY08, EWC+13, Ewc82, FBT99, FAW+16, FM15, FHW+11, GBW16, HS04, Heg90, HE94, HK98, HBLB17, HK00, HJS+17, IUDN10, JPK13, KTM07, KMTT92, KPN510, KRB11, KySk08, KBB+17, KW05, KMN+08, LeYO+10, LWPL15, M17, MGG+10a, MBC09, MB9+12, MMS09, MGN17, MPBMW+17, MEG11, OIST91, OLF+14, Pai02, PP07, PBK10, PTB+03a, PTB+03b, RP01, RIF+09, RGTC08, RKN12, SCN+16, SLO4, SL13a, SL07, SWML10, SBCK15, SKK10, SM14b, STBG12, SW01, SKWL13, ST08, SDHL11, TTN+13, TWT+16, TTW90, UT02, WJ314, W387, WMWW09, WMRSF15, WHT12, WHP+11, Wil87b, WL13, WAF+11, WDGT01, WYY13, WBD15, WCH+13, XZP+13, YLHQ14, YMJ+17, YBK+12, YKH+09, YWY+12, YZ02, ZTW+12, ZLM+15]. Simulation
[ZYL17, ZZ17, ZCP07, ZLKW13, ZYF10, dHPVJ14, BH96, DMCN+17, HPT89, KWF+01, LJK+12, LG92, RPP93, SW92a, SGCO4, TT95b, Ano99f, Heg91, TvdP98]. Simulation-Ready [HBLB17]. Simulations
[ATW15, ABG08, BGA04, CFS14, FKE13, FAW+16, OHBK09, RGG15, SCD05, WGO+14]. Simulator [KTN10, PCHR89, SSB13]. Simultaneous
[ABC+91, ESKT15, ZBW11]. since [Joo86]. Single
[AWB08, ARM+15, AW07, BCN11a, BPV+09, CKL14, DDO+17, DSY10, EIKM16, ECN14, GE04, HFM16, HPV+16, Hol15, HP83, IEH+14, IEK+14, IEMK16, IRWM17, KrJC+11, LCD10, LMGH+13, MWS+16, MWS+11, OA011, PP09a, PS10, RZLG08, SM11, SC08a, SL89, SPT14, WL08, YLH+14, ZCW+15, ZCF+13, YGCO+14]. Single-Cell [HPV+16].
[MGB14]. **SNE** [KRM+17]. **Snooker** [HGB+10]. **Snow**

[NIKN97, SOH99, vFG11]. **Soap** [Dur01]. **Soccer** [BB00a, SAMS+17]. **Social** [BCD+10, CLY17, GOB+10, HRD+15, JGH11, KvlLB14, RTJ+11, RPA+15, TXl6, WDM+12, OKK13]. **Society** [Fra83]. **Soft**

[AHT04, AHI+16, BMG99, CjW+06, EdO8, FbgP09, G0T+07, GcmS00, GbP07, Gjw08, Hk16, He94, Hl03a, Hl03b, Kkbj16, KARC17, LlA06, LsMl15, Los97, LD97, MP12b, MmO16, MAAg12, RGtC98, Rf15, SS07, SdM15, SgYF11, SyF13, SsP08, Sn08, Snb+12, Sgb13, Ugly08, XLH+13, YFGl09, Ydf+10, Zim13]. **Software** [AHR13, BP83b, BG85, BD08, CPp08, DUC82a, SciA98, Gna83, KH96, MaC84, Mar82, Mum86, TaA8]. **Solar** [ABW+15, MPBM+17]. **Solid**

[AMs16, BL86, DgF98, DLTD08, Gm16, GM96, PH87, SzmTw15, TL16, Ww11, WC14, XtlP02, Ysy94, Ffd03, Gro92, Jac85, WhL93]. **Solids** [Bel87, BhU10b, KgmM97, NHh97, Nic85, Pai02, PN97, SpO95, SLs04, ZlkW13]. **Solution** [ATO17, CDP95, FCP+90, GUS12, PP09a, Psp10, Ska87, Tch+03a, Tch+03b]. **Solutions** [Hei01, Ric87a]. **Solve** [WBS+13]. **Solvant** [BGB+08a]. **Solver** [ATW15, He01, KysK08, Sba06, TL16, WMRsF15]. **Solvers** [Kaz15]. **Solving** [Den03a, Den03b, Ww07]. **Some**

[HR88, HH90, Ric87c, vJB85, DDR93]. **Sorman** [Ano06c]. **Sorted** [ENSB13]. **Sorted** [ENSB13]. **SsO [ML17]. **Soud**

[BMD+08, Dyno4, Hso4, JbcMC10, SLs04, Stg16]. **SoundRiver** [JbcMC10]. **Source** [AHL+06, CTF16a, Lmg+13, Sbe97, SSSK04b, TA08, Váz07]. **sourced** [KWD14, XLS+14]. **Sources**

[Byp95, GHH01, KHM09, MMp08, TT95a, TT97, ZBP99, Kj92]. **Space**

[AjA11, Avr10, AMTMh12, AGdJ09, AAB+10, Aht04, ABr97, BDA+17, Bttb02, Bt95, Bt98, BIA06, BpWg07, BvTh16, Bkw13, BSm+10, Cs98a, Clh+08, CDA+14, CCI13, CN05, DCOm00, Dhs04, DmSl11, EbgM12, Eaga+16, Ggw98, Gw07, Gkl17, Hkd15, HRw12, Hrs+14, Hrs+16, Hf13, Hmb08, J00, Jd01, Jl98, Jco8, Kd13, Ls10b, LMP+10, Lhly09, Llb+10, Lcm+09, Mo10, MBES16, Mem014, MFNP13, MAn16, Mha17, MSw10, MGB+12, MrS12, Mü186, Nam+17, NSw09, NpW10, Oz06, Pbo7, Pzb+09, PsdB+10, RIW+09, Rfpz02, RLn06, Rk94, RnTh03, SSSS13, SB13, SgEm16, SLAm08, TFA+11, Tw97b, Wg11, WWT+16, WH+13, Xwb15, Ylx+16, YIC+11, Zsw10a, Zc95, ZFAQ13, Zst+10, Zlw15, AFRh14, Ahtm14, As00, JpCc14, Kurl5, MSH+92, Tw97a, ZRJ+15]. **Space-Efficient** [CDA+14]. **Space-in-Time** [AAB+10]. **Space-Optimized** [BTB02]. **Space-Time** [MBES16]. **Spaced** [EDPb15, JLo0, SLCZ09]. **Spaces** [BpFG11, BvLBS11, Bbp10, ErHH11, GgwH14, Hw10, HM+15, KE97, MCh13, MfL13, OmpG13, PKb10, SBC14, SL09, SC95, TFA+11, VAW+10, VbE11]. **Spacetime** [CTL13, TCLK12]. **Spain**

[DT04, Gob95, Nsgp06]. **Span** [Bb99]. **Spanning** [THN93]. **Sparse**

[BLD14a, BTP13, CCFm08, CCM16, Cra+17, GdGP16, HR10, HyZ+14, LJH10, LmMC017, LDy10, MSAP15, MRAS17, OLF+14, PBB+13, RXR+17,
[MSWK02]. Sponsored [CSLG10, IC11, ID10]. Sport [GPK+12]. Sports
[KÖOH13, LCP+12]. Spray [YLHQ14]. Spring [HH98, TK98]. SQquad
[GLLR11]. Squared [PPL13]. Squares [BGS10, HWC+05, KBS11b, MS10a,
MGB+12, PSPM12, RHNH03, SB99a, KBÖ+14]. Squeezing [KHL11]. SSD
[CT11]. Stability [CCSLT09, GBG+14, STP17]. Stabilization
[BAAR14, CLHL08, WZH13, ZLSW17]. Stable
[COO15, CCSG+09, GSTOG16, PK15, SzMTW15, Syz11]. Stack [HSBW13].
Stacking [MP12b]. Stackless [ASK14, PGSS07]. Stacks [GTM+12].
Staggered [WLI+12]. Staging [CWS+17]. Stamps [MGC+16]. Stand-
alone [ZHCl00]. Stand-Ins [KFA+10]. Standard [DH98, ELM+83, Klo87,
RLP10, WHR97, FZP92]. Standardized [End82, Gna83, ten82a]. Stand-
ards [ADJ+01, MMNG17]. Standards
[Due82a, Hew90, OF84, RSK90, Sab82, Str83, UH92]. Star
WLN+17, YL11, HS17, Pat16]. Stardust [RLH17a]. Stars [NGN+01].
Starting [Lar10]. State
[AMA+16, Bar05, BBT11, BFR17, BHP15, BIWG08, BCD+12, BDG+04,
BBC+05, CON08, DDM03, ERT+17, DFIM15, FW17, GP12, GHWG14,
GGG+16a, HSK+10, KRP+15, KKF+17, KBG+15, KKL+16b, LHD+04,
LHT17, LGK+16, LGH+17, MFS08, MMS+05, MKRE16, NSG11, NMK+06,
NK16, OLG+07, Pat16, PP10, PPF+11, RDGK12, RGG+14, RD05, SPN+16,
Sor06, SKU08, SKUP+09, TDS+16, TKH+05, TAE15, UWP06, VCD+16,
VBB+06, WMG+09, WWS+15, ZJL+15, vLKS+11, Cai95].
State-of-the-Art [AMA+16, BBT11, BHP15, FW17, GP12, LGH+17,
MKRE16, RGG+14, TDS+16, vLKS+11]. States [Kau04]. Static
[CKE+12, CLL+13, PBMG15, SBD+15b]. Statics [PTP+15].
Stationanization [MJH+17]. Statistical
[CRY11, CLL+08, HSS+09, JMD15, NVH+13, PCDS12, CCFM08, SDD+02].
Statistics [PKRJ10, PCR11, RSM+16, VVP+16]. Status [Ano84a, KHIK01].
Statutory
[Ano04g, Ano05e, Ano06e, Ano07l, Ano10c, Ano11e, Ano12f, Ano13l]. STD
[RBMS17]. Steady [GT16b, GG17]. Steering [GMY97, DMCN+17].
Steganography [BG108]. Stellar [VLV+04]. Stenciling [STG16]. Step
[KB12, MK06, MG95, Sab82, LS08]. Stereo
[CCC08, FHN+17, SW11, SSF+14, TGS96, CHA+14, PHM+14].
video-to-multiview [CHA+14]. Stereochemical [DCG87]. Stereoscopic
[ABC+91, KrJ+11, NREM14, TDMS14, ZH15, Koc93]. Stereoscopy
[ZCW+15]. Stick [CYI+12]. Sticks [YIC+12]. Stiffness [ATK17]. Still
[Mac94, SWKL13, ZR96a, ZR96b]. Still-Frame [SKWL13]. Stipple
[DHvOS00]. Stippling [HHD03a, HHD03b, KSL+08]. Stitching
[GW0+10, GZM10, LCC+17, LKL+16b, LLCZ16, LCWCO10]. Stochastic
[AMAM13, AAM15, AS17, CWY11, GD10, GG14, LG11, LSMD15,
MTAM12, NDG17, PHL+16, RP01, GD10a, SD92, Sta97, SK99, TSYK01,
TH17, WGL2, AHTAM14, EKZ08, SNJ+14]. Stockholm [Kje91a]. Stone
PGG+09, UGB+04, WLL+17, MHS+14, RLYL14. Style-Based [UGB+04].

Sub [BK03a, BK03b, DFY14, JKL13, yKL08, UBH14, WK04, MMS09]. Sub-Grid [UBH14]. Sub-Joint [yKL08]. Sub-Pixel [DFY14, PWC+09].
Sub-Sampling [WK04]. sub-scale [MMS09].
Sub-Grid [UBH14]. Sub-Joint [yKL08]. Sub-Pixel [DFY14, PWC+09].
Sub-Sampling [WK04]. sub-scale [MMS09].

Subdivision [ADS06, BT95, BPY16, BGS10, BHU14, DL14, KOB96, KSS97, KSD14a, KSD14b, LG00, LMB05, LM07, LNYW08, MS01, MRAS17, MH00, MTF03a, MTF03b, NW01, Nas03, NSY09, Pas02, PN97, RT08b, RT08a, RNV07, SB99a, SAMB02, SHL08, SLLW08, SD94b, SL03, WM09, WW79, WP04, ZC95, ZQQS08, BUH10b, LDB07, MSH92].
Subdivisions [LM07, ES94]. Subgrid [KER14]. Subject [GRP10]. Subject-Specific [GRP10]. Subjective [KWD14, KDC17, MTM12].

Sublinear [TBKP12]. Submerasible [RL84]. Subneighborhoods [zell]. Subpixel [ESKD14, JESG12]. Subregion [XXZC13].
Subsampling [BCCS12]. Subscenes [CSN04]. Subsequent [IOI06].

Subspace [BWM+11, FR11, HFL12, LWT+15, MWW16, SJF11, ZHQL17, ZZT15]. Subspaces [MKU15, NNR515, SJH08]. Substructures [LW+15, ZCOM13].


Supercover [ANF97a, ANF97b]. Superfacets [SPD14]. Superimposed [LMLG15]. Supernova [ASW14]. Superpixel [CG16a]. Superresolution [FLBS07].
Supersampling [GGW98]. Supervised [LBBC14, LCM+09, PSPM12, LCHB12]. Supplement [BFTL82].
Supplementary [Ano99m]. Support [BSK+17, BPPM12, CBK+17, CWS+17, EWH508, KMJ+12, LCP+12, RLH17a, RWS+10, SSB05, VGB14a, VMTS10, WSC06, WKS+14, FT93, ST93]. Supported [HA17, NP00, RGSK10]. Supporting [BEF17, GCMS00, MMYR15, NM91, SV10, MK08]. Surface [AJA11, AITA12, AG01, AS96b, ABG+12, BSK+13, BV09, BTS+17a, BLK11, BK01, BK03c, BK03d, BHGS06, CCS95, CT11, CIE+16, Cas12, CD08, CCLN10, CLCL11, CCW12, CK84, Cot85, Dan96, DRF12, DMA02, DTM08, ELM+12, EL01, EP09, GWT+08, GJ02, GKS00, GLW96, GEE98, GMW97, GLR11, HCJ13, HTG14, HWK+10, HP04, HWC+05, HJJ99, HLR+11, HLH96, JTSZ10, JD98, JK13, JW95, KN07, KL03, Kob05, KPS95, KRS+13, KT97,
KGM, LPK09, LA13, LS89, LS10b, LGP14, LKEP14, LMP10, LSDK9, LBD08, LZSCO09, LKF12, MPS08, MSS11, Mar95, Men95, MIl84, MDD10, MH00, MES11, NOS09, NM14, NRJS03a, NRJS03b, NSRS13, OS08, PPL13, PSCN10, PP05, PGK10, RPZ02, RT08b, Ren16, RPG16, RSK12, SP97, SWPL08, SV14, SB99a, SAMG14, SPOK95, SS08, SRFS06, SSW14b.

**Surface** [SGRT12, SLS06, SYT13, SBCBG11a, SG08, SE02a, SE02b, SMG10, TOZ11, TBTB12, TPBC09, VHB08, VSG13, VMA14, VT94, VM99, WSC06, WLT12, WYZC13, WK16, WKO4, WDR11, WGG99, YMM10, YMYK14, ZSW10a, ZRKS05, ZY04, ZYF13, ZCK17, AS00, BC01, BBA08, BG93, DMP93, HHB93, HB92, LB07, NG14, PSP14, SDD92, THN93].

**Surface-Like** [PSCN10].

**Surfaces** [AES94, AKP05, AA06, AE97, AM95, AP10b, AMT12, AW13, ABCCO13, AWO14, AVBC16, BSJ08, BATT11, BV10a, BCBSG10, BBCW10, BW13, BES00, BK03a, BK03b, BTG95, Blo97, BPMG08, Bou88, BGS10, BvTH16, CHK13, Cam17, CGT15, CZ08, CLT08, CLS16, CRS98, CBV14, CJW09, CDS10, DW13, DH14, DL RW09, DGQ12, DQ00, DKY16, DBK11, DZM08, Elb99, EKFM12, EBV01, ESP13, FS91, FM04, FG04, FB94, GLK16, GB10, GW16, Gre94, GGK06, GGG08, GSE14b, GTG17, Har97, HM83, HLS12, HRS14, HTH96, HKB02, HAWG08, IDN03a, IDN03b, Jen97, JC94, JKL16, KNP07, KHK09, KVLS99, KSD14a, KSD14b, KSKL13, LLG97, LPD14, LBPH10, LWY08, LZ07, LP10, LS08b, MJ17, MPS08, MS10b, MK99, MS98, MRMH12, MB08, MTF03a, MTF03b, MNP08, NGM14, NOS09, Nas03, NY09].

**Surfaces** [NGB09, OG09, PKS10, PA06, PKG03a, PKG03b, PK08, PN97, POB10, RS08, RHv95, RRv95, RL09, Rus10, SJ13, SM01, SV14, SABA02, SKR14, SHLS02, SWS09, SRWS10, SHD16, SE14, STG16, SYC10, She99, STK02, SPD14, SDL17, SNB12, SVWG12, SLCZ09, SS97, SG08, SWG08, SY11, TTF14, TSYK01, TCRS00, TW97b, Thio1, VSK16, WB01, WLS13, WG09, WC14, WP04, XLS14, YYP17, WWTY12, ZBQ13, ZSC08, dGW14, vKLV13, Bak90, BP93, CL92, DTG96, DC14, Ger92, Guo93, GTB14, HI11, HKM15, KP15, KHR02, KBO14, PC16, RRv97a, STM93, SW92b, TW97a, VG96, Vel92, dS96, An95b, DC14, GTB14, MHS14, VMHB14].

**Surgery** [BNC96, MP10, TWS11].

**Surperspective** [TON02].

**Survey** [AM02a, ABC11, BPA16, BBDW17, BMO14, B7S17a, BKR17, BL13, Cam17, Cas12, DCGG11, Han97, Hei01, HLM16a, IS15, JYR14, KWD14, Kau04, KWC12, KAC16, KBvP17, LCC10a, LD07, ML17, MWA13, OLG07, PP05, PPY16, PRC11, PBC16, PKE17, PT88, RP98, RD05, Sbs67, SW11, Sch94c, SCP17, SDL17, STTB14, Szy91c, TGG17, TAE15, VBV17, Vel92, WT17, WWD15, WH89, YZL17, vKZHCO11, Pri85, Sha08, WG93].

**Surveys** [ML17].

**SVBRDF** [PCDS12].

**SVG** [HD02].

**SVG.Open** [Neu06].

**SW** [PRS99].

**Swarm** [VMH13, WJDZ14].

**Swarms** [WPL15].

**Sweden** [Oll04].

**Sweep** [AMS16, CBS96, LCM+06, Mi16, Tim13, YK06, SW92b].

**Sweep-based** [YK06].

**Sweeps** [BPW14].

**Swept**
[CK10a, DKY16, JW95, MCM+12, WC02, YYPZ07]. **Swipe** [LCG10].
**Swirling** [PKPH09]. **Switzerland** [Kei04, Kun04, Van80]. **SX** [KSH92].
**SX/Tools** [KSH92]. **Symbiosis** [Haa96]. **Symbolic** [Elb95]. **Symbols** [KPK10].
**Symmetric** [CML+12, JKLS10, KLAB15, KASH13, SY13, Sch11, TSH01, AS92].
**Symmetrical** [CC93]. **Symmetries** [BWM+11, GAK10, OSG08, WH17b, YM09].
**Symmetrization** [ZHH+15].
**Symmetry** [BCBSG10, BBW+09, DSWH17, GAK10, GL12, KBWS13, KLCF10, KLAB15, KWW+14, LKF12, MGG10b, MPWC13, SFL+16, SAD+16, SGS14, VBP+09, WXL+11, WK17, WWH+14, YM09, ZYF13].
**Symmetry-Aware** [DSWH17, KWW+14].
**Symmetry-Preserving** [WWH+14].
**Symposium** [AR06, Ano07j, AJL+11, BPB+04, CDD09, Des06, GP06, HJL07, Kei04, Kuh12, LMD04, Oll04, Raf05, SCA04, San06, SZAB04, Wei08, HK94, KSH04, LF11, SP06]. **Synch** [KK07].
**Synchronisation** [MB99]. **Synchronization** [HLH+16b].
**Sync** [PLL11]. **Syntax** [Kin95].
**Synthesis** [AYLM13, BBT+06, BW17, BM+15, COO15, CD08, CLJ+15, DN08, DGF98, DLO+05, EL08, Fhh87, GMM15, GPK+12, GMM+12, GSNH94, GTB+13, GSDC17, HČA+12, HK09b, HKM15, JBS+06, JKL+16, KÖO+13, KLTZ+16, KKS+12, KDC17, KRFC+09, KS12b, LGH13, LR88, LSR17, LZ10, LLSC13, McN01, MAA+09, MMS+05, NMMK05, Osh08, PHTB12, PRS89, PP10, PR12, PFC15, PB90, RZS10, RÖM+15, RSK13, SPD07, SD10a, SL09, SPSK10, SGB13, TGM12, TWJ06, TCGK15, URG+14, VCD+16, WP97, WSCP13, WYZB14, WS01, WBSH+13, XWG+13, YD88, YL10, YKH+09, ZPS03, ZZH15, ZFE16, ZLL13, ZSL+17, AKZM14, BG89, Hor90, Pin92, RPP93].
**Synthesize** [KS10].
**Synthesizing** [CTL13, DSC95, DYN04, FLBS07, HLM97, HSK14, ZWXL17].
**Synthetic** [FW17, HLI3, KNB+17, NT95, PO02, ST94, SHS99, SKZ13, SJS1a, TSY+07, TTT90, WOH13].
**System** [AHKS94, AJC11, BR01, Ben94, BCD+10, BS+17, CKB+04, CJ90, FW99, Haa96, HD95, HG+84, HC14, IM108, JZ+09, JSH+13, JLW10, KMC96, KMJE12, KH96, KTT9, LM96b, LG13, LLP00, LO95, LLD10, LL+15, MSW02, MOT99, NKS16, NLB+13, ON05, OP10, PL85, RGSK10, Rey86, RSK90, RL84, ST94, Sch88, SC04, SP11, SNLW01, Ste85, WH04, WDC+10, WW87a, WKM+09, WLSG03, WGG99, vvTS84, AM92, CFT86, DTK93, DP93, GJ90, HR92, Jasc5, JW99, LM96a, OYS02, VR95, DSS90, Enc82, Hew84b, WO94].
**Systematic** [AKSA09].
**Systems** [Ano91b, Ano08d, AHR84, BWH+11, BE000, BWWG08, CTHM10, Dau90, DMPK07, DUC90a, ED84c, Fuc97, HM91, HÖ+10, HE94, HHRZ12, HH112, MAC85, MJ98, MG87, Møi90, MS06, OP10, PCS94, PTO10, PMD12, PF90, RP10, SGS05, TO97, TIK17, VOS+10, WBS+13, YZW12, CBSF07, DKY98, FZP92, HS92, Kje92, PB95, Sam93b, Sas92, SBM+10, Str82, Vol93].
**Systolic** [KP87, MII84].

**T** [BM15, KRM+17]. **T-SAH** [BM15]. **t-SNE** [KRM+17]. **T.Node**
[MMAG93]. Table
[BBR +16, CAE08, EBSC99, HSC+05, RW08, SV10, WS09a, SZG93].
Table-based [WS09a]. Table-driven [CAE08]. Tables [vdCvW16]. Tablet
[SPH11]. Tables [SS16]. Tabletor [SPH11]. Tabular [CRW09]. Tactics
[ZV09]. Tactics-Based [ZV09]. Tagged [CWG11]. Tagging [KvLB14].
tailored [EFGS96]. Talk [Bij87]. Talks
[Ake11, Ano08c, Ano09b, Jen07, Pos11b, Šar07, Saw07, Thi11].
TAMRESH [SMP13]. Tandem [OLA16]. Tangent
[ABCCO13, MRMH12, WHT12]. Tangential [SEH17, HCW17, OZ09].
Tangible [WPHC16, Zot08]. Tangram [LBK14]. Tapered [RSVP02].
Targets [YLD07]. Task [KCB97, KK17, KARC15]. Task-oriented [KCB97].
Tasks [MbMYR15, OAJ14, RI17].
TAMRESH [SMP13]. Tandem [OLA16]. Tangent
[ABCCO13, MRMH12, WHT12]. Tangential [SEH17, HCW17, OZ09].
Tangible [WPHC16, Zot08]. Tangram [LBK14]. Tapered [RSVP02].
Targets [YLD07]. Task [KCB97, KK17, KARC15]. Task-oriented [KCB97].
Tasks [MbMYR15, OAJ14, RI17].
TAMRESH [SMP13]. Tandem [OLA16]. Tangent
[ABCCO13, MRMH12, WHT12]. Tangential [SEH17, HCW17, OZ09].
Tangible [WPHC16, Zot08]. Tangram [LBK14]. Tapered [RSVP02].
Targets [YLD07]. Task [KCB97, KK17, KARC15]. Task-oriented [KCB97].
Tasks [MbMYR15, OAJ14, RI17].
Technique [AGM +06, GC96, KTW+13, KQWM08, OM01, SMM13, TCM10, WYY13, van90, SAE93]. Techniques [AM02a, AKV15, BGCP11, BLD +09, BBR+16, BNRS13, BN08a, CRY11, CBTB16, DCGG11, GD16, GL94b, GP16, GBKG04, GBP04, GUK+17, Han97, HSBW13, HSH16, HTSF09, HHRZ12, HC08, HW91, JSYR14, KR12, KGM+10, LHD+04, LD07, LHT17, MVZ16, MFS08, MJK11, MCT01, NB88, NLED08, NKF+16, PIWB98, Ros82, RD05, SP97, SS08, SS08, SCP+17, Sha08, SJL15, VKJ+17, WK04, XWT+08, YZXW12, ZT96, ZDM+14, vdEvW13, CFM93, DOS93, FFD93, GL94a, HP95, JR08, KWF+01, MSH+92, PS96b, SDD+92].
Technische [Enc81]. Technologies [BBC+05]. Technology
[Coo05, Enc98, KM04, Sco02, WG82]. Tectonic [CBC+16]. Teichmüller
[NC16]. Telepresence [Fuc97]. Television [Ste85]. Template
[CDM+17, FV14, KWW+14, NJGW15, YK92]. Template-Based
[FV14, YK92]. Temporal [BHRD+15, BDA+17, BBT11, BBBL11, BBL12, CLC12, DER+10, DPD+15, DBS+11, FLJ+14, FE17, HRD+15, HJM+11, IGMM+16, MO10, MSW10, MKO+08, OK12, PCBS16, RIF+09, RPMO13, SYM+12, TPRH11, WG11, WS09b, XSQ13, KBO+14, ZZLX17]. Temporal-Coherent [MO10]. Temporally
[BBH13, CS16, SPCR14, SiKD05]. Temporo [BJG+15]. Tendrilis [WC16].
Tension [dGS05]. Tensor [AH11, BOK11, CZCE08, HVAP08, JKLS10, LS08b, MV+17, RK09a, SK10, Sch11, SMP31, TSH01, VMA+04, dGLB+14]. Tensors [FKS+10, JKLS10, KASH13, SRWS10, SK10, SK16a, ZCH+17].
Term [Sab82, KTW+13]. Terminal [KPK10, MTCT84]. Terminals
[Ric87b]. Terms [VCRG14]. Ternary [MRAS17]. Terrain
[Ano07b, CLDD09, CGG+03a, CGG+03b, CDS16, COS95, CBC+16, DSW09, GMM15, GGP+15, GMC+06, MDWK08, PGG90a, PD04, TGM12, TRAW12, WMWG09, DKW94a, HGA+10, KHF2]. Terrains
[AG06, BN08a, CBC+16, GDGP16, PGG90a, CS93]. Terrorism
[WMS+08]. tesselated [CBV+14]. Tessellation [MH00]. Tessellation [AES94, DRS09, JHH12, LBG16, LPD14, LLW12, MSWI12, NKF+16, OT11, SS09]. Tessellation-Independent [MSWI12]. Tessellations [WHWB16]. Test [AMTMH12, JFS09, NRJS03a, NRJS03b]. Testing [Ano88b, CB09]. Tests [AAS+16]. Tetra [JFSO06]. Tetra-Trees [JFSO06]. Tetrahedra [AMSF08, HJ99, MMF10, MDP08]. Tetrahedral [BXH10, BHU10a, CL03a, CL03b, RNV07, WIFD13]. Tetrahedralizations [LD08c]. Tetrahedron [DKY16]. Texas [Rob87]. Text [ARLC+13, ARRO+17, AHM09, CFT86, CBK+17, CY11, CCP09, CWG11, EAGA+16, GD85, HRD+15, HC14, IF09, JFC17, KvLB14, LKC+12, MHHH15, NW13, OKK13, OSR+14, PTT+12, RPSF15, RAMG15, SSDK12, SSS+12, SE02a, SE02b, SSSG16, WPW+11, ZAM+16, HR92, BP83a]. TextDNA [SSSG16]. Textile [ACG+17]. Textiles [LZB17]. Texton [GLM17]. Textual [AEWQ+15]. Texture [ACOM12, And12, AE97, BTB02, BD04, BL08, CLH+08, CC06, CD08, DFG98, DMLG02, DLD05, DLTD08, ESG01, ESL08, GD96, GD10, GDG12, HWA+10, HFM10, HLS12, HSC+05, IK00, IK01b, JLKL16, JWC11, KPRN11, KNL+15, KKS+12, KH02, KDC17, KGR+16, LGH13, LHD+04, LJKL17, LWS+16, LG95, LWX+09, LDR09, LFA+15, MTCT84, Mar95, MK99, MP12a, MO08, MJH+17, MMS+05, MCHAM08, NMMK05, NS11, OVB+15, OBGB11, PDP+15, RSK10, RSK13, SPD07, SD10a, SKZ13, SRK13, SC10, SL11, SWB98, SS96b, SBLD03, SvlD03, TE99, TC05, TGM12, TW06, VB00, WPG02, WSCP13, WE04, WOBTO9, XWT+09, YD88, ZFE16, AHTAM14, BG89, BG93, CPE92, GK03a, GK03b, LLD12, NG92, VB14b]. Texture-Based [LHD+04, TGM12, WE04, VB00]. Texture-by-Numbers [SL11]. Textured [CLDD09, CP10, FBGP09, MMS07, BCGS13, CVDL16]. Textures [ACOM12, And12, BAAR14, BL08, CYJ02, DDKL09, DWL08, DG95, DG97, DYN04, DLTD08, ED08, EDM+08, ELS08, FBL16, GKH14, GDSC17, GKO3b, HWA+10, IMIM08, JLKL16, KNL+15, KBS11b, KLD+09, KSG+15, LLD12, LJN02, LT12, LLSS03b, LLN+14, LWS+16, LDR09, LZB17, MG+16, MJH+17, NRM+12, NS11, OAIS09, OBGB11, PGG+09, SGSP15, SvlD03, WS01, WS09a, WW09b, WOBTO9, YL11, ZFE16, ZSL+17, CVCH14, DSC95, TC05]. Textures/Mapping [FBL16, JLKL16, LWS+16, MG+16, ZFE16]. Texturing [DKB+16, GWO+10, GD12, KGR+16, MG+16, NK99, PBMG15, POB+07, RLM+09, ZQK04]. Their [CDA+14, SHS+17, CTL13, NWHWD16]. Them [Ros83]. Theme [NPCB17]. Theoretic [BRB+13, AS92]. Theoretical [Bon88, LW94]. Theory [ARC05, Bar06, Büh01, CBK+17, Day88, FdABS99, GMD10, LF10, MSS+10, PA06, SWPL08, Sei88, WO94, Bar92]. Therapy [CWS+17, RWS+10]. There [DH16, Mac94]. Thermal [HSK+10]. Theses [Kje89, Kje90, Kje91b, Kje91c, Kje91d, Kje95]. Thickness [ZLW+16, ZXZ+17]. Thin [CWK07, DWL+09, GLW96, PAI02, SHPS08, SW08b, WW98, WSG05].
Thin-Plate [SHPS08]. thinning [LCLJ10]. Third
[Blä88, Cre88, Des06, Kwi89, Suz89]. Thoughtful [Bur95]. Thousand
[BHW17]. Three [AHKS94, DBG99, HS94, HMK+95, LD06, MC14, Sal96, SS96a, TMT86, ZR69a, ZR69b]. Three-Dimensional
[LD06, MC14, SS96a, TMT86, ZR69a, AHKS94, ZR69b]. Threshold
[KRM+15]. Thresholding [LR88]. throughfall [WJG+16]. Throwing
[CJW+09]. Thumbnail [LSN+14]. Thumbnails [KGAC15, SSDK12].
Tickmarks [Kje83]. Ties [CDA+14]. Tight
[BHW11, BM15, BSW10, BPA16, Ber09, BPKB14, BHW11, BM15, BK05b, BBP08, BLW11, BBL12, BN08a, BK13, CLH+08, CJK07, CMT05, CPK09, DH16, DR08, FD09, FR00, GO10, GMAG15, GS95, Got94, GAM17, GRPF16, GBP05, GJW08, GT15, GKT16, HSS+05, HA11, HLM+11, HL01, HRWW12, HGRS+17, HREB11, HR10, HK00, IGMK+16, ISY15, JMV+15, JKLM13, KCK16, KdHS13, KMB+17, KK14, KCKL10, KWS+15, KER+14, LD04, LDdLRB16, LMP13, LKEP14, LK08, LE13, LCP+12, LDGN15, LLB+10, LLD10, LMK+15, LB+15, MO10, MB15, MA10, MW11, MBM13, MBJ+15, MC10b, MPBM+17, NB94, NSW09, NG03a, NG03b, NKF+16, NS09, OT11, PBK10, PD04, PP29, Pa04, RLB06, RLB15, RIF+09, RH06, RHL12, RD05, SW10, SW17, SW08a]. Time
[SD11, SYM+12, SB15, SKZ11, SS+14, SDB97, SWG16, SB+15, SLAM08, SDH17, SHS+17, SWG08, TST+15, TAF+11, TCR500, TL02, TCM10, TSH01, UT02, VEE+10, WS03a, WS03b, WSCP13, WRS+13, WG11, WRK+16, WZ17, WRS01, WST+16, WAH+09, WS09b, WTB+13, WWH+14, XZB17, YWB03, YS08, YHT10, YLRC10, ZFAQ13, ZST15, ZCP07, ATK17, AHT04, AB29, BCF+05, BNC96, BHN10, BN12, CCR+15, CH12, CCI13, CMT02, DSH04, DER+10, DRBR09, HNJ+14, HGW92, HS04, IK01b, IFDN12, JSLW14, JPCC14, JR08, KB29, KLA06, KNi03, KCO8, Lam09a, LCC+17, LO95, LJJH13, MC02, MSW04, NKKL10, PZ+09, PSDB+10, RZL08, RTK+14, RSN08, SSSK04a, SKS07, SL07, SMI14, SG03, SGM16, TK15b, WWH+10, WMB15, WJG+16, XGL+07, XLL+10, YCL+17, YNBH09, YY10, YLY+16, ZFE16, ZM16, ZST+10, hZCK08, ZRJ+15, DK15]. Time-Adaptive [CPK09]. Time-anchored
[SHS+17]. Time-Continuous [GAM17]. Time-Dependent
[BPB14, HGRS+17, SW10, SW17, TSH01]. Time-Discrete [HRWW12]. Time-in-Space [AAB+10]. Time-Lapse [SSB+14]. Time-Of-Flight
[HA11, KBK10]. Time-Resolved [JMV+15]. Time-Series
[AKMM11, ARH12, BBL12, GRPF16, SB+14, TAF+11, WJG11, WS09b, KWS+15, LRB+15, RL15]. Time-Specific [LMK+15]. Time-Varying
[SWG08, WRS+13, WAH+09, YLRC10, TCM10, JR08, DK15]. TimeAcs

Undersampled [BS12b, LCM+06]. Understand [AHM09]. Understanding [ACC15, BHR17, CKE+12, DF85, ME04, PKL88, RLP10, TFA+11, ZK09].


Undersampled [BS12b, LCM+06]. Understand [AHM09]. Understanding [ACC15, BHR17, CKE+12, DF85, ME04, PKL88, RLP10, TFA+11, ZK09].


Undersampled [BS12b, LCM+06]. Understand [AHM09]. Understanding [ACC15, BHR17, CKE+12, DF85, ME04, PKL88, RLP10, TFA+11, ZK09].


Undersampled [BS12b, LCM+06]. Understand [AHM09]. Understanding [ACC15, BHR17, CKE+12, DF85, ME04, PKL88, RLP10, TFA+11, ZK09].


Undersampled [BS12b, LCM+06]. Understand [AHM09]. Understanding [ACC15, BHR17, CKE+12, DF85, ME04, PKL88, RLP10, TFA+11, ZK09].


Undersampled [BS12b, LCM+06]. Understand [AHM09]. Understanding [ACC15, BHR17, CKE+12, DF85, ME04, PKL88, RLP10, TFA+11, ZK09].


Undersampled [BS12b, LCM+06]. Understand [AHM09]. Understanding [ACC15, BHR17, CKE+12, DF85, ME04, PKL88, RLP10, TFA+11, ZK09].


Undersampled [BS12b, LCM+06]. Understand [AHM09]. Understanding [ACC15, BHR17, CKE+12, DF85, ME04, PKL88, RLP10, TFA+11, ZK09].


Undersampled [BS12b, LCM+06]. Understand [AHM09]. Understanding [ACC15, BHR17, CKE+12, DF85, ME04, PKL88, RLP10, TFA+11, ZK09].


Undersampled [BS12b, LCM+06]. Understand [AHM09]. Understanding [ACC15, BHR17, CKE+12, DF85, ME04, PKL88, RLP10, TFA+11, ZK09].


Undersampled [BS12b, LCM+06]. Understand [AHM09]. Understanding [ACC15, BHR17, CKE+12, DF85, ME04, PKL88, RLP10, TFA+11, ZK09].


Undersampled [BS12b, LCM+06]. Understand [AHM09]. Understanding [ACC15, BHR17, CKE+12, DF85, ME04, PKL88, RLP10, TFA+11, ZK09].


Undersampled [BS12b, LCM+06]. Understand [AHM09]. Understanding [ACC15, BHR17, CKE+12, DF85, ME04, PKL88, RLP10, TFA+11, ZK09].


Undersampled [BS12b, LCM+06]. Understand [AHM09]. Understanding [ACC15, BHR17, CKE+12, DF85, ME04, PKL88, RLP10, TFA+11, ZK09].


Undersampled [BS12b, LCM+06]. Understand [AHM09]. Understanding [ACC15, BHR17, CKE+12, DF85, ME04, PKL88, RLP10, TFA+11, ZK09].
Dan96, DS05a, DSH+17, DGF98, DMYN08, DKC00, DBS+11, DJM12, DZC11, DF90, EL01, ECN14, FKE13, FP04, FCP+90, GBA09, GP12, GGGW98, GPK+12, GD96, GP87, GPD09, GJW08, GAWJ15, GSW12, GMW97, HB96, HS99, HTG14, HSS17, HLI3, HBO+10, HYL+15, HCG08, IDN02, JW97, KTN10, KOB+08, KOOH13, KMJE12, KSS97, KPS95, KBKS99, yKL08, LKC08, LLC11, LWP+04, LMLG15, LZL+15, LCG10, LJZX15, LMPD15, LCY+11, LKF12, LS15, LSS98, MEMO14, MTCT84, MPS08, MCH13, MG87, MBY+08, MSVK12, MDBC08, MJK11, MCB16. Using [MBBT00, MJL+13, Nie95, NIDN97, OIST91, OJ15, Par86, PD04, PDV+15, PBZ+09, PGK10, PVNS17, RW08, RLH+17b, RKS17, RL14, RL16, RSC01, RL09, RML16, RM09, RM15, S11, SLE17, SML15, ST93, SKR+14, SLS02, SS08, SKS+05, SK66, SJ13a, SP01, SMM13, SASF11, SSL14, SR14, SPS95, SF83, SKC01, SOM04, SJF11, SE02a, SE02b, SSJ+10, TLF16, VLV+04, VMA+04, VPP+04, WPG02, WDC+08, WTL15, WLT+17, WG09, WHL10, WL13, WDGT01, WLI+12, WZ15, WN09, XL10, XSSM13, XXZ13, XS06, YWB03, Ye08, YL10, ZY04, ZWC+10, ZCZL13, ZZLX17, ZZ77, ZVE+14, dFSV03, AMAM13, AMT+12, BSH12, BCN1a, BCF+05, BGK+96, BW13, BLD14b, BES00, BMM+15, BK05b, BHMT13, BNC96, BG09, BHI10, CJW+06, CSN04, CML+12, CCM16, CCG+09, Cla92, CCP09, DAP08, Day90, Den03a, Den03b, DYNO4, DKSO1]. using [DF93, DZTS08, DRS08, EAGA16, EBV1, FR11, FSTR13, GHH01, GFV+06, HE01, HFM16, Hei95, Hd14b, HMB17, HHK+07, HGA+10, HHGJ15, HH98, HWAG09, HJS+17, HSK14, IFDN12, JBG17, JG111, JFSS06, Jot96, KN07, KPA01, KPSN10, KS14, KE97, KHH+09, KS10, KHIK01, KB98, KGL+98, KB+14, LD08c, LBK14, LPS14, LK17, LZW+16a, LGK16, LLLY09, LSWW11, LBBC14, LDL10b, Ma100, MFT02, MZT09, MSW10, MP12a, MSAP15, MSHD15, MGC+16, MMV+13, MSH87, MRS08, MHO0, NG92, NCKG00, NNRS14, NN93, NN94, NP00, NW91, O0105, OAIS09, OA01, OPC96, Pai02, PG95, Par09, PG05, PGKS17, PGMG09b, PH94, QSW92, RF06, RSO8, RRS12, RT08b, RT08a, Rob93, RMZ13, RTNO3a, RTNO3b, SP07, SNA17, SSK93, SCD05, SPB+17, SRK13, STKD12, SC10, SL01, SBL17, STK02, SEA08]. using [SNLH09, SARZ10, Tam82, TM13, TWJ06, TPBC09, TWC+09, VMTS10, VT94, VMG09, WGS04, WTVM15, VWV08, WO94, WZCF15, XsX+14, Y10, YKH+09, YWY08, ZT96, ZCK17, hZCK18]. Utility [DCK13].

**Vague** [BAHS06]. **Valence** [AD01, Got03, KKL16a]. **Valence-Arousal** [KKL16a]. **Valence-based** [Got03]. **Valence-Driven** [AD01]. **Valences** [KPRW05]. **Valent** [RKSA17]. **Validation** [BG85, PPK10, SAMG14, SW04a, SNA17]. **Valley** [WZL+12]. **Valuable** [Bak91b]. **Value** [Got94, SHF13]. **Valued** [HW10, PDV+15, SL89, SHPS08]. **Values** [CLM09]. **Vancouver** [IC11]. **Vandoni** [Duc00]. **Vanishing** [KPA01]. **Variability** [FRRW16, PRW11, SSSW13]. **Variable** [AVR10, EBV05, KGR+16, OBGB11, SSDK12, VG00, WT11]. **Variance**
Variants [HV10].

Variation [ADS06, EBC17, HCW17, HTH96, HO17, NC99, SFS05].

Variational [AJC11, Ara94, BF15, Gre94, HW16, HHB93, JTSZ10, Kob05, LSJK09, LCWK07, NC10, SSW14b, WYZB14, YBS07, ZZH15, KHR02, NW17].

Various [CDS16, FCH06, FH09, HWF17, KKS12, KZZM12, PSPM12, STMT12].

Vascular [BGCP11, KBT12].

Vase [BCRA12, TOZ11].

VAST [MRS06].

VAST2003 [CA05].

VBTC [KGR16].

VCBM [WBP11].

VDub [GVS15].

Vector [ABCC013, BCBSG10, BPKB14, BS02, BSEH17, BN08a, CYY11, COC15, DZC11, EWHS08, FKSS13, FLW00, FKS10, GKKT13, GT16b, GG17, HHD15, HLM10, HLM16a, HE94, HKW15, xHMC09, IEGC08, JCBW11, Jes16, LTKD15, LKG16, OGHT10, OT12, PA06, PP12, PDV15, SW10, SFL16, SSS96b, SBCBG11b, SB05, Szy11, SBL12, The02a, TRS03a, TRS03b, WRS15, WTHS04, WTHS06, YMO9, ZSP98, vP94, AM92, CFRGL16, Lie17].

Vector-Based [LTKD15, BN08a, FLW00].

Vector-Valued [PDV15].

Vectorial [PJSH15].

Vectorising [RLMB14].

Vectorization [vKB94].

Vectors [Dan96, FKS10, JKLS10, MSS10, PA06, SRWS10, SK10, SP01, Th01, XM15].

Vega [SSB13].

Vehicle [Arn08, CWL15].

Velocity [RCB17a].

Velocity-Based [RCB17a].

Ventricle [SSM12].

Verification [Ano98a, CWS17, MJ99, UWP06, WFZ15, PB95].

Verifying [AA09].

Versatile [ATO17, Dwy09, EBMT00, MH00].

Versatility [SHD15].

Version [ten82b].

Vertebral [ZVE14].

Vertex [BG02, KBS11b, KBS00, MTAM12, NB15, WHD17].

Vertically [SM10].

Vertices [ADS06, LS08b].

Verve [Kni93].

Verve-voxel [Kni93].

Very [IP99, WH04].

Vessel [MMV13, WWV11, WWV09].

Vessels [LGP14].

VFX [ATO17].

VI [An06c].

Via [CDM17, DFY14, VCP09, AW00, BPY16, BS12b, BBIG17, BSH15, CK14, CCC14, CYI12, CK11b, COC15, CRA17, DH16, GHX17, GSG08, GSG12, HHS05, HFL12, HZ10, HG13, HKM15, IEKM16, hKTL17, Kob05, KB89, LKC12, LZO7, LSW09, Man16, MJBC13, MC17, McC96, MAM14, NO17, OMPG13, PW12, PW17, RGM85, RBC14, RK09a, Sad09, SYX11, SAD16, WLL17, WC15, WS09b, XXL14, YHL16, YYYY10].

VIBE [BSG95].

Vibrations [KRFC09].

Video [AWCO10, BAAR14, BKY16, BB00a, BZBM16, BCS96, BHW11, BCK12, BBVP03a, BBVP03b, BTS17b, BCD12, BMS12, CRC15, CCM16, CLHL08, CPZ15, CCC08, DZD16, DTV15, DRA10, DMH08, DPD17, DJZ09, EWMU13, GVS15, GO10, GO15, GHK10, GCW15, GKH14, GTK12, GPR15, HVM08, HKMS08, HGB10, HZ10, HZZ11, IY10, IS15, JCK16, JW11, KS10, KrJC11, KGAC15, KGRG17, KYC16,
KHW13, KMN+08, KKD09, KK11b, LL00, LCC+17, LAA08, LJH10, LP15, LJZX15, LLN+14, LLCZ16, LLB+10, LLX+11, LDR09, MBDC15, OAIS09, OAO11, PCDS12, PWS12, PG08, PSHZ+15, PNVS17, RGW05, RSD+12, RWSG13, Sal96, SSK+05, SEASM09, SGMG17, SLWSS15, SDK+15, SPK10, SLTM08, SHS+17, TX16, TSP05, TWD+11, TMH11, WDC+09, WZH13, WWG07, WS09a, WMTG05, WLSG03, XL10, ZHM08, ZTW+12, ZZH15, ZLSW17, ZLX17, CVCH14, EMU17, SBB14, SPCR14. Video-Based [BB00a, BCD+12, GHK+10, LL00]. Videos [CCM16, GTK+12, LJH10, LTK+12, RSD+12, ZLSW17]. Vienna [CG07a, Des06, HB91, Pur07]. View [Ano96p, BBP10, CKB04, ED07a, ESV99, ESC00, ESK03a, ESK03b, FNH+17, GPK+12, Gre85, HREB11, How87, HKTL+17, KMB+17, KBK13, LYP+08, MTR08, MN87, Mor86, NPD+11, PNR89, REH+11, SBD15a, SLAM08, WBCGH11, WLI+12, XXS+15, ZZH15, tHS90, DGR+14, LSR17, SM10, ZK92]. View-Adaptive [REH+11]. View-Dependent [CKB04, ED07a, ESV99, ESC00, GPK+12,KBK13, MTR08, NPD+11, SBD15a]. Viewfinder [AGP08]. Viewing [AS95, AWCO10, DMKP07, Kra89, SS00, SJH08, SSG+00, TGS96, YK92]. Viewpoint [FM04, HVH+16, HK09c, LLB+10, TWC+16, WLSG03]. Viewpoint-Dependent [FM04]. Views [ABC+91, BRM+16a, CCC+14, DGF98, EAGA+16, HLM97, HSH16, NK99, RSM+16, SS16, SNLH09, VBP+09]. Viewspace [COFHZ98]. VIMTEX [DKG15]. VIPS [ZCZL13]. Virtual [SCD+16]. Virtual [A98, AVF04, AJL+11, AWCO10, BB09, Bar05, BSG+95, BGAM04, Bro95, Bry96, CWKS00, CN05, CBSF07, CKE+12, CMT02, DJW+06, EBSC99, FBT99, FVHK17, Fuc04, GPMG10, GH01, GHB+17, Haz6, HMD05, HK00, HJL07, JL98, KL14, KH95, KW05, KRFC09, Kun04, LD04, Lam09a, LL01, LD06, LGMT00, LLP00, LLB+10, LW99, MCO97, MC02, MGG+10a, MT01, MG95, MSWK02, MCB16, MF00, MKO+00, MOT99, MJL+13, NNDJ12, PLT+07, PP10, PO02, PIWB98, RKR12, RB03a, RB03b, RPA+15, SS00, SLE17, S96a, SG96a, SSA+08, SRK13, STKD12, SWML10, SGYF11, STTB14, SMD09, SD00, SPV+10, SBD99, SNLW01, SG96b, SGC04, TYK+09, TMO04, Tok15b, TLG99, VVE+10, VGSS04, WBP98, WC16, XTL02, XLTP03a, XLTP03b, Zar06, dSNV+17, JPCC14, MG96, TD00, VCFD95, Gob95, Gob96]. Virtually [KCB97]. Vis [VMH+13]. Viscoelastic [SLS04]. Viscous [HLL+12, SKK10, TDF+15]. visibilities [WZC+11]. Visibility [AHL+06, AWJ13, AMS09, BELD13, BLD14b, BNRSV01, CS09, CATM09, CAM08a, COS95, COFHZ98, EJFadH13, ED07b, GGD07, GPP07, HDS03a, HMB08, JEO00, LMS+16, LPK13, MBGS01, MAAG12, NRJS03a, NRJS03b, NBMJ14, OPP10, ORDP96, PGSD13, SS00, SS07, SEA08, SG96b, UF13, WBP98, WVW+11, WWS01]. Visibility/Sampling [BELD13, EJFadH13, UF13]. Visible [ASVNB00, BGK+96, Hdl4b, Mil84]. Vision [Cre88, Dut04, GVV05, MTK002, NT95, PO02, Sår07, TO97, DMCN+17, NW91]. vision-based [DMCN+17]. Visitors [LBK14]. Vismon [BMPM12]. VisRupture [RPMO13]. Vissym04 [DHKS05]. VisTrails
**Visual** [ARLC+13, ARRO+17, ABW+15, ASB+17, AAS+16, BEF17, BAT11, BLY+11, BDF+14, BSW+14, BGB+08a, BIXVG08, BSBE17, BG08, BCBL13, BBBL11, BvLbS11, BCC+05, BTB13, BJA+15, BCWR08, CBK+17, CKGC14, CTS03a, CTS003b, CBW+14, CWL+15, CYL17, CAB+16, CG07b, CDLM11, CWS+17, DCK12, DPD+15, DPD+17, DWT+11, ERT+17, FKRW16, FVHK17, Fra83, GVS+15, GOH+10, GLG+16, GHWG14, HRD+15, HK16, HKD+08, HSK+10, HJM+11, HS17, HMP+12, HBO+10, HS16, HGRS+17, HV08, HC14, HF16, HDD+12, IF09, IUDN10, JWC+11, JFCS17, JNM+09, JE13, JZJF+09, KRD+15, KCJM16, KFH10, KBHM15, KMJE12, KCA+16, KvLB14, KLK17, KWS+15, KVD+10, KKL+16b, Lav11, LKC+12, LKZ+15, LSS+12, LWPL15, LWZ+09, LJH13, LMHH14, IWT+15, LL09, LGH+17, LRK+15, MEl13, MC02, MK08, MRL+17, McN01, MMNG17, MH11, MKO+08, MDH11, NWHW16, NNN11].

**Visualisation** [NHL16, OJS+11, ORS+14, PSPM12, PGS+16, PJR+14, PCS94, PMD12, PBK10, PPBT12, PEPM12, PDW+14, PH17, Pos11b, PV08, RSM+16, RvdHD+15, RCM+16, RPK+12, RMM+15, RWS+10, RPFS+15, RHM+12, Ros13, SAMS+17, SPB+17, SvW13, STMT12, SA15, SABG+05, SHK15, SvL16, SBM+14, TTTW90, TPRH11, VCL+11, Váz07, WHC15, WMS+08, WDC+10, WG11, WKS+14, Wi87b, WCH+15, XDC+13, YXX14, ZAM+16, ZYO+08, ZK09, dBd+92, vEvW13, vLKS+11, SW92a, SKSK07, VCDF95].

**Visual-Quality** [BSW+14]. **Visualisation** [LWZ+09]. **Visualising** [GKPL11, KH96, BRM+16a].

**Visualisation** [ARLC+13, AM02a, ARH12, AHR13, AKV15, AHM09, AMA+16, AFK+14, AGDJ09, APM+11, And10, ABCN10, Ano97s, Ano97d, Ano97f, Ano97-29, Ano98], AH11, BHRD+15, Baj03a, Baj03b, BMH+12, BAT11, BLY+11, BY08, BAA+16, BBBD17, BBR+16, BWH+11, BMD+08, BHP15, BPKB14, BGB+08a, BBV12, BKR+17, BSK+17, BMPM12, BS02, BCD+12, BPBD08, BBLL11, BRB+13, BW01, BDD+04, BAU05, BBN02, BCN11b, BG07, BG09, BM10, BD08, BBP09, BJG+15, CRY11, CNCO15, CBC+15, CSFP12, CLE07, CZCE08, CYY+11, CY1+12, CY11, CPP08, CMS94, CGG+30a, CGG+30b, CGD+07, CY14, CCP09, CCH+30, CKS+15, CGW11, CG07b, CH09, CMH+01, CR16b, CKS08, CKP09, DCK13, DKG15, DMKP07, DMNV12, DPD+17, DHS+13, DWT+11, DvKSK12, DBS+11, Duc08, DGC+98, Dw09y, ELM+12, EGC+15, ENSD12, Ert02, EPAS11, FKE13, FQK08].

**Visualization** [FR11, FK09, FE17, FMH16, FH09, FM15, GMW04, GW+08, GOPT11, GRE11, GL94b, GS008, GGE+14a, GGM12, GKP11, GBD09, GRDE10, GSE+14b, GRT14, GT15, GKT16, GT16a, GT16b, Ha96, HPK+16, HJM+11, HW10, HS94, HLH+16a, HBW11, HVH+16, HMP+12, HSJW14, HYL+15, HK15, HGB+10, HSH16, HPV+16, HV08, HV09, HCO14, HTSF09, HLJ+13, HKL17, HGH+11, IP99, IEGC08, IF09, JBB+08, JBL+06, JBT08, JC10, JBM10, JW+11, JNX+08, JNM+09, JGH11, JL00, JPN15, KARC15,
KSW+12, KOB+08, KKS+12, KARC17, KKTD17, KGP+12, KMJE12, KvLB14, KKF+17, KASH13, KVD+10, KBT+12, KFR+11, KKL+16b, KHW13, LDB11, LH11, LBK14, LHD+04, Lar10, LPG14, LKEP14, Le 90, LPSV14, LMS+16, LCC+17, LCP+12, LKZ+15, LT16, LTH08, LS16, LFK+13, LFS+15, LBPH10, LBH12a, LLC+12, LCD10, LCS15, LCC+17, LCP+12, LKZ+15, LT16, LTH08, LS16, LFS+15, LBPH10, LBH12a, LLC+12, LCD10, LWT+15, LSB+17].

Visualization [LFC14, LSS98, ME13, MK11, MSM+08, MRL+17, MLP+10, ML17, MG10, MC10a, MKP+16, MV+B+17, MC14, MMV+13, MSK14, MRL10, MJCO1, ME04, MHHO8, MDWK08, MP10, MKO+08, MHDO11, MKE+16, NW13, NNN11, NGB+09, NJB+11, NLB+13, NSGP06, NS01, OHBK90, OJS+11, ORS+14, OAJ14, OLF+14, OGH+10, OBCCG13, POS+11a, PSCN10, PKPH09, PRW11, PW12, PD04, PTA+11, PPF+11, PEP+11b, PEPM12, PH01, Pos11b, PWH11, PH13, PBC+16, PV08, PKE15, PKE17, RvdHD+15, RHS+12, RKRD12, RRS12, RLH17a, RSK06, RRRO8, RWS+10, RPLH11, RH+12, RRS+97b, RPMO13, RSSL17, RMF12, RSS96, SMH10, SP97, SM11, SAMG14, SCD+16, SH14b, SVG+08, SKR+14, SMvdWvW15, SWS09, SGM+11, SSA+08, Sch11, SSSSW13, SRGT12, SEG+14, STKD12, SHCB15, SPH11, SDB97, SASF11].

Visualization [SA09, SJHO8, STBG12, SJL15, SGG15, SBM+14, SLSG16, SPT14, SKKS08, SRS+17, SMP13, SMB+17, Syz11, SBL12, TFA+11, TLM16, TSYK01, TW+C+16, TLFC16, TA08, TE10, TK08, TCM10, TGK+17, TSH01, TPRH11, UFE+10, VW08, VR12, VM12, VW90, VMH+13, VMG09, WH17a, WZC+11, WLZ+12, WK12b, WFZ+15, WT17, WG11, WKS+14, Wat96, WTHS04, WTHS06, WGS10, WHT12, Wei04, WVKR08, WVV08, WVV09, WHP+11, WPH+12, WAH+09, WKM+09, WAF+11, WPW+11, WTLY12, WCH+15, WBFvL17, XYL09, YCLEO9, YMM10, YBK+12, YLRC10, YWYT12, ZLM+15, ZM16, ZCH+17, ZLSW17, ZLX17, ZWRH14, ZK08, ZAD15, dHVJ14, vDHO16, vGPB17, vPJeHRV12, vPGL+14, vP94, vdCAvW14, vdZLB11, AM92, BG93, Co93, CKS+16, FS92, GF93, GL94a, Gob96, GMDW09, HPT89, JR08, KN13, NKP93, PW93, Rob93, RRRO8, Ao98b, Ao98c, CS16, CDD09, HLH+16b, KM16, Kuh12, Raf05, San06, SvZ95, TLM16, Wei08].


VividSection [KMS+13]. Vivo [DHS+13]. VLSI [ELM+83, Mil84, NB94]. Voids [BJG+15]. Volume
[ARC05, AGG+08, AFK+14, AAS+16, AGDJ08, Ano04h, Ano05f, Ano06f, Ano06g, BAT11, BHP15, BHH13, BM15, BHGS06, BRB+13, BW01, BG07, BG09, BM10, BBP09, BES15, CCS95, CNCO15, CT00, CLE07, CCLN10, CK13, Coc83, COF95, CMH+01, CR16b, DHIK08, DMNV12, DKC00, DC10, ENSD12, EPAS11, FBGP09, FK09, FE17, FHMI16, Fr94, GG12, GHB15, GSMA08, HB06, HS04, HMK+95, HWC+05, HMB08, IP99, IY10, IYS+13, JBB+08, JZJ08b, JSYR14, KZ08, KPNS10, KMS+13, KMAB15, KVS+14, KWN+14, KUMY10, LAM09b, LLA06, LLY09, LBH12a, LG95, LGK97, LCD09b, LCD10, LWBP14, LA15, LCDW16, LKG+16, LCWK07, MW06, MFS08, MMFE08, MBW08, MMF10, MC10a, MRL10, ME04, NCKG00, NS01, ND12, OHHK09, PRW11, PWH11, PBP96, RHS+12, RBG08, RRS12, RSK06, RSTK08, RRPR08, RPLH11]. Volume [RGG+14, RHC08, RMD+08, SB07, SPH+09, SGM+11, SPBV10, SBS+17, SCM+09, SS15b, SG15, SJF11, SMP13, TSM94, TOZ+11, TWC+16, TCM10, VCRG14, VPLL08, VGB+14b, VKJ+17, VHB16, WGS04, WW99, WZL+12, WK12b, WTL15, WCB15, WGS10, WE97, WRS01, WS09b, XSE14, YCE09, YM06, ZM16, hZCK98, ZR13, ZCG08, BLS93, CS99a, JZW14, JON96, LN17, WZC+11, YK92, GBKG04, FMK04]. Volume-Aware [TOZ+11]. Volume-of-Fluid [CK13]. Volume-Surface [BHGS06]. Volumes [AMS16, BK03c, BK03d, BS03a, BS03b, BBA08, BBP09, CK10a, CIE+16, CCI08, CLS16, DS11b, ESRT13, GMAG15, IYS+13, JRL11, KMS+13, NRP11, PPL13, PN97, RW08, SKZ11, SHZD17, TWC+16, VMTS10, WOH13, WW11, WC02, XYM13, ZH14]. Volumetric [Baj03a, Baj03b, BNC96, DS02a, DN09, FAVM09, FBL16, GD10, GZ11, GBKG04, GSW12, HD03b, HD03a, JRJ11, JZJ08b, JSYR14, KW05, LC99, LQZ13, ME04, MRAS17, PK08, RSTK08, SJF+13, SVLL10, SKZ11, XSE14, YC17]. Voronoi [BPY16, DZM08, ERA+16, EDPB15, HHA17, LLW12, Man16, NB12, OPC96, QY17, RL09, SNA17, VC04, WHW16, XLS+14, YLL+09, NL13, PPL13]. Vortex [HGH+11, MKP+16, OT12, PKPH09, RSVP02, SVG+08, YKH+09, ZDM+14]. Vortical [ZF10]. Vorticity [HL13]. Voting [ATCO+10, SAD+16, TWC+16]. VOTS [BGK04]. Voxel [Afr12, BLD14a, BK03a, BK03b, BGAM04, BL86, Buc98, CNS+11, DKB+16, LZY04, LSZ08, RT08b, RT08a, SC95, WGS04, ZCO97, GMT06, Kn193]. Voxel-Shapes [RT08a]. Voxel-Traversal [ZCO97]. voxelisation [Jon96]. Voxelize [LZL13, LMMC017]. Voxels [CCC17]. VPLs [SHD15, TH17]. VR [BSG+95, BG07, BPH15, BPH17, DMKP07, EFGS96, LCC+17, LO95, SDB99]. VR-VIBE [BSG+95]. VRML [CLtL98]. Vulnerability [CKS+15, KBHM15].

Wake [PHTB12]. Walk [BPVR11, FMS01, Sbe97, SKCA01].
Walk-Through [FMS01]. Walking [CK11a, VSC01, XLL+10]. Walks
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[SR14]. walkthrough [AVF04]. Walkthroughs
[GS09, GSA03a, GSA03b, PSC10, SSS00, TL01, WBP98, WS99]. Wall
[GHB+ 17, KKTD17, MMP16, NLB+ 13]. Ward [GMD10]. Warping
[AGP08, AR95, BPBD08, BMS+ 12, CSD11, CG16b, FLW00, KWSH+ 13,
LSR17, NREM14, RRS12, SC10, SL08, WGG99]. was [AKMM11].
Washington [CP88]. Water [BSW10, IDN03a, IDN03b, PHTB12, RSKN08].
Waterfall [EPCV15]. Watermarking [hKLS00, OMT02, YI10].
Watermarks [BB00b]. Waters [PA01]. Watershed [FBW01].
Watershed-from-Markers [FBW01]. Watertight [vKvLV13]. Wave
[ATBG08, EBR+ 14, KMN+ 05, MMRO13, OKG+ 10, WND+ 14, ZCG08].
Wave-Based [ZCG08]. Waveform [Pic86b]. Wavefront [LSS98].
Wavelength [MRT08, WND+ 14]. Wavelet
[BLY+ 11, CDS16, GMY97, HA17, IP99, LF00, LG95, MS11a, MP12a, PB94,
RLH+ 17b, SGCH94, TSP05, WMB15, ZQQS08]. Wavelet-Based
[IP99, BLY+ 11]. Wavelets
[CAH00, DHS04, EBV01, HDL11, KE97, MPS08, TWJ06, WM09].
WaveMap [BLY+ 11]. Waves [JK13]. Waving [WMTG05]. Wavy
[EKFM12]. Wax [RMN05]. Way [AVF04, HKS09, SS91, YLHQ12].
Way-Finder [AVF04]. Wayfinding [MDWK08]. Waypoints [ZFA+ 16].
Waypoints-Constrained [ZFA+ 16]. Weak [AGCO13]. Wear [DS02a].
Weather [DPD+ 15, DPD+ 17, SSK93]. Weathering
[IEKM16, XDR11, XWT+ 08]. Web
[Cai95, CG02, DHH02, GSGC08, MKRE16, Wat96, YN00]. Web-Based
[YN00, MKRE16]. webs [DPW11]. Weight [LS10a]. Weighted [BRM+ 16b,
CD10, DWT+ 11, HGRS+ 17, LA06, Man16, RLN06, SSE+ 14, SW99]. Well
[BMB15b, NNB97, RHv95]. Well-Defined [RHv95]. Well-Separated
[BMB15b]. Wetting [RKN12]. WG2 [Ano84b, Bon85, Gal84, tH83b].
Wheelchair [OIST91]. Which [Sil97]. While [Thü01]. White
[LM15, OVV10]. Whole [FKE13]. Whole-Cell [FKE13]. Wide
[Wat96, SHD16, Cai95]. wide-angle [SHD16]. Widgets [RLP10, SSB08].
Will [ADJ+ 01, Hec01]. Willis [MMNG17]. Willmore [HP11]. win [AHT04].
Winchester [HGG+ 84]. Wind [DRBR09, RR00, SJ13a, SF92]. Winding
[LBA10]. Window [Ano91b, DSS90]. Windowing [RSK90]. windows
[Day92, SWS12]. Winners [Ano15a, Bru11, Can11, Eis11].
Winners/Invited [Ano15a]. Winter [MGG+ 10a]. Wipe [PSK09].
Wipe-Off [PSK09]. wire [ZZCJ14]. wireframe [THN93]. wise
[PEP+ 11a, ZFCO+ 11]. within [BGAM04, BMS+ 10, LW99, VCDF95].
Without [GVWD06, SW11, Wei04, FND92, JFS09, KySK08, SDK+ 15].
Wood [Buc98]. Woodblock [MKO+ 00]. Woodblocks [MKO+ 00].
Wordification [PTT+ 12]. Wordles [SSS+ 12]. Work [AYWM14, Ros97].
Workbench [TCH+ 03a, TCH+ 03b, TCH+ 03b]. Workflow [SLSG16].
Workflow-Derived [SLSG16]. Working [Ano84b, End84b, Mac85, Str84].
workplace [PW93]. Workshop [Ano87b, Ano88b, Ano91b, Ano95b, Ano95a,


Ano95d, Ano95c, Ano95q, Ano95-27, Ano96a, Ano96c, Ano97s, Ano97e,
Ano97d, Ano97g, Ano97f, Ano97-29, Ano98f, Ano98d, Ano98b, Ano98e,
Ano98c, Ano98h, Ano98g, Ano98i, Ano98j, Ano98-30, Ano06g, Arb90, AS98,
ADS90, AJL+11, Bla88, Bou90, BH96, BPS2, BP83b, BG85, Bro90, BJ94,
CP88, Che06, Cla88, Cla89, DS11a, Dau90, DS98, Duc82a, Duc86, Duc90a,
Duc91, Duc98, End84c, HP95, Heg90, Hég91, Hew90, Jan91, Kon06, Kui91,
Kun04, Kwi89, LSF+11, LMD04, Le 90, Lis90, Mac85, MJ98, Mar82, Mum86,
NSGP06, Ott90, PB95, PH91, PS10, PS96b, Rei03, Ros82, SvZ95, Sch85,
Sch98, TT95b, TvdP98, Ve91, tHS90, CG07a, Kje91a. **Workshops**
[Gob95, Gob96, WBP11]. **Workspaces** [CG07b]. **Workstation**
[Bak88, Wil84]. **workstations** [HP83]. **World** [IK01b, LWB14, MG87, NK99,
PDP+15, SDM99, Thi11, WV08, YMMS06, Cai95, CP88, RHM+12, Wat96].
**World-Wide** [Cai95]. **Worlds**
[Bro95, GPMG10, cLcTL98, MGG+10a, SWML10, STBB14]. **Worn**
[KÖOH13]. **WPPG97** [Ano98c, AS98]. **Wrapping** [KVLS99]. **Wrinkles**
[KöS+15]. **Wrinkling** [Lov06, PZB+09]. **Write** [Lar10]. **Writings** [XJJ+08].
www.eg.org [Che06]. **WYSIWYG** [SD94a].

X [Bow92, DSS90]. **X3H3** [Arn84]. **XGKS** [RSK90].

**Yarn** [LMMC017]. **Yarn-Level** [LMMC017]. **Year** [APH+12, Dav07,
Owe88, Owe89b, Owe94, Owe90b, Owe92a, Owe92b, Owe93, Owe95]. **Years**
[Ano84a]. **Yes** [Mac94]. **Young** [Bot07, Bru11, Eis11, Kau07]. **Yugoslavia**
[thH83a, Sus89, SW83]. **Yugraph** [Duc90b].

Z [Bow92, Sun92]. **Z-buffer** [Sun92]. **Zach** [Ano06c]. **Zagreb** [SW83, tH83a].
**Zebesdín** [Ano06c]. **Zippy** [FQK08]. **Zones** [COS95]. **Zoom** [BDF+14, DF90,
KKS+12]. **Zoom-Independent** [KKS+12]. **Zooming** [CG02, KGRG17]. **Zurich**
[Kei04, Kun04].
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